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Abstract
The advent of electrospray ionisation (ESI) has been a major factor driving the
revolution which has taken place in the field of biological mass spectrometry over
the past twenty years. In this thesis, efforts to improve electrospray ionisation in
two respects are detailed. One is the transmission of ions from ambient pressure
into the high vacuum of a mass spectrometer. The other is control and influence
over making and breaking of bonds, in particular long and weak bonds, during
this journey into the mass spectrometer.
These improvements to electrospray ionisation have been sought through the
development, theoretical analysis and application of the ion conveyor, which is an
electrodynamic ion-transport device. The ion conveyor as reported here is a
device consisting of stacked ring-electrodes intended for operation within the first
and second differential-pumping regions of a mass spectrometer with an
electrospray ionisation source. It is demonstrated how the ion conveyor achieves
aspects of ion trapping and ion transport through the application of one or more
radiofrequency waves to the stacked ring-electrodes. The operating principles of
the device are detailed, and related technologies are described. Theoretical
simulations have been used to explore for explanations for the behaviour of the
device and to make predictions as to the optimum performance of the device.
The first experiments with an ion conveyor and subsequent experiments with two
evolved designs are described.
The operation of the device has been
investigated with three different types of mass spectrometer, each with its own
design of electrospray ionisation source. These designs are described in detail,
and the responses of the ion conveyor to various operating parameters have
been characterised. A major finding was that the transmission of the ion conveyor
remains significantly high in the absence of all applied potentials. This discovery
reveals and emphasises the importance of mechanical forces to ion transport
through the ion conveyor.
A wide variety of analytes have been used in experiments to characterise the
device. The mass spectra of vancomycin hydrochloride presented are of
particular note, because they exhibit unusually intense peaks corresponding to
the doubly charged dimer-species. The dimer of vancomycin plays the central
role in long-standing theories of anti-bacterial action, but has not been observed
in previous studies of vancomycin by mass spectrometry.
The experimental results support the view that the ion conveyor is a useful
technique for the effective transport of ions through the differential-pumping
stages of an electrospray ionisation source. The results suggests that the device
could be developed through appropriate manipulation of ion-neutral collisions in
the higher-pressure regions to preserve and transmit delicate non-covalently
bound species and facilitate their accurate measurement by means of mass
spectrometry.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1

Origins

Mass spectrometry has blossomed as a field of study in its own right in recent
decades.

Its roots, however, lie far from the commercialised world of mass

spectrometry that we know today. The nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
were a time of great scientific discoveries in all fields – medicine, physics,
chemistry, engineering and biology became the fields that we recognise today as
a direct consequence of the work performed by the men and women of that time.

It was in 1803 that John Dalton proposed an atomic theory of matter[1,2], which
differed greatly from what had come before from the towers of knowledge of
Newton[3] and Boyle[4]. Instead of the belief that matter was composed of a single
substance, Dalton theorised that matter consisted of indestructible atoms and
that every element was formed from different types of atoms. This remarkable
new way of thinking about matter ultimately gave rise to the field of chemistry
today, following the work of William Prout and his theory of integral atomic
weights[5] and Dimitri Mendeleev’s periodic theory of the elements[6,7].

Later, developments[8,9,10] in the new field of radiation physics led to much
investigation of ‘rays’.

Goldstein discovered a new type of radiation, formed

when a glow discharge was passed through gas held at low pressure in a glass
tube[11]. It was found by Wilhelm Wien in 1989 that these ‘canal rays’ could be

-1-

deflected by electromagnetic fields[12]. Wien used the simultaneous application of
electric and magnetic fields to separate the rays in both energy and momentum.
Thus Wien discovered that the e/m ratio (charge-to-mass ratio, as was commonly
used at the time) depended on which gas was being used in the experiment.

Wien’s experiments produced broad, blurred parabolic e/m curves.

J.J.

Thomson, working at the Cavendish laboratory in Cambridge, became interested
in Wien’s experiments, and strove to improve them[13,14].

Ultimately, he

discovered that the blurring seen in the early experiments was due to collisions
between the positive rays and the residual gas in the apparatus[15]. Constructing
an improved device, Thomson et al were able to observe spectra for hydrogen
and oxygen species.

Striving to find a better way to observe the relative

abundances of the species present, Thomson focussed the positively charged
rays through a parabolic slit, and measured the abundances of species with an
electroscope. Using this equipment, Thomson discovered that the spectrum of
neon exhibited two peaks, corresponding to masses of 20 and 22 mass units[16].
This observation was contrary to existing theories, and was explained away as
simply a neon hydride peak, or, as Thomson thought more likely, a new,
undiscovered element close in mass to neon.

The true explanation for this anomalous peak came courtesy of Francis Aston.
A skilled experimenter, Aston constructed an improved spectroscope in 1919[17],
having failed to isolate the new element by the traditional chemical methods. His
instrument had a mass resolving power of 130, allowing him to observe clearly
the existence of this second species, together with a third, less abundant species
between the others at mass 21. Meanwhile, Frederick Soddy in Glasgow had
developed the idea of isotopes whilst working with radioactive elements[18].
-2-

Soddy, however, believed that the concept of isotopes could only apply to the
radioactive elements, and did not extend to the other members of the periodic
table.

Aston realised that he was observing isotopes of neon in his

experiment[19]. He then proceeded to measure many stable isotopes over the
coming years, producing several versions of his mass spectrograph[20] (his 1937
instrument achieved a mass resolving power of 2,000 and helped to provide
experimental evidence for Einstein’s theory of mass-energy equivalence).

From the foundations laid by Thomson and Aston, the field of mass spectrometry
went from strength to strength. The innovations of Dempster[21], Nier[22,23] and
others[24,25] led to many developments, with Nier’s 60-degree sector-massspectrometer in Minnesota providing the first usable quantities of uranium which
proved beyond doubt that nuclear fission was possible[26]. This application led to
the formation of the Manhattan Project. Later, mass spectrometers were to play
a large role in the war effort in the analysis of the uranium separation products
and in leak detecting of the large vacuum systems. Whether this was mass
spectrometry’s finest hour depends largely on the viewpoint of the reader.
Nonetheless, no-one could deny the immense impact that these studies had
upon the field.

Following the Second World War, mass spectrometry blossomed[27,28,29,30].

It

found use in isotope ratio measurements in geology, before the petrochemicals
industry discovered and exploited the high degree of accuracy which mass
spectrometry could afford for the analysis of crude oil extracts. It was not long
before chemists were regularly using mass spectrometry as a means to probe the
structure of molecules using fragmentation methods.

Companies were soon

offering commercial mass spectrometry systems to take advantage of this new
-3-

market (Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company and Consolidated
Engineering Company were amongst the first). These systems were sector-type
mass spectrometers of various designs, though it was not long before the first
commercial time-of-flight system was introduced by Bendix Aviation Corporation
in 1958[15].

Before long, mass spectrometry had a partner in crime – chromatography[31,32]. It
was soon recognised that gas (GC), and then later, liquid (LC), chromatography
could vastly expand the use of mass spectrometry systems to facilitate the
analysis of complex mixtures. Mass spectrometry began its journey into biology.
The use of mass spectrometry to analyse biomolecules has rapidly expanded,
forming a large area of study today. Applications in biology have been helped by
innovations in the areas of ionisation techniques, mass analysis methods and
electronics and computing[33]. The list of mass analysis techniques now available
is huge: magnetic sector, time-of-flight, ion cyclotron resonance, quadrupole ion
trap and orbitrap instruments to name a few, together with any number of
combinations of mass analysis techniques. Ionisation techniques are perhaps
more prolific (and acronym heavy): fast atom bombardment, inductively coupled
plasma, matrix-assisted laser desorption, electrospray, desorption ionisation and
many more ensure that, whatever the analyte, there is likely to be an ion source
to ensure a mass spectrometer can be used. Hugely complex mixtures from
biological or petroleomics samples can be processed and analysed.

In the last 50 years, numerous discoveries and inventions have helped make
mass spectrometry a key tool for chemists, biochemists, physicists, geologists
and pharmacists, and a key technology in the petrochemical industry,
pharmaceuticals, sports doping control, space exploration, medicine and many
-4-

other areas. For a technique which is virtually unknown to the lay-person, mass
spectrometry plays a huge role in the world we live in today.

1.2

Ionisation methods

Mass spectrometry relies on controlling the movement of chemical species by
ensuring that they are charged – we can only work with ions. The process of
forming ions from molecules is a complex one, and there are many ways to
succeed.

Each flavour of ionisation has its advantages and disadvantages,

resulting in no perfect method of ionisation for all purposes and a vast list of
possibilities. In their text “Mass Spectrometry: Principles and Applications”[33], de
Hoffmann and Stroobant describe electron ionisation, chemical ionisation, field
ionisation, field desorption, fast atom bombardment, plasma desorption
ionisation, laser desorption ionisation, matrix-assisted laser-desorption ionisation,
thermospray ionisation, electrospray ionisation, atmospheric pressure photoionisation, atmospheric pressure chemical ionisation, desorption electrospray
ionisation, spark discharge, glow discharge and inductively coupled plasma ion
sources. There is no need to describe these in detail here.

During the course of this project, the ionisation technique used was electrospray
ionisation[34,35,36,37]. This technique was chosen for its unique capabilities with
respect to ionisation of a large range of compounds, and especially biomolecules.
The technique is well explored, and is ideal for testing a device, such as the ion
conveyor, which operates in the interface between an atmospheric pressure
ionisation source and the mass analysis section of a mass spectrometer.
Electrospray ionisation is described below.

-5-

In electrospray ionisation (ESI), a solvent containing an analyte is pushed
through a narrow capillary. This spray capillary is positioned opposite a counter
electrode and a potential difference of between 3 kV and 6 kV is applied between
the two. The volume between the spray capillary and the counter electrode is
typically at atmospheric pressure. The counter electrode normally takes the form
of an orifice or capillary, which leads into the vacuum of the mass spectrometer.
The electric fields present at the tip of the spray capillary cause the liquid at its tip
to become elongated, eventually forming a Taylor cone from which a stream of
droplets is emitted[38]. The balance between the electrostatic forces at the tip of
the spray capillary and the surface tension of the liquid defines the onset of the
spray. In order to maintain a supply of liquid to the tip, the solvent containing the
analyte is usually delivered to the capillary by a pump.

As the electric field at the tip produces a Taylor cone, the elongated droplet
breaks down to form free droplets of liquid[39]. A sheath (or nebulising) gas is
often used to aid this process. The droplets then decrease in size due to the loss
of solvent by evaporation, as they are attracted by the counter electrode which is
of the opposite polarity to the droplets. The evaporation process is often aided
by the use of a heated drying gas. At the droplets shrink, the concentration of
charges on their surface increases until the droplet deforms and then fissions,
breaking into smaller droplets (the Rayleigh limit is approached whereby the total
amount of charge can no longer be accommodated on the surface of the droplet).
This process can be repeated many times. Analytes are believed to acquire
charge in one of two ways[40]: either as they are expelled from small droplets or
once the droplets have evaporated completely. Analytes which tend to dissolve
completely in the bulk solvent and do not reside at the surface of the droplet
might perhaps acquire charge following the complete evaporation of the solvent.
-6-

Molecules which favour the surface of the droplet might leave the droplet and
remove charge[33].

An important consideration with electrospray ionisation is the transport of the
desolvated/desolvating ions into the mass spectrometer.

This is usually

accomplished with a capillary or orifice, the dimensions of which are critical to the
desolvation and transport process. Ions exiting the vacuum side of the transfer
capillary are entrained in a supersonic flow of gas[41,42,43]. They traverse a shock
wave in the form of the Mach disk, before they are free to be manipulated by the
use of electrostatic and electrodynamic fields in the traditional manner of a mass
spectrometer.

The electrochemical and physical processes of electrospray ionisation have been
widely studied[44,45], and the process, though complex, is generally well
understood.

It is sufficient here to know that electrospray is a low energy

ionisation process – i.e. it can successfully ionise molecules and allow them to
undergo a phase transition from the solvated to the gas phase without imparting
internal

energy

into

the

molecules

which

could

cause

fragmentation.

Electrospray ionisation can “give wings to molecular elephants”[36] (and molecular
minnows), and not fragment them in the process.

1.3

Mass analysis methods

There are a large number of ways to analyse the mass-to-charge ratio of an ion.
An introduction to a selection of methods is given below, focussing most closely
on those methods used in this project.

-7-

1.3.1 Sector instruments
Mass spectrometers based on measuring the deflection of ions after they pass
through a carefully defined magnetic field are well understood and have been
used since the birth of the field[13,16,20]. These relatively large instruments are
often used for high-resolution, accurate-mass determinations, though they are
now becoming displaced by FT-ICR, orbitraps and high-resolution time-of flight
instruments.

All sector mass spectrometers function in essentially the same fashion. Ions are
passed through a magnetic field, whereupon they experience the Lorentz
force[46]. In one form, the Lorentz force can be described by:

FL  qvB
(Eqn. 1.1)

Where FL represents the Lorentz force on the ion, q represents the charge, v the
ion’s velocity and B the magnetic field. The above equation is valid only when B
and v (which are both vector quantities) are perpendicular. A charged particle
travelling through this magnetic field will travel in a circular motion of radius r. In
this case, the centripetal force on the ion will balance the Lorentz force. The
centripetal force on a body of mass m travelling on a circular trajectory may be
expressed as:

FC 

mv 2
r
(Eqn. 1.2)
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Given the equality of these forces, the statement below becomes true:

mv 2
qvB 
r
(Eqn. 1.3)

It is then a simple rearrangement to obtain the radius r:

r

mv
qB
(Eqn. 1.4)

It is therefore easy to see that the radius of curvature of the path of the ion
travelling depends on the momentum (mv) of the ion.

In a sector mass

spectrometer, the ions are accelerated to a known energy by an electric field,
rather than a known velocity. An ion held within an electric field has a potential
energy described by:

Eel  qU  ezU
(Eqn. 1.5)

I.e. the potential energy Eel is described by the product of the voltage U and the
charge q (which in turn can be described as an integer number of charges z
multiplied by the elementary charge e). An ion which is accelerated through an
electric field obtains a defined kinetic energy which (assuming all potential energy
is converted to kinetic energy) produces the relationship:

qU 

1 2
mv
2
(Eqn. 1.6)
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Therefore, by rearrangement, the velocity of an ion which has been accelerated
through an electric field of magnitude U has a velocity described by:

v

2qU
m
(Eqn. 1.7)

By substituting Eqn. 1.7 into Eqn. 1.4 we obtain:

m
r

2qU
m
qB
(Eqn. 1.8)

And by rearranging we obtain the classic magnetic-sector mass spectrometry
equation[33]:

m r 2 B2

q
2U
(Eqn. 1.9)

Eqn. 1.9 is often quoted for ions with a single charge, whereupon q may be
replaced by the elementary charge, e. It can be easily seen from the equations
above that, by accelerating ions through a magnetic field of fixed strength, ions of
different m/q will have different radii of curvature. This is the basis for a mass
spectrograph of the type used by Wien[12]. In a mass spectrograph, charged
species are separated spatially according to their mass to charge which the
magnetic field held at a fixed strength. Alternatively, by scanning the magnetic
field, ions of different mass-to-charge ratio can be sequentially focussed onto a
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point. This is a mass spectrometer, of the type used by Dempster[21]. This is
shown schematically in Figure 1.1 below:

Figure 1.1 – A mass spectrometer (left) in which the magnetic field is scanned to
sequentially separate ions according to mass, and a mass spectrograph (right)
where a fixed field is used to separate ions by mass before detection spatially.

The basic sector mass spectrometer can be improved with the addition of an
electrostatic sector. This sector can correct small variations in ion energy spread
produced by the ion source to improve achievable resolving power by greater
than ten times if used in a double-focussing manner[22,23,47,48].

In an electric

sector, two curved plates are held at opposite potentials. Ions pass between the
plates on a curve of radius re.

Provided an ion passes along the centreline

between the plates, the force from the electric field will balance the centripetal
force on the ion. I.e., where Fe = force due to electric field and Fc = centripetal
force:

Fe  qE 

mv 2
 Fc
r
(Eqn. 1.10)
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By rearranging and again substituting in Eqn 1.7 we obtain the simple
relationship:

re 

2U
E
(Eqn. 1.11)

This demonstrates that the radius of deflection of an ion within an electric sector
is independent of mass.

An energy spread in a group of ions can be

compensated for (in theory), however, as ions with slightly greater energies travel
on a path of greater radius (similar to replacing U with U+ΔU in Eqn. 1.11 above).
Ions entering the field from a point source a distance le (usually practically
implemented by a slit) with a divergence will be re-focussed to a point at le from
the exit of the field (provided proper attention has been given to the fringing fields
present at the entrance and exit of the sector). The included angle of the electric
sector determines this length[48]. Figure 1.2 shows this diagrammatically. Double
focussing is obtained when the energy dispersion due to the magnetic field is just
compensated for by that of the electric field.

Figure 1.2 – A double focussing mass spectrometer where the energy dispersion
due to the magnetic sector is compensated for by the electric sector.
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Many combinations of electric and magnetic sectors are useful.

Forward

geometry refers to an arrangement where the electric sector is placed before the
magnetic sector (an EB geometry where E represents the electric field and B the
magnetic). The reverse geometry has a BE geometry. Other, more esoteric
geometries include four-sector instruments where collision cells can be used to
fragment ions and analyse the fragments with high mass-accuracy. These large
instruments have now been largely displaced by FT-ICR instrumentation.

1.3.2 Time-of-flight
Time-of-flight mass spectrometry differs fundamentally from sector mass
spectrometry in that magnetic fields are not used for separation of different massto-charge ions. Time-of-flight mass spectrometers are often used with high-mass
samples, and although their resolving power is generally less than that of sector
mass-spectrometers, reasonable resolution can be obtained in an instrument that
is often smaller and more economical.

Time-of-flight mass spectrometers are something akin to ‘racetracks for
ions’[30,49,50].

In a similar manner to sector mass-spectrometers, ions are

accelerated by an electric-field. They then enter a drift region, where the ions
separate temporally, before their impacts on an ion detector are recorded. The
analysis is performed in a pulsed manner, whereby ‘packets’ of ions are analysed
consecutively. Assuming that an ion is at rest before it is accelerated (not strictly
true, though a reasonable first approximation), the potential energy of the ion
within the field is converted into kinetic energy, exactly as in Eqns. 1.6 and 1.7
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above. The simple relationship between velocity (v), distance (d) and time (t) is
given below:

t

d
v
(Eqn. 1.12)

Substituting Eqn. 1.7 into the above, knowing that q=ze, and rearranging gives:

m 2eUt 2

z
d2
(Eqn. 1.13)

It is clear from equation 1.13 that the time-of-flight t is proportional to the square
root of m/z. Provided the distance of flight (fixed by the apparatus) and the
accelerating potential U (controllable experimentally to a good degree of
precision) remain constant, measuring the time-of-flight of an ion allows the
calculation of its mass-to-charge ratio. In reality, however, there is some spread
in the initial ion-energy distribution of an ion cloud, and an ion cloud has some
size. Ions of the same mass-to-charge ratio may have slightly different times-offlight because of small differences in their accelerated velocities due to their initial
positions or initial velocities. The resolution of a linear time-of-flight system is
thus restricted to around 500 (full-width half-maximum, RFWHM) unless techniques
such as delayed extraction are utilised[33]. Delayed extraction can substantially
increase the resolving power of an instrument.

Resolving power can also be easily improved by the use of a reflectron. The
reflectron is an ion mirror which is placed at the far end of a flight tube[33]. After
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leaving the source, the ions enter a field-free region. They then enter the field of
the reflectron, their velocities are reversed and they return towards the source. If
the reflectron is placed at a small angle to the ions initial trajectory, the ions can
be detected at a detector placed next to the source. A simplistic schematic of a
reflectron time-of-flight mass spectrometer is shown in Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3 – Schematic of a reflectron time-of-flight mass spectrometer.
Qualitatively, the reflectron works by allowing ions with slightly higher initial
energies than a reference ion to penetrate deeper into the reflectron field. This
increases their flight time by a very small amount, resulting in the higher energy
ions reaching the detector at the same time as the reference ion. The opposite is
true for ions with a slightly lower initial energy than a reference ion: they travel a
slightly shorter distance at a slightly lower velocity, again impacting on the
detector at the same time as the reference ion. Provided that the potential on the
reflectron (hence the gradient of the field in the reflectron) is carefully chosen to
produce the correct ion-penetration depths for the length of the field-free region,
a perfect time-focus can be achieved at the detector.

A mathematical

description[33] of this is not given here as it does not greatly aid understanding of
the mechanism of a reflectron time-of-flight system.
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Reflectron systems can

greatly increase the achievable resolution of a time-of-flight system to over
20,000 (full-width half-maximum, RFWHM).

An important aspect of time-of-flight mass spectrometry systems is the ion
detection system. The ion detector should be carefully chosen to have a high
dynamic range, be capable of a fast response-time and have good recovery
characteristics following an ion pulse.

Multi-layer micro-channel plate (MCP)

detectors are often used as they have many of these characteristics, although
other systems are available. A further aspect of the extraction of mass spectral
data from a time-of-flight mass spectrometer lies with the acquisition system.
The system must be capable of logging data very rapidly (several giga-samples
per second acquisitions are not uncommon) over a comparatively long period of
time (times-of-flight in the microsecond region are usual). Acquiring data for 100
µs at rate of 2 GHz produces 200,000 data points. High bit-depths are also
required to cope with the large range of peak intensities (8 bits and over are
necessary).

These requirements meant that time-of-flight mass spectrometer

systems were unable to fulfil their full potential until electronic acquisition systems
were sufficiently sophisticated – the 1980’s and 1990’s saw the introduction of
the first commercial time-of-flight mass spectrometers which could compete on a
commercial level with other mass spectrometry methods[51].

1.3.3 Fourier-transform ion-cyclotron resonance
The theory of ion cyclotron resonance was first developed by Lawrence in
1930[52] whilst building a cyclotron accelerator, desined to examine fundamental
properties of the atom. Hipple et al were the first to apply the principle to the
measurement of mass in 1949, in the form of the omegatron mass
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spectrometer[53].

The principle was furthered by Comisarow and Marshall in

1974[54,55], with the introduction of Fourier-transform ion-cyclotron resonance
mass spectrometry.

Both methods manipulate ions in a similar manner, the

difference between them lying in the measurement technique. The ability of the
Fourier transform method to analyse ions of multiple masses simultaneously has
ensured that this is this method which survives today. The Fourier-transform ioncyclotron resonance technique is described briefly below.

In Fourier-transform ion-cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry, a collection of
ions are injected into an ion trap placed inside a strong magnetic field[56,57]. The
trap, which in its simplest instance, consists of a box like structure, is constructed
of six separate plates. Such a ‘cell’ is shown in Figure 1.4. The red plates in
Figure 1.4 are the trapping plates, the blue plates are the emitter plates and the
green plates represent the receiver plates.

The uses of these plates are

described below.

Figure 1.4 – A simplified schematic of the cell of a Fourier-transform ion-cyclotron
resonance mass spectrometer. The closest blue plate has been removed for
clarity.
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As the ions have some low velocity as they enter the trap, and the strength of the
magnetic field is high, the ions begin to orbit in a circular trajectory with a small
radius. The ions are trapped within the cell by the application of a small electric
potential (normally of around 1 V) to the trapping electrodes of the ion cyclotron
resonance cell. The ions orbit at a cyclotron frequency, ωc, which is dependent
only on their mass, m, and charge, ze, and the strength of the magnetic field, B:

c 

zeB
m

(Eqn 1.14)

It can be seen that the measurement of the cyclotron frequency produces a
measurement of mass that is independent of the initial ion cloud properties such
as energy spread and velocity. In truth, however, the imperfect construction of
the ion-cyclotron resonance cell leads to some complications with the above
simplified description, though there is no need for a treatment of these issues
here.

During a mass measurement in a Fourier-transform ion-cyclotron resonance
mass spectrometer, ions are first trapped in the cell with orbits of small radius.
The ions are then simultaneously excited to an orbit of larger radius to allow their
passage close to the imaging plates (receiver plates). This excitation is produced
by the rapid application of an excitation waveform over a large frequency range to
the emitter plates. This brings all ions of various masses into phase and onto
orbits of the same radius. Passing ions induce charge on the receiver plates,
whereby an induced current is then produced in an external circuit. This current
is measured by measuring the voltage drop across a resistor placed between the
two receiver plates. This voltage signal is then measured over a set observation
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time (usually of the order of a second).

The recorded signal-intensity as a

function of time is subjected to a Fourier transform, which yields all frequencies
contributing to the original signal: i.e. a time domain signal is converted to a
frequency domain signal. The relationship between frequency, magnetic field
and mass-to-charge ratio can be used to convert this frequency domain signal
into a mass spectrum (given that the magnetic field strength is known).

In common with all measurement techniques which rely on the Fourier transform
technique, the achievable resolution depends on the length of the observation
time. Here, the observation time is limited by the reduction of signal due to
collisions between the ions and residual neutrals in the cell. Consequently, there
is a requirement for an extremely low pressure in the measurement cell:
pressures of below 5 x 10-10 mbar are sometimes employed. There are other
considerations following from the nature of the measurement – the Nyquist
theorem says that the acquisition should be at least twice the speed of the
highest frequency in the spectrum (typically in the low MHz region). This can
result in the accumulation of huge amounts of data over long acquisitions
(seconds), which must all be processed.

Operation of the instrument in

heterodyne mode can reduce this data volume by sampling the difference
between the signal of interest and a reference signal. This difference frequency
is of far lower frequency than the original signal, allowing it to be sampled at a
lower rate.

1.3.4 Other methods
The mass measurement methods described above are those most closely related
to this study.

There are many other techniques used commonly for the
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measurement of the mass-to-charge ratio of compounds.

These include the

quadrupole mass filter, and linear and three-dimensional ion traps[58,59], as well as
methods such as the orbitrap[60] system produced by Thermo Fisher Scientific.
These mass separation methods are not described in depth here as the
techniques have not been used in this study. Very brief descriptions are given
below for the sake of completeness.

The orbitrap, as marketed by Thermo Fisher Scientific, operates using a similar
principle to that of the Fourier-transform ion-cyclotron resonance mass
spectrometer. The orbitrap system however, relies solely on the use of electric
fields to confine the ions within what is essentially a Kingdon trap[61]. The image
current is formed as the ions are reflected from one end of a spindle-shaped trap
to the other[33].

Linear quadrupole and three-dimensional quadrupole systems work in a different
fashion entirely. Both methods rely on the production of a quadrupolar field. In a
linear quadrupole, this field is formed by the application of anti-phase
radiofrequency waveforms to alternate rods of a set of four. These rods, which
should in theory be hyperbolic in cross section, but are often formed from circular
rods for ease of manufacture, are positioned such that the field inside the rods is
approximately quadrupolar. The linear ion trap is formed by placing trapping
electrodes at the front and rear ends of the array of rod electrodes. In a threedimensional quadrupole trap, often termed simply an ion trap, a threedimensional quadrupole field is formed by a ring electrode and two end-cap
electrodes. A radiofrequency waveform is applied to the ring electrode. In both
devices, the radiofrequency waveform is used to trap ions within the device,
termed Paul trapping. The mass-to-charge range of ions which may be retained
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within the device is defined by the frequency and amplitude of the radiofrequency
in use.

The stability of ions within the device is described by the Mathieu

parameters, which may be used to outline a stability diagram, describing the
stability of ion motion within the devices[62].

In a three-dimensional ion trap,

various methods are then used to eject ions from the trap by destabilising their
motion, and the ejected ions are recorded.

By sequentially destabilising ions of particular mass-to-charge ratios, a mass
spectrum may be recorded. In the two-dimensional quadrupole mass filter (single
quadrupole), a combined RF and DC potential is applied to the two pairs of
opposite rods, which allows the passage of ions which fall within a mass window.
The careful choice of this resolving potential and radiofrequency waveform can
allow the transmission of narrow mass-windows, usually producing resolving
powers of around 3,000[33] (although commercial systems usually operate with
“unit mass resolution” where a mass scan is performed such that peaks across
the mass range are one m/z unit wide). Quadrupole mass filters and linear and
three-dimensional ions traps produce comparatively poor resolving powers when
compared to time-of-flight, Fourier-transform ion-cyclotron resonance and sector
mass spectrometers. They do, however, have several advantages which have
made them popular. They are comparatively cheap to purchase, they require
only moderate vacuum, and they acquire mass spectra rapidly, allowing for
straightforward combination with chromatography systems[33].
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1.4

Aims

Since the application of electrospray ionisation to biomolecules and polymers in
the mid 1980’s by Fenn and co-workers, electrospray ionisation has been widely
accepted and used by the mass spectrometry community. Initially being one of
only a handful of methods for the ionisation of large biomolecules, electrospray
ionisation has persisted and developed as a popular ionisation technique,
particularly in the biological and biochemical fields. Its ease of use, stemming
from simple sample preparation and implementation of the method, has aided its
popularity, together with its suitability for integration with liquid chromatography
techniques. The development of nano-electrospray ionisation has continued the
trend towards the increasing use of electrospray ionisation related methods.

There exists, however, a fundamental difficulty with atmospheric pressure
ionisation techniques. Mass spectrometry is usually performed at low pressures,
yet atmospheric pressure ionisation techniques are implemented outside the
vacuum system at high pressures.

This presents a problem to a mass

spectrometrist: how to transport ions created ex-vacua into the vacuum chamber
of the mass spectrometer. Often, a capillary tube is used, which provides a
conductance limit due to its aspect ratio, although other methods are also
possible.

Charged droplets formed in the electrospray are entrained within the net gas-flow
through the source capillary. Desolvation of ions from these droplets occurs
during this passage, and also as the droplets exit the source capillary, entering
the first vacuum stage where the pressures are normally in the region of ~2 mbar.
The gas emitted from the source capillary expands into the low-pressure source
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region, with the gas molecules forming a supersonic expansion.

Ions and

droplets traverse the Mach disk at the proximal end of this expansion before
manipulation by the mass spectrometer.

It is imperative that background

conditions such as pressure and electric field strength are carefully controlled
within this region, as small changes can have large effects upon the ions[43]. One
clear example of this is in the use of nozzle-skimmer dissociation, where a high
electric potential (of, in fact, usually only a few hundred volts) is applied to the
capillary exit or skimmer, providing a means of fragmenting ions as they enter the
mass spectrometer.

Despite this seemingly violent birth, weakly bound non-

covalent interactions are frequently observed by mass spectrometry when using
electrospray ionisation.

So, weak solution-phase interactions can be preserved in the gas phase. The
desolvation of ions has been the subject of much discussion, with various models
proposed for the formation of gas phase ions from the solvated analyte within the
droplets.

It has been suggested that concentration changes within solvent

droplets as they evaporate or explode could produce these non-covalently bound
complexes during the desolvation process. There is much evidence to suggest,
though, that the ions observed by mass spectrometry may provide at least a
snapshot of the analyte in the solution being investigated.

The concentrations of species within solution are of great interest to many fields
of science, not least biology, where the immensely complex interactions between
species in, for example, cells are studied widely. A better understanding of these
incredibly intricate systems might provide a route to new therapeutic techniques,
drugs or cures. The ability to analyse fully all the species within a cell is, as yet,
impossible, but would provide a powerful tool for the biologist. Chromatography
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is used widely to help to simplify the vastly complex puzzle, but the goal of
complete analysis of an entire cell in a single, simple experiment, is, for now, a
distant dream. In order to reach this goal, and especially for mass spectrometry
to play a role, better understanding of the fundamental processes of the transition
from the solid or liquid states to the gas phase are needed.

This study focuses upon a technique which may allow both increased
transmission of ions through the intermediate vacuum regions (by effectively
capturing all ions as they enter the mass spectrometer through the source
capillary), and allow careful investigation of the desolvation of analytes from the
droplets. This technique will be referred to as the ion conveyor[63,64,65]. Increased
throughput of ions from the source capillary to the mass-analysis region of the
mass spectrometer allows for greater sensitivity, allowing species of low
concentration to be detected. The device considered in this study may also allow
some control of the desolvation process, providing a probe of the sequence of
events that lead to desolvated ions in an electrospray ionisation source.

A

technique which increases the transmission of ions through the intermediate
vacuum stages at the entrance to a mass spectrometer with an atmospheric
pressure ion source, and which also gives careful control over this passage
(controlling ion-neutral collisions), would provide a powerful tool to aid scientists
when analysing complex problems, such as protein molecules within cells.
Although improvements in mass spectrometry sensitivity, speed, dynamic range,
and a thousand other parameters are required before the distant dream of a
complete analysis of a cell is possible by mass spectrometry, the ion conveyor
investigated here may provide a step along the way.
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Chapter 2
Ion Conveyor Description and Theory

This chapter introduces and describes the ion conveyor device, explaining how
the ion conveyor functions together with the similarities to, and differences from,
other electrodynamic ion transfer devices. Attention is paid to the waveforms
applied to the electrodes of the device, as well as its physical construction.

2.1

Rationale for the device

In a generic electrospray ionisation (ESI) source, such as that shown in Figure
2.1, a solution of analyte is injected through a fine needle held at a high positive
or negative potential with respect to a hole in a plate or a capillary[1]. A series of
conductance orifices (plates or skimmers), in combination with differential
pumping, provides a method of shielding the high vacuum of the mass-analysis
section of the instrument from the atmospheric pressure of the spray region.
Various techniques are used to assist the passage of the ions through the series
of conductance orifices, such as quadrupoles, hexapoles[2], ion funnels[3,4] and
skimmers[5] etc. The variety of approaches used is wide, with each providing
various advantages and disadvantages. The schematic in Figure 2.1 displays an
electrospray source with a metalised glass capillary which ends before a
hexapole.

The hexapole traverses two vacuum regimes in this case, and is

followed by a skimmer.
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Skimmer
Charged
Droplets

Hexapole

Capillary

Analyte
Solution
Massanalysis

High
Voltage

Rotary Pumped
~2 mbar

Turbo Pumped
-2
~2 x 10 mbar

High
Vacuum

Figure 2.1 – A typical electrospray ionisation source.
Droplets, which contain the analyte, pass through the capillary under the
influence of the gas flow[6]. As ions are desolvated from the droplets, they are
collected and guided into the mass-analysis region of the mass spectrometer.
The careful control of ion-neutral collisions within this region is also vital to the
successful transfer of ions[7].

As the gas passes from the high-pressure of the

capillary into the low pressure of the first vacuum region it expands. This results
in the formation of a ‘zone of silence’, gas with supersonic velocity bounded by
shockwaves. Radially, the expanding plume is contained within the barrel shock.
The low pressure end of the expansion is capped by the Mach disk. When
exiting this region they traverse the Mach disk and are scattered as they become
thermalised with the remaining background gas within the first reduced-pressure
region. Gas dynamics within this region are well studied[8].

Delicate interactions, which the mass spectrometrist hopes to preserve into the
mass-analysis section of the mass spectrometer, may be destroyed by energetic
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collisions in the first and second vacuum-region. Covalent-bond fragmentation
has been observed upon storage of ions for extended periods at these (relatively)
higher pressures, indicating that more fragile species formed through more
delicate

interactions,

such

as

non-covalent

species,

may

be

easily

destroyed[9,10,11,12].

Thus the electrodynamic devices used in this region frequently serve a dual
purpose: - firstly to provide a limited control over the ion-neutral collision
conditions and secondly to capture effectively the ion plume emitted from the
source capillary, thereby increasing sensitivity. The ion conveyor is a stacked
ring-electrode device designed to operate within the high pressure regions of a
mass spectrometer, and potentially to provide control over the ferocity of ionneutral collisions and increase sensitivity.

2.2

The state of the art

Various stacked-ring devices are currently used in mass spectrometers. These
devices are considered below, with a focus on their unique aspects.

2.2.1 The Ion Funnel
The ion funnel

[3,13,14]

is a device invented within the research group of Richard D.

Smith at Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, Richland, U.S.A. The ion funnel
consists of a series of stacked-rings which reduce in internal diameter along the
length of the device, as shown in Figure 2.2. In its simplest form, the ion funnel
consists of a simple series of reducing rings.
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Anti-phase radiofrequency potentials are applied to adjacent electrodes, with the
co-application of a DC potential gradient along the length of the device. This has
the effect of producing a pseudopotential well which narrows towards the exit of
the device, together with a drop in DC potential. Ions exiting the source capillary
are captured effectively by the wide initial rings before the potential gradient
along the device provides a motive force to propel ions along its length. As an
ion cloud reaches the farther end of the device it is compressed, allowing ions to
be ‘focussed’ through a conductance aperture and into the next vacuum stage.

Figure 2.2 – A schematic of the electrode stack of an ion funnel. A section has
been cut away to display the progressively smaller electrodes.
Various modifications to the basic ion funnel design have been used for a variety
of applications.

These enhancements include a jet-disrupter plate[15], placed

within the first electrode region to allow dynamic control of ion transmission, and
several alternative electrode arrangements[16,17].

Ion funnels have also been

used in combination with multi-capillary inlet electrospray ionisation sources[18],
as the large acceptance area of the ion funnel makes it amenable to use with
more than one inlet capillary. This “SPIN” ion source[17] promises good increases
in the level of ion current which can be captured by a mass spectrometry source.
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Ion funnels have been recently introduced commercially on several mass
spectrometers produced by Bruker Daltonics, including their Maxis high
resolution

time-of-flight

mass

spectrometer

and

their

MicroTOF

mass

spectrometer. Ion funnels are used in these instruments to enhance sensitivity
by allowing the capture of a larger fraction of the ions produced by the ion source.

2.2.2 T-Wave
The T-Wave[19,20,21] device is also a stacked ring-electrode device, though not one
intended for use within an ion source. This device, introduced by the instrument
manufacturer Waters, is intended for use as a high-pressure ion-mobility device,
and is currently in use on the Waters Synapt instrument[22]. The device is also
used on this instrument to increase sensitivity: - Waters use three T-Wave
devices within the Synapt, two as electrodynamic transfer devices and one as an
ion mobility spectrometer.

The T-Wave consists of numerous ring-electrodes of a constant diameter, to
which RF waveforms are applied. These waveforms are applied anti-phase to
each electrode, producing a Paul trapping effect as studied in depth for similar
devices by Gerlich[23]. The T-Wave also allows for the application of a DC pulse
to pairs of electrodes, producing a travelling pulse along the length of the device.
This has the effect of pushing ions along the axial length of the T-Wave. This
pulse has been termed a travelling wave by Waters (although it would be more
properly termed a travelling pulse), giving rise to the name of the device.

The T-Wave is flexible and, given sufficient control of the pulse application, would
allow ions to be moved around both forwards and backwards through the device
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within potential wells formed by the trapping RF and two DC potentials. The TWave is, however, most commonly operated solely with a travelling pulse of a
fixed height and velocity, due to the complexity of the application of the pulse.
Recently, some publications have described the use of various potential barriers
to improve mobility separation within the device when used as an ion mobility
separator[22].

The T-Wave bears a strong similarity to a device patented by N. Kirchner in
1993[24], which appears to operate using a similar principle. Waters acknowledge
this device[25], though contest the accusation that the T-Wave was an imitation.
Only the Waters device is considered here as the Kirchner device has not been
described in the literature, nor have any subsequent patents been filed. The
Waters device has been described in-depth in peer-reviewed journals and has
been the subject of numerous patents.

2.2.3 Aerodynamic Lenses
Aerodynamic lenses are devices normally used in the separation and collimation
of

small

particles

in

engineering,

such

as

dust

or

other

small

conglomerates[26,27,28,29,30]. These devices operate by injecting a flow of gas into a
series of progressively shrinking metal rings contained in a tube.

There are

normally only around three rings. The higher-pressure gas entering the device
forms eddy currents between the rings, forming high pressure regions around the
outside of the tube, with lower pressure regions towards the centre of the device.
As the rings become smaller, the low pressure region in the middle becomes
smaller. Particles entrained in the gas flow move around the flow lines of the
gas, following orbits which lead eventually to the particles being focussed
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towards the centre of the device.

A schematic of an aerodynamic lens

arrangement is shown below in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3 – A schematic of an aerodynamic lens device. A section has been cut
away to display the series of progressively smaller orifices.
These devices are normally used only in engineering applications, with very few
reports of their use in mass spectrometry.

This is likely to be due to their

unsuitability for use with very small particles, such as small molecules.

The

successful operation of the devices is dependent upon a large collisional crosssectional area. The ability of aerodynamic lenses to focus particles of diameters
less than around 1-10 µm is limited by the onset of the effects of Brownian
motion. Thermal motion of the background gas becomes the dominant factor for
particles smaller than these dimensions, causing randomised motion of the
particles which counteracts the focussing of the net gas flow. Proteins, however,
have far larger cross-sectional areas than small molecules, and larger proteins
can have substantial areas of the same order as those of the smaller particles
successfully focussed by aerodynamic lenses. The use of aerodynamic lenses in
combination with mass spectrometry has been demonstrated[31].
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It is likely that the comparative rarity of this technique in mass spectrometry is a
consequence of a general widespread neglect of the effects of gas flow within
mass spectrometer sources. This is not to say that the devices are without merit:
the absence of possibly strong electric fields within the source region of a mass
spectrometer where ions are undergoing a potentially volatile phase transition
could prove to be an asset. Without further investigation, however, the potential
for the use of aerodynamic lenses or equivalent devices in mass spectrometry
will not be known.

Some further research has begun in this area[32].

Aerodynamic lenses may prove to be an expanding area of relevance in mass
spectrometry in the future.

2.3

What makes an Ion Conveyor?

The ion conveyor[33,34], as stated above, is simply a series of stacked-ring
electrodes to which electrical potentials are applied. The intricacies of these
waveforms and the structure of the device are discussed below.

2.3.1 Electrode Structure
An ion conveyor is formed of many electrodes as shown in Figure 2.4. These
electrodes are held adjacent to one another such that the spacing between
adjacent electrodes is carefully defined. Obviously, by altering the size of the
apertures in the electrodes, the ratio between the aperture size and electrode
spacing may be easily changed. This aperture-to-spacing ratio is vital for the
control of the electric field experienced by charged entities within the device.
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Figure 2.4 – A schematic of a ring-electrode stack which could form the physical
structure of an ion conveyor.

2.3.2 Ion Conveyor Waveforms
Traditional Paul-trapping stacked-ring electrode devices

utilise electrical

waveforms where sinusoidal potentials applied to adjacent electrodes are antiphase from one another[22,35]. These waveforms may have any amplitude and
frequency. This solution, however, is only the first order solution to the problem.
There exist a theoretically infinite number of solutions whereby n waveforms are
applied to multiple sets of n electrodes.

Each waveform is phase-shifted by

360°/n with respect to its neighbouring waveforms. This is illustrated in Figure
2.5 below, which shows solutions for 2, 3, 4 and 5 waveforms. In each case, the
coloured sinusoidal potential is applied to the electrode of corresponding colour.
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Figure 2.5 (a)
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Figure 2.5 (b)
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Figure 2.5 – Suitable waveforms for (a) two (n=2) and (b) three (n=3) applied waveforms.
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Figure 2.5 (c)
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Figure 2.5 (d)
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Figure 2.5 cont. – Suitable waveforms for (c) four (n=4) and (d) five (n=5) applied waveforms.
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Figure 2.6 illustrates two instantaneous potentials, depicting the calculated
potential energy surfaces for the case of (a) two, anti-phase waveforms, and (b)
four, 90° out-of-phase waveforms applied to a series of ring electrodes. These
instantaneous potentials were calculated using SIMION software as described
elsewhere in this thesis. Electrodes are the dark grey regions, with the green
mesh representing the instantaneous potential energy surface in volts within and
between the electrodes. For an ion of opposite charge, the surface would be
inverted.

Figure 2.6 (a)

Figure 2.6 (b)
Figure 2.6 – Instantaneous potential energy surfaces for the solutions (a) n = 2
and (b) n = 4 (trapping and conveyor waveforms respectively)
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For the anti-phase plot shown in Figure 2.6 (a) saddleback regions may be seen
along the length of the device.

The regions may be classified as radially

focussing, or radially defocusing. One half-period later in time, these regions will
have exchanged places, with regions that were radially defocusing becoming
focussing, and vice versa. Any instantaneous axial focussing averages out to a
zero field in the axial direction as ion experience alternately focussing and
defocusing fields. This is Paul trapping[36,37].

Figure 2.6 (b) presents the potential energy surface obtained when using four,
90° out-of-phase waveforms. It may be seen that there are still radial focussing
and defocusing regions, though they are now spaced further apart in the axial
direction.

The differences between the electric fields produced by these two waveforms are
highlighted in Figure 2.7. Figure 2.7 (a) presents a potential energy contour plot
for the 180° out-of-phase waveforms.

The contours are plotted upon a two-

dimensional axial slice through the centre of an ion conveyor. Red contours
represent positive potential energies (arbitrary units in this case) and blue
contours represent negative potential energies. Electrodes are represented by
the brown structures. Regions of the plot resemble the quadrupolar fields found
in quadrupole devices. The regions will not be purely quadrupolar, however, due
to higher-order multipole components caused by the surrounding electrode
structures. As noted above for the three-dimensional potential energy surfaces
presented in Figure 2.6, there are both radially focussing and defocusing regions
present, which will switch position as the waveforms change with time. In Figure
2.7 (a), for the 180° out-of-phase waveforms, the approximately quadrupolar
fields are positioned within each electrode, whereas in Figure 2.7 (b), the roughly
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quadrupolar fields are situated within every other electrode. Also shown in Figure
2.7 (b), below the main diagram, are the instantaneous potential energy contours
a short time before and after the time of the main figure.

Figure 2.7 (a)

Figure 2.7 (b)
Figure 2.7 – Instantaneous potential energy contour plots for the trapping
waveform (a) and the conveyor waveform (b). Red contours represent positive
potential energies (arbitrary units), with blue representing negative potential
energies (arbitrary units). Also displayed in (b) are potential energy contour plots
for the conveyor waveform short time periods before (left-hand side) and after
(right-hand side) that shown in the main figure.
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The distortion of the fields may be easily seen as the waveforms change with
time – the potential wells moves axially along the device with time.

It is apparent from the above figures that the solutions consisting of four
waveforms lead to an electrodynamic wave which travels through the device. In
fact, all solutions with more than two waveforms lead to a travelling wave. The
effect of a travelling wave is not observed in the anti-phase, two-waveform
scenario. This wave may be seen for the n = 4 solution in a series of ‘snapshots’
depicted in Figure 2.8, overleaf.

These snapshots, taken at various time

intervals, are of a three-dimensional representation of the instantaneous potential
energy surface such as those in Figure 2.6. The waves formed by the potential
energy surface may be seen to propagate from left to right with time.

The velocity of the travelling wave for an ion conveyor to which n waveforms are
applied to every n-th electrode may be predicted using the equation below in Eqn
2.1a.

v  nsf
(Eqn 2.1)

In the above equation, v = velocity of travelling wave in m s-1, n = number of
phases applied to the set of n electrodes, s = spacing between electrodes in
metres (provided the electrodes are of a negligible thickness) and f = frequency
of travelling wave in Hz. With electrodes placed at an interval of 3.375 mm (as
used in the second ion conveyor device, see later in this chapter) and a typical
conveyor waveform frequency of 30 kHz, v can be calculated as 405 m s-1 for the
four-phase ion conveyor used in this investigation.
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Again, it should be

emphasized that such a potential energy surface and travelling wave may be
produced from waveforms having any amplitude and frequency.

(1)

(5)

(2)

(6)

(3)

(7)

(4)

(8)

Figure 2.8 – A series of snapshots over time of the three-dimensional
instantaneous potential energy surface produced by a set of four waveforms
phase-shifted by 90°. The images are numbered in sequence. The wave may
be seen to propagate from left to right over time.
Any of the waveforms considered above may be applied to a series of stackedring electrodes. There are limits, however, to what may be practically applied: - a
high n solution would result in the need for an impractically long set of stacked-
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ring electrodes to allow a full wavelength to be applied along its length (or would
necessitate very small electrode spacing). High n solutions would also result in
very complex electronics systems to apply the waveforms to the electrodes. For
this reason, the study described in this thesis was limited to solutions with low
and even values of n, namely n = 2 and n = 4. The n = 3 solution would have
given rise to challenges in generating the waveforms electronically, and was not
studied here.

During the course of the study, the n = 2 solution (i.e. 180°, anti-phase, Paul
trapping) became known as the ‘trapping’ waveform, and the phrase ‘conveyor’
waveform was adopted to refer to the n = 4 solution (i.e. 90° out-of-phase).
These terms are used from this point onwards.

It became evident that there was a third possibility to be investigated when using
these two waveforms: namely that the two waveforms could be summed together
to produce a third, distinct waveform which was referred to as a ‘composite’
waveform.

It should be pointed out that summing the two waveforms is

fundamentally different to waveform amplitude modulation, which would produce
a different effect and has not been studied here. The difference between the two
approaches is illustrated in Figure 2.9. Two waveforms are shown in the first plot
of Figure 2.9: a high frequency waveform (blue) and a low frequency waveform
(red). The second graph shows the different effects of amplitude modulation of
the two waveforms (green trace) and amplitude summing (purple trace) of the two
waveforms.

Obviously, any combination of any number of solutions could be summed to
produce an infinite number of distinct waveforms.
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In this thesis, the phrase

‘composite waveform’ is used solely to refer to the situation where the n = 2 and
n = 4 waveforms are summed (i.e. the conveyor waveform plus the trapping
waveform produces the composite waveform).

The application of a DC potential gradient (as used in the ion funnel) to the stack
of electrodes would also be possible but was not investigated here.

High Frequency
Low Frequency

0

200

400

600

Time / us

Modulation
Summing

0

200

400

600

Time / us
Figure 2.9 – Plots demonstrating the difference between waveform modulation
and waveform summing. The high frequency blue waveform and the low
frequency red waveform are shown in the bottom plot after amplitude modulation
(green) and amplitude summing (purple).
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Chapter 3
Descriptions of the Instruments, Ion Sources, Ion Optical
Modelling and Pseudopotentials

3.1

Instrumentation

Three mass spectrometers were used at different times in this study: a large
scale,

reverse-geometry

double-focussing

sector

instrument

(MMM),

an

orthogonal time-of-flight instrument, and a Fourier transform ion cyclotron
resonance (FT-ICR) instrument.

3.1.1

The reverse-geometry double-focussing sector mass spectrometer
(MMM)

A large amount of the experimental work was carried out using a reversegeometry double-focussing sector mass spectrometer of unusually large size,
dubbed MMM[1,2,3,4]. This home-built instrument was constructed at La Trobe
University, Melbourne, Australia between 1976 and 1981[5,6,7,8]. The instrument
was transported to the University of Warwick, U.K., in 1987.

This instrument consisted of a 55°, 0.784 metre radius magnetic sector[3,5] and a
81.5°, 1 metre radius electric sector[2,5], with a total flight path length of 6.5
metres. A schematic of the instrument is shown in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1 – Schematic of the MMM reverse-geometry double-focussing sector
mass spectrometer showing 1) ESI source incorporating z- and y- focusing ion
lenses and z- and y-steering deflectors 2) source α-slit, 3) first off-axis postacceleration detector, 4) magnetic sector, 5) second off-axis post-acceleration
detector, 6) β-slit and collision chamber, 7) electric sector, 8) detector slit, 9)
detector chamber and 10) pre-amplifier.
The large scale of the instrument offered several advantages. Firstly, this mass
spectrometer possessed an inherently high mass range. This was due to the
high dispersive power of the instrument[2]. The second advantage of using this
mass spectrometer with its large size was that it allowed easy manipulation of
apparatus within the instrument’s vacuum chamber, which was a necessity for
the development work undertaken in this study.

The instrument had been equipped with several custom-designed sources over
its lifetime. Initially designed with a field desorption source[2,3,6], the instrument
had been equipped with an electrospray ionisation source since 1994[9,10]. For
the purposes of this study, a new electrospray ionisation source incorporating an
ion conveyor was constructed[11]. This source is described in detail later in this
Chapter. Briefly, this source consisted of a series of vacuum-regions separated
by conductance restrictions. A 150 mm long stainless-steel heated capillary led
from atmospheric pressure into the first vacuum-region, which contained the ion
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conveyor. A 1 mm conductance restriction led into the second vacuum-region,
where a cone-shaped skimmer provided a second conductance restriction
leading to the high-vacuum mass-analysis stage of the instrument.

For the experiments in this study, the entire source region was maintained at a
potential of ~4 kV in order to accelerate ions through the instrument. A series of
ion optical elements served to focus and deflect the ion beam produced by the
ion source[9]. Potentials were applied symmetrically, i.e. with equal but opposite
polarity applied to deflection electrodes (of up to ±2,500 V). Focussing potentials
were summed upon these deflection voltages.

The instrument was equipped with two post-acceleration detectors (PADs)[12] in
the form of two off-axis multipliers. These PADs were used to monitor the ion
beam for the purposes of tuning. One was positioned after the source optics,
immediately prior to the magnet, and the other was positioned prior to the
collision cell and before the electric sector. Each PAD consisted of a negatively
biased electrode (which was held at -10,000 V) and a positively biased electron
multiplier (ETP Ltd, Australia) held at +2,500 V. Current from the output of the
electron multiplier detector was measured using a Keithley electrometer, model
602 (Keithley Instruments, Ohio, USA).

Following the source region, the ion beam entered the magnetic field generated
by the unusually large electromagnet, pictured below in Figure 3.2. The magnetic
sector had an angle of 55°, with a radius of 0.784 m. The magnet yoke consisted
of 245 electrically insulated laminations formed into a “C” formation with a pole
gap of 22 mm. Six magnet coils, each consisting of 625 turns, were located three
above and three below the pole gap[3,5,7].
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Figure 3.2 – Photograph of the MMM ion source before conversion to the ion
conveyor source. The electromagnet is the blue object in the background.
Current through the magnet coils was provided by a Danfysik System 8000
precision power supply (Danfysik A/S, Jyllinge, Denmark), which also controlled
the water cooling of the coils. The magnet current was controlled by a personal
computer running a custom-written user-program[9]. Current was defined to 18
bits, providing 2 x 1018 steps over the full current range. The current could be
swept over a user-defined range, within a user-defined time limit. In order to
minimise the effects of magnet hysteresis and remanence, the magnet was
always swept from higher to lower currents during mass-analysis scans. The
magnet was generally swept over a full cycle, again to help ensure that massanalyses were always performed within the same region of the hysteresis curve
(the remanence of a magnet is a function of the magnet’s previous highest field).
Due to the large size of the magnet, at its maximum field strength of greater than
1.5 tesla, a theoretical mass-to-charge limit of over 8,000 could be transmitted at
an accelerating potential of 8 kV. As multiply charged species were normally
observed when using electrospray ionisation, this maximum capability was not
exploited during the study.
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Following the magnetic sector and positioned immediately following the β-slit was
a 10 mm long collision cell[5,6,8]. The collision cell was placed in the centre of
three ‘T’ pieces, each pumped by a separate 700 l s-1 oil diffusion-pump and
conduction isolated from the rest of the instrument’s high-vacuum by 20 mm
square conductance-restricting baffles. A precision leak valve (Granville-Phillips
Co., U.S.A., series 203) allowed the controlled introduction of collision gas into
the collision cell. This arrangement allowed high collision-gas pressures (helium
in all experiments performed here) to be maintained within the collision cell whilst
maintaining an acceptably low-pressure within the rest of the instrument.

An electric sector was positioned following the collision cell[5,8,9]. The electric
sector consisted of two precision-machined parallel curved plates separated by
33.51 mm, situated to produce a central ion path radius of 1000 mm and an
included angle of 88.5°. Matsuda plates were positioned above and below the
sector, with Herzog plates positioned at the entrance and exit of the sector. The
entire assembly was contained within a large, square-section vacuum housing.
Electric sector voltages of ±135 V were applied by a home-built power supply.
These voltages could be swept under computer control when electric sector
scans were being performed, or held at a fixed voltage during magnet sweeps.

Immediately following the γ-slit, the detector consisted of an electron-multiplier
(ETP Ltd, Australia, model AF180H) placed after a post-accelerating region. Ions
entering the detector region were accelerated by voltages applied to a grid and
tube assembly.

Potentials of up to ±100 kV could be applied to this post-

acceleration region in order to subdue detection discrimination effects when
analysing high-mass or low-charge ions. A gain of 107 could be achieved when
using a 2 kV working potential on the multiplier. Amplified signal was transferred
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to an optical signal transfer system, whereby each ion count was transferred by
fibre optic cable to a 400 MHz ion counting system. The fibre optics allowed
electrical isolation of all items within the Faraday cage due to the high voltages of
potentially up to 100 kV of the post acceleration optics.

Data recording and control of magnetic and electric sector acquisition sweeps
were controlled by a custom-designed user-program running on a desktop
computer. The control program fixed either the electric sector potentials at a
user-defined voltage whilst sweeping the magnet current (to perform a magnet
sweep), or the magnet field whilst scanning the electric sector voltages (an
electric sector scan). Concurrently, the software recorded ion counts at userdefined intervals. A magnet sweep was usually completed in around 16 minutes,
during which time the magnet was scanned over a range of 3,500 m/z units. This
dataset was usually broken into 2,000 data ‘bins’, however scan length, speed
and step size between magnet field strengths could be user-defined.

Mass

spectra were then produced using a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet calibration file,
within which magnet current was converted to the m/z scale. This calibration file
was derived from the calibration originally performed by Yi-Bing Zhang in 2002[9],
with further calibration performed using caesium iodide spectra obtained during
the study.

The majority of the vacuum system of the mass spectrometer was formed from
large-gauge (150 mm diameter) stainless-steel tubing.

The source optics

chamber and the detector chamber were separately constructed from larger
diameter (355 mm diameter) stainless-steel tubing. Due to the large size of the
instrument, and the correspondingly large internal surface area, a large overall
pumping speed was required to maintain a usable vacuum[5,13]. Eight Edwards
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700 l s-1 diffusion-pumps were used to maintain a usable pressure of between
1x10-8 and 1x10-6 mbar. Each diffusion-pump was backed by a suitable rotary
pump (several double-stage 40 m3 h-1 Edwards E2M40 rotary pumps) which were
located in an adjacent room.

The source section of the instrument was independently pumped with a
differential pumping system consisting of a single stage 275 m3 h-1 Edwards
E1M275 rotary pump, followed by a turbo-pumped region. This latter region was
pumped by a 360 l s-1 Leybold turbo-pump, backed by a 40 m3 h-1 Edwards
E2M40 double-stage rotary pump.

This arrangement produced a measured

second vacuum-region pressure of 4x10-2 mbar and a calculated first vacuumregion pressure of 2 mbar. The source region of the instrument was separated
from the high vacuum by a conductance restriction of diameter 1 mm.

Pressure within the high-vacuum region of the instrument was monitored using
eight ion gauges placed at key positions along the flight path. Backing pressures
within the rotary backing lines could be monitored by way of Pirani gauges.

The vacuum system of the instrument was monitored and controlled from a
vacuum-protection system designed by Alex Colburn[9].

This system was

necessary to ensure that the vacuum system would fail in a safe manner should a
system failure occur. System failure might be caused by: power outages, failure
of diffusion-pump heating elements, insufficient diffusion-pump backing vacuum,
overheating due to cooling water failure or failure of the vacuum-protection
system itself. In the event of a system failure, the vacuum-protection system
immediately disconnected all diffusion-pump heaters from their electrical supply,
thereby allowing them to cool. In the past, power outages had caused failure of
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the rotary pumps backing the diffusion-pumps, without the failure of the diffusionpumps themselves.

This had caused contamination of the instrument with

diffusion-pump oil as well as damage to the pumps themselves due to vacuumpump oil being carbonised.

3.1.2

The Bruker Daltonics BiOTOF orthogonal-acceleration time-of-flight
mass spectrometer

Further studies were performed upon a Bruker Daltonics BiOTOF orthogonalacceleration time-of-flight instrument. The BiOTOF had been purchased by the
University of Warwick in 1996, and had served as an open-access instrument for
routine measurements. In later years, the instrument was used for research in
the area of instrument development due in part to its easily adaptable features. A
photograph of the instrument is shown in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3 – Photograph of the Bruker Daltonics BiOTOF orthogonal-acceleration
time-of-flight instrument
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Originally the BiOTOF consisted of an interchangeable electrospray / nanoelectrospray ion source incorporating hexapole ion-storage.

The instrument’s

layout is shown in Figure 3.4.

This original ion-source had been supplied by Bruker Daltonics, and used a
Pyrex® transfer capillary between the atmosphere and the first vacuum-region
(Figure 3.4). This transfer capillary was metalised on each end, so that potentials
could be applied independently to each end of the capillary.

Either an

electrospray or nano-electrospray source was mounted externally on the
instrument. The electrospray source consisted of a spray needle mounted in an
off-axis position, through which the analyte-containing solution would be passed.
N2 nebulising gas could be applied via a PEEK connection to the needle during
spraying. Heated counter-current gas could also be supplied from behind the
transfer capillary.

Potential differences of up to 6,500 V could be applied

between the spraying needle and the transfer capillary.

Within the source, the gas/ion plume exiting the transfer capillary was sampled by
a skimmer, which acted as a conductance restriction between the two
intermediate-vacuum regions. The vacuum system is described in more detail
below. The hexapole was positioned immediately beyond the skimmer (Figure
3.4). Radiofrequency voltages of up to 150 V.p-p could be applied at a frequency
of 600 kHz. Ions entering this hexapole, which was normally held at an offset of
+15 V with respect to ground, were trapped by the application of a small voltage
to a thin trapping-electrode or end-plate placed at the high-vacuum end of the
hexapole (Figure 3.4).

This voltage was normally held at +45 V during

accumulation, before being dropped to 0 V for extraction.
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An Einzel lens

assembly followed the hexapole in order to facilitate the passage of ions through
a conductance restriction and into the high-vacuum of the mass spectrometer
(Figure 3.4).

Ion packets were released into the high vacuum by dropping the trapping
potential applied to the hexapole end-plate to ground for 100 ms. There was a
transfer delay of 100 µs to allow the passage of the ion packet from the exit of the
hexapole into the accelerating region. Following this transfer delay, a +9,000 V
pulse was applied to an accelerating electrode for a period of 10 µs. The ion
packet was accelerated orthogonally with respect to its original direction of travel.
A slight ‘kick’ potential of +67 V was applied to the ion packet as it was
accelerated to ensure that the original direction of motion of the ion packet was
damped. Ions then travelled along the flight tube directly towards the reflectron.
This instrument was not equipped with a linear detector.

The rear of the

reflectron was maintained at a potential of +9,550 V. Ions were reflected back
towards the detector region, where they experienced a post-acceleration voltage
of -2,000 V before detection by a multichannel plate (MCP) detector held at
-1,600 V. Resolutions of 10,000 (FWHM) were typical. The instrument could be
operated for detection of either positive or negative ions, with the polarities of
relevant potentials being reversed.

Negative-ion mode was not used in this

study.

Ions signals from the MCP were amplified and transferred to an ion counting
system, which consisted of a digitizer and personal desktop computer.

The

digitiser received, digitised and summed signals into ‘scans’, effectively producing
and summing time-of-flight histograms. One scan represented the time-of-flight
data accumulated from one cycle, which consisted of an ion packet being
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released from the hexapole, accelerated, reflected and detected.

The digitiser

summed twenty scans before transferring this data to the desktop computer.
This computer was running instrument-specific BiOTOF NT 2.0 software, which
provided data acquisition and instrument control facilities. The software could be
configured to accumulate the desired number of scans to produce a spectrum.
The instrument layout is shown in Figures 3.4 below.

Data analysis was

performed using either Bruker XMass software or Bruker FlexAnalysis software.

Figure 3.4 – Schematic of the Bruker Daltonics BiOTOF orthogonal time-of-flight
mass spectrometer showing 1) metalised Pyrex® capillary, 2) skimmer,
3) hexapole, 4) end-plate, 5) einzel lens, 6) accelerating electrode, 7) MCP
detector, 8) ‘kick’ electrode, 9) two-stage reflectron.
The instrument’s vacuum system involved a differentially pumped arrangement
with three separate vacuum-regions.

The initial rough vacuum, held at a

pressure of around 2 mbar, was pumped by an Edwards 28 m3 hr-1 rotary pump.
The next vacuum-region was pumped by an Edwards 255 l s-1 turbo-pump
equipped with a drag stage. This pump was backed by an Edwards 18 m3 hr-1
rotary pump. The second vacuum-region was held at pressures of around 5x10-3
mbar. The high-vacuum flight-tube region of the instrument was pumped by two
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Edwards turbo-pumps (Edwards EXT255, BOC-Edwards, Sussex, UK), both
backed by the drag stage of the source turbo-pump. Ultimate pressures in the
region of 5x10-9 mbar were achieved in the flight-tube.

3.1.3

The Bruker Daltonics BioAPEX-94E Fourier transform ion cyclotron
resonance mass spectrometer

Measurements were performed on a Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance
(FT-ICR) mass spectrometer produced by Bruker Daltonics. This instrument was
the first commercial FT-ICR instrument to utilise a 9.4 tesla magnetic field[14]. A
photograph of the instrument is shown in Figure 3.5.

Only a relatively brief

description of the instrument is presented, given the small role the instrument
played in the study.

Figure 3.5 – Photograph of the Bruker Daltonics BioAPEX-94E Fourier transform
ion cyclotron resonance FT-ICR mass spectrometer
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The instrument consisted of a vacuum and ion optical system combined with a
9.4 tesla passively shielded, horizontal-bore, superconducting magnet.

The

instrument was fitted with an Analytica of Branford source, which could be set up
for electrospray, nano-electrospray or atmospheric-pressure chemical ionisation.
All of these sources were interchangeable with those used on the BiOTOF
instrument.

A 150 mm glass capillary, metalised at each end, provided a

conductance restriction between the atmosphere and the vacuum of the
instrument. A skimmer assembly sampled the expanding gas/ion plume emitted
from the capillary and allowed ions to enter an RF-only hexapole. This hexapole
stretched across two vacuum-regimes, separated by a plate roughly halfway
along the hexapole, which also served as a support for the device. Ions were
trapped within this hexapole by the RF potentials and a potential applied to a
trapping electrode at the exit end of the capillary.

Ion packets which were

allowed to pass through this ‘gate’ were accelerated and focussed by a series of
ions optics towards the magnet. A series of ion-optical elements were used to
avoid the so-called ‘magnetic mirror’ effect, in which ions are reflected back from
the magnet.

Once within the magnetic field, ions were transferred into the 60 mm cylindrical
ICR cell, where excitation and detection occurred. Small trapping voltages were
applied to the end plates of the cell to confine ions to within the cell volume
during detection. Once within the cell, ions could be manipulated for dissociation
experiments using either sustained-off-resonance-irradiation[15] or electron
capture dissociation[16,17] techniques. Electron ionisation of neutral species within
the cell could also be performed if desired.

Data acquisition and instrument

control was performed using XMass software running on a Silicon Graphics Indy
computer.
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The FT-ICR vacuum system was differentially pumped, again to shield the
instrument’s high vacuum from the atmospheric pressure at which ionisation
occurred. This was achieved by the use of three vacuum stages. The first of
these was rotary pumped by an Edwards 28 m3 hr-1 pump. The second vacuumregion was pumped by an Edwards 250 l s-1 turbo-pump, backed by a further
Edwards rotary pump. The ultra-high vacuum required in the detector region was
maintained by three Leybold CoolVac 1500 l s-1 cryogenic pumps (OerlikonLeybold Vacuum GmbH, Cologne, Germany), achieving typical base pressures of
the order of 5 x 10-10 mbar.

3.2

Prototype ion source incorporating an ion conveyor

A prototype ion source containing an ion conveyor was constructed for use with
the MMM instrument. The mechanical and electronic features of this source are
described here.

3.2.1

Mechanical design

Figure 3.6 shows the physical layout of the source designed for the MMM
instrument by Alex Colburn. The first vacuum-region (coloured red in Figure 3.6)
was separated from the external atmosphere by a 150 mm long metal capillary.
The 150 mm metal capillary, with an outer diameter of 1.5 mm and an internal
diameter of 0.56 mm, was contained within a metal housing. This housing could
be heated with the use of two heating blocks, and was held in position by a PEEK
face plate, which also provided electrical insulation from the grounded vacuum
chamber.
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Figure 3.6 – Mechanical drawing of the MMM prototype ion conveyor ion source.

A large-scale ion conveyor (Figure 3.7) was situated 10 mm from the exit of the
capillary. This ion conveyor was 195 mm long and consisted of thirty-three, 1mm
thick, stainless-steel electrodes with adjacent electrodes spaced by 6mm. Each
electrode had a central aperture of diameter 10 mm. These electrodes were
supported by four PEEK rods, placed through four supporting holes drilled
through the electrodes.

Thirty-two of these electrodes were electrically

connected in interleaved groups of four. The very first electrode was connected
individually. This allowed four separate voltage waveforms to be applied to the
electrodes.
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Figure 3.7 – Photograph of the ion conveyor used in the prototype ion source.
A 1 mm conductance aperture was situated 5 mm from the final electrode of the
ion conveyor. A conical skimmer with an aperture size of 1 mm was placed 5 mm
downstream. The high vacuum of the analysis region was beyond this skimmer.

Potentials were applied to the device and internal source components via
electrical feed-throughs which pierced the PEEK face plate.

All source

components were floated at 4,032 V, with the potential applied by a home-built
precision power supply. This voltage could be monitored by means of a precision
voltmeter.

The electrospray needle was formed from a narrow gauge capillary (internaldiameter < 0.5 mm) and positioned about 1 – 2 mm away from the capillary inlet,
over which a metal collar was placed to allow better definition of the electrical
field between the inlet capillary and spray needle. Analyte solutions were loaded
into a 100 µl Hamilton Gastight syringe which was connected through PEEK
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tubing to the metal spray capillary. A syringe driver (Cole-Palmer, Illinois, USA)
was used to push the analyte-containing solution through this tubing to be
sprayed from the capillary. Potentials of around +6,000 volts were applied to the
spray capillary with a Spellman high-voltage power supply (resulting in a potential
difference of ~2,500 V between the electrospray needle and the inlet capillary).

The source vacuum system was comprised of two separate vacuum-regions.
The first vacuum-region was pumped by a 275 m3 hr-1 Edwards E1M275 rotary
pump.

A coaxial twin-tube system was used to ensure that the source

accelerating voltage did not cause electrical breakdown. The discharge path had
been previously calculated to be slightly longer than 1 m, so a 2.5 m internal pipe
length was used. There was no facility for the measurement of pressure within
this region as the source design did not facilitate the inclusion of a further port.
Conductance calculations, however, predicted the pressure within the first
vacuum-region to be around 2 mbar.

The second vacuum-region (coloured blue in Figure 3.6) was designed to
envelop the first entirely, in order to make possible the positioning of the source
turbo-pump.

Numerous conductance orifices allowed the turbo-pump to

evacuate the region surrounding the skimmer, which provided the conductance
restriction into the high-vacuum analysis region.

The vacuum in the second

vacuum-region was maintained by a Leybold 360 l s-1 turbo-pump. A vacuumport was available within this region so pressure could be measured directly with
an ion gauge. The pressure in this region was measured to be less than 4x10-2
mbar.
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3.2.2

Electronics design

A home-built electronics system was used to produce the conveyor, trapping and
composite waveforms.

Conveyor and trapping waveforms were produced by

separate waveform generators.

The trapping waveform was produced by

amplification of the sinusoidal output from a Thurlby Thandar Instruments TT5550
waveform generator.

This was then inverted to produce a matched pair of

sinusoidal waveforms, phase shifted from each other by 180°. The conveyor
waveforms were produced in a similar manner.

In this case, however, two

waveforms were used, which were 90° out-of-phase from one another. Each of
these two waveforms was then inverted to give four waveforms, 90° out-of-phase
from one another. Each of the final waveforms was inputted into its own power
amplifier for amplification.

The amplified waveforms (four conveyor and two trapping) were fed into a homebuilt high-voltage circuit, where the waveforms could be summed using summing
transformers. Each waveform was offset by a DC offset value and the ion source
accelerating potential (4,032 V).

The schematic in Figure 3.8 shows the

approach diagrammatically. A circuit diagram representing the later ion conveyor
source electronics is shown in Appendix 2 (the same general approach was used
in all ion conveyor sources, however).
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Figure 3.8 – Schematic showing the ion conveyor source drive electronics.
The salient point to note from the brief description of the electronics above is the
fact that the trapping and conveyor waveforms were summed, not amplitude
modulated[18]. The distinction was described in Chapter 2.

3.3

Re-designed ion source incorporating an ion conveyor

A second ion source was constructed for use with the MMM instrument. This
source was based upon the prototype design, and re-used the entirety of the
vacuum chamber and a portion of the electronics. A new ion conveyor was
designed to be mounted in the same position as the ion conveyor within the
prototype design. All other physical aspects of the source remained identical. A
photograph of this new ion conveyor can be seen in Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.9 – Photograph of the ion conveyor used within the second ion source
on the MMM mass spectrometer.
3.3.1

Structure of the new ion conveyor

The new ion conveyor was made up of 161 etched stainless-steel electrodes.
Each electrode was 0.2 mm thick, with a central aperture diameter of 3.175 mm
(1/8th inch). Adjacent electrodes were spaced by 1.27 mm (1/20th inch). As
before, every fourth electrode was electrically connected to allow the application
of four separate phase-shifted waveforms. The first electrode was connected
separately and was independently controllable. Electrodes were held between
two printed circuit boards, which provided both mechanical support and electrical
connections to the electrodes.

3.3.2

Electronics of the new ion conveyor

The electronics used to operate this ion source were similar to those of the
prototype. The main differences between the two were that lower voltages were
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used with the new ion conveyor and the frequency range was increased with the
new ion conveyor.

3.4

An ion source incorporating two ion conveyors for the
BiOTOF and FT-ICR mass spectrometers

The Analytica of Branford ion sources of the BiOTOF and FT-ICR instruments
were designed to be interchangeable, a feature intended to ensure interoperability between different Bruker Daltonics instruments. This presented the
opportunity to develop an ion source which would be usable with both of these
instruments. For reasons discussed at length later in this thesis, the decision
was taken to incorporate two ion conveyors within this ion source. The design
was based on the electrospray source in use with the FT-ICR instrument
(produced by Analytica of Branford, Connecticut, USA).

The ion source

mechanical drawings were drafted by Alex Colburn, based on this Analytica
source.

3.4.1

Mechanical Design and Vacuum System

The source is shown in the photograph in Figure 3.10 and the technical drawing
in Figure 3.11. The design consisted of two vacuum-regions separated by a
conductance restriction, each of which contained an ion conveyor. The main
body of the ion source was machined from two solid 316L grade stainless-steel
sections. A Pyrex® capillary formed a connection with the atmosphere and the
spray needle was situated outside of the source.
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Figure 3.10 - Photograph of the ion conveyor source for use with the Bruker
Daltonics FT-ICR and time-of-flight mass spectrometers.
The first vacuum-region was rotary pumped through a vacuum port situated on
the side of the source, and the pressure in this region could be varied between 2
– 10 mbar by use of a diaphragm valve. This region is coloured red in Figure
3.11.

This pressure could be measured by way of a Leybold Pirani gauge

situated within the pumping port.

The second, and turbo-molecular pumped,

region enclosed the first region, and was separated from the first region by way of
a stainless-steel tube and plate. The turbo-molecular pump could be throttled by
use of a gate valve positioned in between the turbo-molecular pump and the
pumping port, and depending on the pressure in the first vacuum-region, the
pressure could be maintained between 2x10-2 and 2x10-3 mbar. This second
vacuum-region is coloured blue on Figure 3.11. The pressure was measured
with an ion gauge placed on top of the source.

The Pyrex® capillary, supported by a PEEK fitting, was 150 mm long and
metalised on each end to allow electrical potentials to be applied. Potentials of
up to ±6,000 V could be applied to the atmosphere end of the capillary and
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potentials of ±200 V could be applied to the exit end of the capillary within the first
vacuum-region. A stainless-steel plate, housed within a PEEK surround, was
placed surrounding the entrance of the capillary (not shown on Figure 3.11). A
stainless-steel end cap could be placed over the capillary to protect it during use.
A heating element was used to heat the N2 drying gas, which was directed into
the PEEK surround. This arrangement allowed the heated counter-current gas to
be directed across the capillary whilst electrospraying.

Figure 3.11 – Mechanical drawing of the ion conveyor source for use with the
Bruker Daltonics FT-ICR and time-of-flight mass spectrometers
An ion conveyor was supported on a stainless steel plate and positioned 3 mm
from the exit end of the Pyrex® capillary. A hole in the support plate formed a
conductance restriction between the first two vacuum regions of the source. This
ion conveyor consisted of thirty-three etched stainless-steel electrodes of the
same design as those used in the MMM instrument. These electrodes, with
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apertures of 3.175 mm, were again spaced by 1.27 mm and held between two
printed circuit boards which allowed the application of potentials.

The first

conveyor electrode was a DC-only entry-electrode, with the remaining thirty two
electrodes connected such that the same potentials were applied to every fourth
electrode as before. A separate DC potential could be applied to the stainlesssteel plate forming the conductance restriction, effectively providing an exit
electrode for this ion conveyor.

A slightly longer ion conveyor was supported on the other side of the stainlesssteel plate, within the second vacuum-region. This ion conveyor consisted of
forty-five electrodes, with identical aperture sizes and spacings to those used in
the higher-pressure ion conveyor (aperture diameter = 3.175 mm and spacing =
1.27 mm). Again, the first electrode was a DC-only entry-electrode, with the
remaining electrodes electrically connected to allow the application of the ion
conveyor waveforms. A further stainless-steel plate was positioned beyond the
low-pressure ion conveyor. The application of a DC potential allowed this plate to
function both as the exit electrode of the low-pressure ion conveyor and as the
conductance restriction between the second vacuum-region and the massanalysis region.

3.4.2

Electronics

Several ion source parameters remained under the control of the instrument
software: capillary entrance and exit voltages, end-cap voltage and the trapping
potential on the exit electrode of the low-pressure ion conveyor were all supplied
by the relevant instrument’s voltage supplies.
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Waveforms were applied to both ion conveyors via electrical feed-throughs
integrated into the body of the ion source. Each ion conveyor was separately
controllable by its own control box. These control boxes produced four conveyor
waveforms shifted by 90° to adjacent waveforms, which could be varied in
amplitude from 0 – 35 V.p-p and in frequency from 0 – 40 kHz.

Trapping

waveforms were generated by two Thurlby Thandar TG550 arbitrary waveform
generators (Thurlby Thandar Instruments, UK). The control boxes also summed
the trapping and conveyor waveforms, as well as providing the DC potentials
needed for the entry and exit electrodes of the high-pressure ion conveyor and
the entry electrode of the low-pressure ion conveyor.

3.5

Ion optical simulations: SIMION

The software “SIMION” is commonly used to model the movement of charged
particles within ion optical systems.

A short introduction to SIMION is given

below, together with information on the several models of ion-neutral collisions
used during the course of the study. More comprehensive descriptions of the
capabilities of the SIMION package may be found elsewhere[19,20,21].

3.5.1

The SIMION software package

The SIMION package allows the user to describe a physical structure of
electrodes, to which electrical potentials may be applied ‘in-silico’. The package
then allows the user to specify a representative distribution of ions, with various
positional and energy properties, and to “Fly’m” (a term used within SIMION to
represent the ray-tracing of particles through the system, calculating and
displaying the particle trajectories).

SIMION is a finite-difference method,
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whereby points are specified within a three-dimensional array (potential array) as
either electrode or non-electrode points. Electrodes are usually defined as “fastadjustable”, meaning that the electrode potentials are capable of being changed
whilst particles are being flown through the simulations. Before the newly defined
potential array can be used, the array must be refined – the Laplace equation is
solved numerically to obtain the potentials at non-electrode points. Once this
calculation is complete, ion motion may be simulated, and fast-adjustable
electrode potentials may be altered mid-flight.

SIMION utilises the additive properties of the Laplace equation, whereby the
potential at any point within a given space may be defined as the linear sum of
potentials due to all electrodes affecting that point (the principle of superposition).
An example is shown below in Figure 3.12 for a simple two-electrode structure.
The potential at any point may be found by a linear sum of the potentials at that
point due to electrode 1 and electrode 2, each being considered separately.

Figure 3.12 – The additive properties of the Laplace equation. The right-hand
potential energy surface is formed from a sum of the other two potential energy
surfaces.
A good deal of the higher-level capabilities of SIMION are accessed via userprograms. User-programs are pieces of code compiled by the user to perform a
particular task. These pieces of code can control electrode potentials, allowing
the application of various potentials to a single electrode during the simulation of
the motion of a group of ions. This paves the way for the simulation of the effect
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of radiofrequency potentials, where sinusoidally changing voltages are applied to
electrodes. User-programs can also provide for the simulation of background
gases and ion-neutral collisions. Whereas a stock SIMION trajectory calculation
would be carried out in ideal vacuum, an appropriately crafted user-program can
allow the modification of ion trajectories to take into account collisions with a
background gas.

These collision models tend to be complex, but there are

several ‘standard’ models which have been developed by SIMION users. These
are discussed in more detail below. User-programs may also be used to export
specific data about simulated particles, for example, energy at a particular point
in a model. User-programs provide a powerful tool to a SIMION user, with the
capabilities theoretically limited solely by the programming capabilities of the
user. In practice, there is a limit to what is achievable with a user-program due to
the limits on speed of computer processing and restrictions on accessible
memory.

Provided that care is taken to define a set of electrodes with sufficient precision
and that adequate attention is paid to boundary conditions, the ion trajectories
calculated by the numerical simulation approach of SIMION can be highly
consistent with theory and experiment, meaning that the kinetic energy of a
charged particle can be calculated to a high level of precision. It should be
remembered, however, that a simulation approach such as SIMION is limited by
the accuracy with which the user can define the initial conditions of the system
under investigation. For example, circular electrodes would ideally be defined as
ideal circles. In practice, manufacturing limitations, expressed as mechanical
tolerances, result in a ‘circular’ electrode having some ‘flaws’. In finite difference
methods, the chosen grid-step can have a dramatic effect on the quality of the
field produced, despite the use of interpolation. SIMION is also limited when the
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geometry of interest has features with large scale differences, as the model
should be defined at a scale to accurately represent the smallest features
present. This can lead to large potential arrays, large areas of which do not
require small grid-steps.

Another source of error arises with the way that the user defines the initial
condition of ions. Great care must be taken to ensure that the position and
energy properties of an ion cloud represent the experimental set-up accurately.
Such limitations are not restricted to the SIMION program and must be taken into
account with all such computer-modelling packages.

3.5.2

Ion-neutral collisions modelled with User-programs

There are many methods which might be envisaged for simulating collisions of
charged particles and background gas with the aid of a user-program. Three
methods readily available for SIMION are discussed here.

The drag model is perhaps the simplest approach[16]. The user calculates the
mean free path for the ion in question at the pressure required, independently of
the SIMION program.

The user inputs this value into the collision model

program, which uses the mass of the collision gas to estimate a damping force
for the ions. The damping force subtracts energy from the ion at each integration
step according to the previously calculated mean free path. The user is able to
set a damping coefficient, effectively defining what proportion of energy is lost
with each collision. The drag model is useful as a first approximation as the net
effect of a buffer gas is to damp the motion of the charged particles travelling
within it. This model ignores the random collision induced motion of the ion,
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however, and collisions are not correctly represented. This collision model can
only remove energy from an ion, with the net effect that the ion would eventually
come to rest unless an external force was being applied. In truth, any collection
of ions would possess a statistical energy spread arising from the temperature of
the surrounding neutral gas.

The

statistically

simulated

diffusion

(SDS)

model[22]

provides

a

more

comprehensive approach to modelling ion-neutral collisions at high pressures.
This model was generated by Dahl and co-workers. The user is able to enter a
particle size and a reduced mobility (K0 value). The program can also estimate a
reduced mobility from a limited internal database.

The user also enters a

pressure, collision gas parameters and a temperature. The program is also able
accept gas flow, temperature and pressure fields if the user is able to calculate
them elsewhere using computational flow dynamics software. In contrast with the
drag model, ions simulated with the SDS model gas in the absence of electric
fields thermalise with the simulated gas and net gas effects can be modelled
accurately (although the motion of individual ions is not necessarily realistic).
The SDS model is intended to simulate higher pressure regimes with many
collisions (> 1 mbar) by a statistical method, applying ‘jumps’ in ion position at
statistically calculated intervals and over calculated distances.
approximates the effect of many individual ion-neutral collisions.

Each ‘jump’
At higher

pressures where the mean free path of an ion is very short (particularly for a large
protein ion with a huge collision cross-section), many collisions may be
experienced by an ion, even in the relatively small time-steps used by SIMION.
Under these conditions it is unfeasible to simulate the effect of each collision, and
an averaged statistical approach is more economical and should give similar
outcomes to more sophisticated, hard-sphere models.
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In order to test this

proposition, some test simulations were carried out, which will be described
following the introduction to the hard-sphere collision model available in SIMION.

The hard-sphere-1 (HS1) collision model was also first coded for SIMION by Dahl
and co-workers[23]. This model is similar to the SDS model in that the user enters
information relating to the ion in question and the bath-gas, in particular a
collision cross-section, collision-gas mass and temperature.

The HS1 model

differs from the SDS model in that a distribution of collision probabilities is
calculated and applied to the ions. This approach is more realistic than the SDS
approach at low pressures (when the SDS model may ‘jump’ an ion further than it
should otherwise travel). HS1 is also technically superior at higher pressures
(each collision is simulated rather than a statistical average) although its
computational intensiveness usually results in the SDS model being used as an
alternative. The upper limit in terms of pressure for applicability of the HS1 model
depends somewhat on the speed of the computer, but in practice HS1 cannot be
used above 1 x 10-1 mbar. The code used to implement these collision models is
shown in Appendix 1.

Experimentally the ion conveyor was used in this study at pressures ranging from
low 1 x 10-2 mbar to tens of mbar. For this reason, no one collision model was
considered to be suitable across the whole pressure range. Test simulations
were run to ascertain whether the SDS model provided a sufficiently good
approximation to the hard-sphere model at the higher pressures, and also to
determine whether the HS1 model would be prohibitively slow at higher
pressures.

Both models were also tested at much lower pressures

representative of those in the low-pressure ion conveyor. As expected, the HS1
model proved prohibitively slow at the high pressures, with the SDS model
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producing a similar set of ion trajectories to the HS1 model, but in a far shorter
time.

At the lower pressures, the SDS model did not produce satisfactory

trajectories when compared to HS1, which ran at an acceptable speed at these
low pressures. These observations confirmed the predictions of Dahl et al. It
was decided to use the SDS model for the simulation of the higher-pressure
regimes (low mbar pressures) and the HS1 model for the lower-pressure ion
conveyors (pressures of the order of 1x10-2 mbar and below).

Several basic models were constructed with the SIMION package during the
early stages of this study. These became increasingly sophisticated as the study
progressed. Some of the more important developments are discussed below.

An initial study of the concept of the ion conveyor was carried out using a
relatively low-resolution model of the electrodes and incorporating the
rudimentary ‘drag’ collision model.

These simulations were carried out by

Anastassios Giannakopulos using SIMION 7.0.

This model consisted of a

relatively course array in which ten electrode-structures were defined.

The

discretised nature of the grid system resulted in a rough rendering of the circular
electrodes.

Although visually unappealing, this rough rendering was not

necessarily harmful to the calculation of the electric fields created as a
consequence of applying potentials to the electrodes. SIMION interpolates the
voltages between grid points to give a fair approximation of the true potential,
provided the charged particle does not approach the electrodes. This means that
this relatively crude array should still have provided a useful approximation of
charged particle movement, provided the particle was moving outside of the
region where the interpolation was unsatisfactory.
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The initial study also featured the simplistic drag model for approximating the
effects of a background gas upon charged particle movement. By using this
crude collision model, it was possible to approximate the collisional buffering of
the ion motion within the ion conveyor and obtain a first estimate of charged
particle motion within the ion conveyor.

Although the more sophisticated SDS and HS1 collision models mentioned above
could be implemented within SIMION 7.0, their use with user-programs which
also simulated radiofrequency potentials was not feasible due to the inflexibility of
the programming language in use within SIMION at that time. The later release
of the software, SIMION 8.0 overcame these problems by moving to a more
flexible programming language for user-programming (Lua), greatly increasing
the scope of SIMION.

The release of SIMION 8.0 coincided with the decision to produce more accurate
simulations of the ion conveyor. By taking advantage of the inherent symmetry of
the ion conveyor, several SIMION models of the device were produced at a
much-improved resolution. A screenshot depicting electrodes of an ion conveyor
as defined using one of these models is shown below in Figure 3.13. The models
were tailored according to the parameter under investigation. These models are
referred to specifically in the following chapters, and the information so obtained
was employed in the verification and explanation of experimental observations
and to aid the design process. Many more electrodes were included in the newer
simulations, reflecting the number and dimensions of the electrodes used
experimentally.

The newer models also incorporated aspects of the vacuum

enclosure of the device, such as vacuum-conductance restrictions and the
transfer capillary. All newer models were generated within a grounded box, as
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Figure 3.13 – Screenshot showing the SIMION potential-array which depicts a set
of ion conveyor electrodes. Inset – front view of a single electrode.
Imperfections in the representation of the circular electrode can be seen due to
the discretised nature of the modelling technique.
the boundary conditions are better defined within SIMION when such a box is
included. This box effectively represents the vacuum chamber in most ion optical
simulations. Although SIMION is capable of calculating fields when the region of
interest is not enclosed within a box, the accuracy of the calculated fields can be
compromised by its exclusion.

In fact, to a reasonable first approximation,

imperfectly calculated fields at the boundary of the ion conveyor simulation would
be unlikely to significantly affect the fields within the region where ions were
flown. Penetration of fields outside the ion conveyor is minimised (though not
entirely removed) by the aspect ratio of the gaps between the electrodes.

The improvements in the modelling were not restricted to the resolution and
accuracy of the SIMION potential arrays. Several user-programs were generated
which incorporated the more sophisticated ion-neutral collision models mentioned
above. These models could now be implemented due to the increased flexibility
of the Lua programming language available in SIMION 8.0 (see Appendix 1).
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SIMION models of the ion conveyor were produced which included the SDS or
HS1 collisions models, and their efficacy tested over various pressure regimes
used experimentally.

3.6

The pseudopotential approximation

A common tool in the analysis of electrodynamic devices is the pseudopotential
approximation[24,25,26].

This technique allows the net forces on ions within

electrodynamic devices to be described analytically. The technique allows the
motion of ions within such devices to be broken down into net, slow movement
and rapid oscillatory movement. As well as providing a useful description of the
well-depth

produced

by

electrodynamic

devices,

the

pseudopotential

approximation also provides a convenient method for visualising the confinement
of ions within electrodynamic devices.

The details of the pseudopotential

approach are described briefly here with reference to stacked ring-electrode
devices such as the ion conveyor. A thorough treatment is given by Gerlich[22].
The technique is also commonly used with other electrodynamic devices such as
multipole ion guides and three-dimensional ion traps, although these cases are
not considered here.

The pseudopotential approximation is based on the assumption that the motion
of a charged particle which is moving within a radiofrequency (RF) field can be
described as a rapid oscillatory micromotion superimposed on a slow
macromotion (or secular motion). This supposition holds as a ‘rule-of-thumb’
provided the adiabaticity parameter η (described by Equation 3.1) is less than 0.3
along the trajectory of the charged particle.
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Effectively this ensures that the

frequency of the RF is sufficiently high that the magnitude of the micromotion is
small in relation to the macromotion.

 (r )  2q E0 m 2
(Eqn. 3.1)
In Equation 3.1, the adiabaticity parameter η is described in terms of the charge
on the ion (q), the mass of the ion (m), the time-dependent electric field (E0, or
the portion of the electric field due to the oscillating RF) and the angular
frequency (Ω = 2πf where f = frequency). Provided the adiabaticity parameter is
less than 0.3, the magnitude of the average potential experienced by an ion in
the radial coordinate can be given by Equation 3.2.

V *  q 2 E0 2 / 4m 2
(Eqn. 3.2)
In Equation 3.2, the magnitude of the potential (V*) is expressed in terms of the
charge on the ion (q), the oscillatory field (E0), the mass of the ion (m), and the
angular frequency (Ω = 2πf where f = frequency).

By using modified Bessel functions to describe E0

[22,27,28]

the pseudopotential (or

effective potential) may be plotted according to Equation 3.3.

V* 

q 2V02
4 m 2 z02

[ I12 (rˆ) cos 2 zˆ  I 02 (rˆ) sin 2 zˆ ] / I 02 (rˆ0 )

(Eqn. 3.3)
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The pseudopotential V* is thus described as function of the charge on the ion (q),
the amplitude of the RF voltage (V0), the mass of the ion (m), the angular
frequency (Ω), the electrode separation (z0), the reduced radial dimension (ȓ = r/r0
where r = radial dimension and r0 is the radius of the electrode apertures) and the
reduced axial dimension (ẑ = z/z0 where z = axial dimension). I02 and I12 are
modified first and second order Bessel functions[24].

This pseudopotential

describes the time-averaged potential experienced by an ion in a stacked ringelectrode device. An example pseudopotential plotted using the equation above
is shown below in Figure 3.14 for the situation of a trapping waveform of
frequency 600 kHz applied at 100 V.p-p for a doubly charged ion of mass 1449 Da
to a stack of electrodes with aperture diameter 10 mm spaced by 6 mm.

Figure 3.14 – Example pseudopotential plotted for a trapping waveform of 100
V.p-p. at 600 kHz, for a doubly charged particle of mass 1449 Da applied to an
electrode stack with aperture diameter of 10 mm and a separation of 6 mm.
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Chapter 4
The prototype: experiments with a prototype ion source
using the large-scale reverse-geometry double-focussing
mass spectrometer

4.1

Experimental

Experiments were performed on the MMM instrument with a prototype ion source
incorporating an ion conveyor, as described in Chapter 3. To recap briefly, the
ion source employed a heated metal capillary leading into the ion conveyor,
which was made up of ring-electrodes spaced by 6 mm. Each electrode had a
circular central aperture of diameter 10 mm. There was a conductance limit after
the ion conveyor, followed by a conical skimmer before the high-vacuum region.

All experiments were performed in the positive-ion mode. The MMM instrument
was operated using the following experimental conditions, unless otherwise
stated. The source capillary was heated to 180 °C. A potential of ~6,000 V was
applied to the spray needle, with a source accelerating voltage of 4,032 V.
Deflector potentials were varied as necessary to optimise ion current on the final
detector. No focussing potentials were used during these experiments. The αslit and the γ-slit were both set at 2 mm, with the β slit set to 4 mm. ESA voltages
were set at ±132.5 V. A post-accelerating voltage of -10 kV was used on the final
detector, with a multiplier voltage of 2.5 kV (relative to the detector voltage of 10
kV).
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This ion conveyor could be operated using either the conveyor waveform or the
trapping waveform (as described in Chapter 2). The electronics available did not
allow for the application of a composite waveform with this prototype ion source.

Samples were prepared by dissolving the analyte in either buffered aqueous
solutions or organic solutions, as described where relevant. All solutions were
made-up using plastic lab-ware wherever possible to minimise the effect of
sodium and potassium salts upon the analytes. All chemicals were obtained from
Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, USA) unless otherwise stated.

Buffered aqueous

solutions consisted of 5 mM ammonium acetate or 5 mM ammonium carbonate
solutions in deionised and distilled water (MilliQ System, Millipore Corp., Bedford,
MA).

Organic solutions were a 1:1 mixture of deionised distilled water and

acetonitrile.

Analytes were dissolved in these solutions to the required

concentrations. These solutions might be kept refrigerated for a period of a week
to two weeks, whereupon they were replaced. Small aliquots of the solutions
were taken as required. Buffered solutions were used without alteration; 1%
formic acid was added to organic solutions.

4.2
Experiments with a prototype ion source and a trapping
waveform
Experiments were performed using a trapping waveform with a frequency of 600
kHz and a peak-to-peak voltage of 230 V or using a trapping waveform with a
frequency of 150 kHz and peak-to-peak voltage of 250 V, as stated in the text.
Simulations using SIMION[1,2] suggested that voltages and frequencies of this
order should be suitable for trapping ions, although in-depth simulations could not
be performed as the model at that stage did not allow for extraction of the ions
from the ion conveyor in trapping-mode. ESI spectra were acquired with various
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compounds, including lysozyme and bovine insulin, for which representative
spectra are shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 respectively.

These spectra were

obtained using a 20 µM solution of insulin in organic solvent (1:1 H2O : MeCN)
with 1% formic acid and using a 100 µM solution of lysozyme in organic solvent
(1:1 H2O : MeCN) with 1% formic acid. The magnet was swept over 100,000 mA
in 50 mA steps in 1,000 seconds in all cases, with the insulin spectrum shown
acquired over the range 180,000 to 80,000 mA (m/z 4020 to m/z 870) and the
lysozyme spectrum shown acquired over the range 140,000 to 40,000 mA (m/z
2490 to m/z 240).

In Figure 4.1, the charge states of lysozyme ranging from the [Lysozyme+5H]5+
species to the [Lysozyme+13H]13+ species are present.

This established the

simultaneous transmission of a wide range of charge states[3].

[L+9H]9+

[L+10H]10+
[L+8H]8+
[L+11H]11+
[L+7H]7+
[L+6H]6+

[L+5H]5+

Figure 4.1 – Mass spectrum of chicken egg lysozyme. Trapping mode, 230 V.p-p
at 600 kHz.
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[I+5H]5+

[I+4H]4+

[I+6H]6+

[I+3H]3+

Figure 4.2 – Mass spectrum of bovine insulin. Trapping mode, 230 V.p-p at 600
kHz.
It can be seen from the spectrum in Figure 4.1 that a range of m/z species (from
m/z = 1,100 to m/z = 2,900) were transmitted concurrently. The m/z transmission
window of the device appeared to be sufficiently broad to be useful. ESI mass
spectra of proteins and peptides typically contain ions whose mass-to-charge
ratio falls within the range m/z = 1,000 – 4,000.

Multiple charge states of insulin were observed (Figure 4.2), with the spectrum
displaying peaks corresponding to the [Insulin+3H]3+ species through to the
[Insulin+6H]6+ species. Fewer charge states were observed due to the relatively
smaller mass of insulin when compared to lysozyme (5,733 Da as opposed to
14,316 Da). The peaks corresponding to the multiply charged insulin are spaced
further apart when compared to the peaks corresponding to the lysozyme charge
states, as a consequence of the lower charge states with insulin.
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The lysozyme and insulin mass spectra (Figures 4.1 and 4.2) did not differ
significantly from those obtained using proven electrodynamic devices such as
hexapole ion guides. This was as expected. The application of radiofrequency
voltages to stacked ring devices has been thoroughly studied previously by
Gerlich[3] and others[4,5]. These spectra did, however, serve to build confidence in
the proposed principle of operation of the ion conveyor, and provided
reassurance that there was no fundamental fault in the ion conveyor which had
been designed and built.

[V+2H]2+

[2V+3H]3+

[V+H]1+

Figure 4.3 – Mass spectrum of vancomycin sprayed from organic solution.
Trapping mode, 230 V.p-p at 600 kHz.
ESI mass spectra of vancomycin were acquired in trapping mode in both organic
and buffered aqueous solutions. A typical spectrum of vancomycin sprayed from
organic solution at a concentration of 135 µM and obtained with the ion conveyor
operating in trapping mode (230 V.p-p at 600 kHz) is shown in Figure 4.3. This
spectrum was acquired by sweeping the magnet from 160,000 mA to 60,000 mA
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in 1000 seconds with step lengths of 50 mA.

Mass spectra of vancomycin

sprayed from buffered aqueous solution exhibited a similar appearance to the
mass spectrum shown in Figure 4.3.

This spectrum (Figure 4.3) differed slightly from those normally observed for
vancomycin using conventional electrostatic and electrodynamic devices.

A

strong peak attributed to the doubly charged vancomycin dimer at m/z = 966 can
be observed in the mass spectrum (Figure 4.3). This peak is comparable in
intensity to those attributed to the singly and doubly charged vancomycin
monomer. This result was unusual, and is discussed further in Chapter 7. The
vancomycin spectrum demonstrated the transmission of lower m/z ions when
operating the ion conveyor in trapping mode (the [Vancomycin+2H]2+ species
gave a peak at m/z = 725.5).

Measurements were made with vancomycin using trapping waveforms at two
different frequencies: – 150 and 600 kHz.

The waveform at each of these

frequencies could be applied over a small range of amplitudes. Experiments
were performed to determine the effect of altering the amplitude of the waveform
at each frequency. Spectra at different amplitudes are shown in Figure 4.4 (600
kHz waveform) and Figure 4.5 (150 kHz waveform). The trapping waveform at
600 kHz could be applied at amplitudes from 70 – 230 V.p-p (although not in a
smooth manner as an RF amplifier device was required to obtain the higher
voltages). The 150 kHz waveform could be swept over the range 100 – 300 V.p-p.

Considering first the effect of frequency upon the appearance of the spectra
(Figures 4.4 and 4.5), it can be seen that the spectra at 150 kHz generally
resembled those at the higher frequency. Comparing the spectra obtained at 200
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V.p-p for 150 kHz and 600 kHz (where there is no obvious fragmentation or other
effects to obscure the comparison), it can be seen that they are reasonably
similar to each other. If these spectra represented optimum operating voltages
for both frequencies, it would be reasonable to expect them to resemble each
other. Provided the ion conveyor is operating within a stable region, all species
should be transmitted within the mass transmission-window (to a good
approximation).

This transmission window changes with frequency[3,6,9].

All

peaks in an ESI mass spectrum of vancomycin, however, would be expected to
lie within the mass transmission-windows for both frequencies.

Considering the spectra obtained at a frequency of 600 kHz (Figure 4.4), it can
be seen that there is little difference in general appearance across the range of
amplitudes investigated. The singly charged monomer did appear to increase in
intensity relative to the doubly charged monomer as the amplitude increased.
The spectrum at 70 V.p-p, exhibited a poor signal-to-noise ratio. This is attributed
to the amplitudes applied to the ion conveyor approaching the lower limits of the
operating region[3,6,9].

The depth of the pseudopotential for the doubly charged ion is deeper than that
for the singly charged ion[4]. Use of the lower amplitude might be expected to
impact on the lower charge-state, if the well depth became too shallow to contain
effectively all the singly charged ions. That the ions would have possessed a
spread in energy would account for the fact that not all the singly charged ions
are lost. At lower amplitudes still, the singly charged ion peak would have been
expected to disappear altogether[3,6,9].
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70 V.p-p
[V+2H]

2+

110 V.p-p

[V+H]1+

[2V+3H]3+

3+

[2V+3H]

[V+H]1+
[V+H]1+

[V+2H]2+

200 V.p-p

[2V+3H]3+

[V+2H]2+

[2V+3H]3+

[V+H]1+

Figure 4.4 – Vancomycin in organic solvent. Trapping mode: 600 kHz at various amplitudes.
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230 V.p-p

[V+H]1+

[V+2H]2+

[V+2H]2+

100 V.p-p

3+

3+

[2V+3H]

200 V.p-p

[V+2H]2+

150 V.p-p

3+

[2V+3H]

[2V+3H]

[V+H]1+

1+

[V+H]

[V+H]1+

[V+2H]2+

[V-C7H14O2+H]1+

250 V.p-p

[V+H]1+

[2V+3H]3+
[V+H]1+
[2V+3H]3+
[V+2H]2+

Figure 4.5 – Vancomycin in organic solvent. Trapping mode: 150 kHz and various amplitudes.
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300 V.p-p

There were larger differences among the spectra obtained for different
amplitudes at 150 kHz (Figure 4.5). The mass spectrum obtained when using the
lowest amplitude (100 V.p-p) was unremarkable, except for one feature.

The

weak peak at m/z = 1086.8 was assigned to the species [3V+4H]4+, where 3V
represents a trimer of vancomycin. This observation demonstrates that the ion
conveyor is either effectively preserving non-covalent species or is promoting
association in some manner. Both possibilities would be in accordance with the
unusually strong dimer signal. As mentioned above, these issues are considered
in Chapter 7.

The spectra at amplitudes of 150 V.p-p and 200 V.p-p were qualitatively similar.
These appear to be stable operating amplitudes for the ion conveyor in trapping
mode. These spectra differ with respect to the relative intensity of the singly
charged vancomycin species, which was more intense in the spectrum obtained
at 200 V.p-p. Again, this is tentatively attributed to the increased potential well
depth at the higher amplitude. One other difference between these spectra was
a peak at m/z = 370.4 at 150 V.p-p. This peak was also observed in the spectrum
obtained at 100 V.p-p, but was very weak at 200 V.p-p. This species could not be
identified.

The spectra obtained at higher amplitudes of 250 V.p-p and 300 V.p-p exhibited
features that were unexpected.

Both spectra contained peaks which were

assigned to singly- and doubly-charged vancomycin, and to the triply-charged
vancomycin dimer. Both spectra also contained peaks which corresponded to
fragments of vancomycin, apparently involving losses of two side chains. The
peak at m/z = 1,305 for example can be attributed to the loss of a C7H14NO2 side
chain. Initially, this observation appeared contradictory, in the sense that a dimer
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formed from weak non-covalent interactions persisted when there were fields
sufficient to fragment vancomycin, breaking covalent bonds orders of magnitude
stronger.

A possible explanation is that there was an intermittent discharge within the
source region at the higher amplitudes. The pressures within the source (~2
mbar) were within the region of the Paschen curve[7] where electrical breakdown
would have been possible. A periodic breakdown might have fragmented ions,
whilst also allowing for the survival of fragile complexes in the periods when there
was no breakdown. As the amplitudes became larger the likelihood of electrical
breakdown would have increased, resulting in more continuous electrical
discharge which would, in turn, have produced more fragment ion species. A
trend towards more fragments is evident in the spectra in Figure 4.5 as the
amplitude increases from 200 V.p-p, to 250 V.p-p and to 300 V.p-p.

A point to note is that the frequencies used here were low when compared with
many other electrodynamic devices. Linear multipoles such as quadrupoles and
hexapoles commonly operate with trapping frequencies of the order of 0.5 – 2
MHz. At low frequencies, such as 150 kHz as used here, it is questionable
whether the pseudopotential approximation will hold[3].

The adiabaticity

parameter is likely to be high, i.e. the ion secular motion (slow macromotion) is
implicitly linked with the oscillatory motion, giving rise to a situation where a
pseudopotential well in the traditional sense cannot be easily defined.

The results (Figure 4.4 and 4.5) demonstrated that the ion conveyor with a
trapping waveform traps and transmits ions, even at frequencies as low as 150
kHz. The simulations suggest that this continued transmission even at lower
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frequencies was likely to be due to the high pressures used.

The gas-ion

collisions damp the motion of the ions, lowering ion energies and damping their
motion within the ion conveyor. At high pressures, ions do not travel as far during
one RF cycle, as they would at lower pressures.

4.3

Experiments with a conveyor waveform

Experiments were performed using a conveyor waveform. Neither mass spectra
nor signal on the first post-acceleration detector could be obtained when using a
conveyor waveform within the bounds of frequencies (up to 150 kHz) and
amplitudes (up to 300 V.p-p) accessible with the equipment.

There are a number of possible explanations for the total lack of signal. One is
that the operating parameters required to achieve a functioning device were
outside those accessible with the equipment in use at the time, although the
modelling (below) suggested that this was not the case. Only limited amplitudes
and frequencies could be applied due the effects of high capacitive and inductive
load inherent in this ion conveyor’s structure.

Another possible explanation was that the ion conveyor had been overloaded.
Ion trajectories calculated with SIMION for the prototype ion conveyor are shown
in Figure 4.6. The modelling was at low resolution and used only the basic dragbased collision model described in Chapter 3.

The geometry, voltages and

frequencies were as applied to the prototype ion conveyor. As evident from
Figure 4.6, all ions were transmitted through the ion conveyor according to this
calculation.

The SIMION calculations, however, were run with only a small

number of ions, and no space-charge effects could be taken into account (the
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space-charge approximations in SIMION would have been prohibitively slow for a
radiofrequency device with a collision model and the large numbers of ions
needed to represent accurately space-charge effects). Therefore the SIMION
modelling did not take in to account ion losses due to overloading of the device.
Higher numbers of charged particles may have caused losses of ions to, and
between, the electrodes.

Figure 4.6 – Simulated ion trajectories of ions flown in the prototype ion conveyor
model with a ‘drag’ collision model. Ions are shown moving from left to right.
Greater insight may be gained by looking towards the pseudopotential
approximation[3,4,8,9]. In this method a time-averaged effective potential is plotted,
representing the average radial force experienced by an ion when trapped in a
radiofrequency electrodynamic device and as described in Chapter 3.

The

slower macro-motion of the ions is mathematically separated from the faster
micro-motion caused by rapidly alternating radiofrequency field.

This can be

seen in Figure 4.7 below. The Figure displays a calculated ion trajectory for an
ideal vacuum in red on the left half of the diagram. On the right-hand side in blue
is

a

cartoonised

pseudopotential.

version

of

the

macromotion,

as

described

by

the

The micromotion due to the radiofrequency field would be

superimposed upon this. The field producing the slower macro-motion is the
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averaged effective potential.

The movement of the ions within this

pseudopotential confinement within a perfect vacuum is directly analogous to a
ball rolling within a gutter (although in truth this gutter would have small ridge
features, see below). The pseudopotential gives a guide to the forces restraining
charged particles within an electrodynamic device radially.

Figure 4.7 – Simulated trajectory of a single ion moving in ring electrode
electrodynamic device with the application of a trapping waveform (red track,
left). The blue track shows the macromotion of the ion within the trapping field
(right).
Pseudopotentials are commonly used for ion traps and triple-quadrupoles, where
the pseudopotential well depths are important during isolation and fragmentation
experiments, and in defining the upper mass limits of multipoles and ion traps.
Taking the equation describing the pseudopotential well depth for a stacked ringelectrode device operating in trapping mode as described by Equation 3.3 in
Chapter 3, which uses the ring electrode aperture size and separation, the
applied voltage and frequency, a pseudopotential may be plotted for the ion
conveyor in trapping mode.
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A pseudopotential is plotted below in Figure 4.8 for the trapping waveform case
(waveforms applied to adjacent electrodes antiphase) using the electrode
geometry of the prototype ion conveyor. Note that the pseudopotential for the
trapping waveform possesses a notched structure, with gaps in the
pseudopotential wall. This unusual appearance is due to the electrode apertureto-separation ratio used. The separation being large in relation to the aperture
produces the notched gaps in the pseudopotential wall. Ions can be lost through
these notches if they have sufficient energy to overcome the potential barrier.
Ions moving within the field of the ion conveyor may experience large excursions
in energy, sufficient to overcome the potential barrier, and be lost through the
notches within the pseudopotential wall.

Figure 4.8 – Plot of the pseudopotential for the electrode geometry of the
prototype ion conveyor. Pseudopotential plotted for a trapping waveform of 100
V.p-p. at 600 kHz, for a doubly charged particle of mass 1449 Da. This plot
represents an aperture diameter of 10 mm and a separation of 6 mm.
A pseudopotential (or its equivalent), however, could not be plotted for the
conveyor waveform at the low frequencies used here. This was due to the fact
that the slow, macromotion was indistinguishable from the micromotion. As can
be seen from the SIMION ion trajectory simulations shown in Figure 4.6, the
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macro- and micromotion are effectively the same thing. Without the ability to
separate the two forms of motion, one of the fundamental assumptions of the
pseudopotential approximation breaks down.

This is not to say that a

pseudopotential cannot be plotted at higher frequencies, merely that, at the
frequencies

employed

experimentally,

the

traditional

effective

potential

approximation is not a useful tool.

The notched structure with the trapping waveform (Figure 4.8) suggests that ion
losses between the electrodes might indeed have occurred with the geometry,
voltages and frequencies used when operating in trapping mode. It would be a
large leap to infer that a similar effect could explain the lack of signal when using
the conveyor waveform. Nonetheless, for whatever reason, the conclusion was
that the prototype ion conveyor was a flawed design.

The prototype ion conveyor was shown to operate with applied trapping
waveforms. In trapping mode there were explicable effects when the frequency
and amplitude of the waveform were varied.

Unexpected fragmentation was

observed, which might have been an artefact resulting from discharges. There
were results with vancomycin which could hold great significance.

The

conclusion was that conveyor mode did not function at all (composite mode was
unavailable using the electronics available).
improved design of ion conveyor.
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It was decided to pursue an
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Chapter 5
The evolution: - experiments with a refined design of ion
conveyor using the large-scale reverse-geometry doublefocussing mass spectrometer

5.1

Rationale behind the design evolution

The prototype ion conveyor did not transmit ions on the application of a conveyor
waveform. The suspicion was that this design created a notched pseudopotential
well structure which led to ion losses between the electrodes[1].

Modelling suggested that such ion losses could be minimised by altering the
aperture-to-separation ratio of the electrodes. The comparison is made in Figure
5.1 below between the calculated pseudopotentials for ring electrodes of the
same sized aperture, but with different separations.
aperture

size

to

electrode

separation

produces

The smallest ratio of
the

most

“U-shaped”

pseudopotential valley, with the smallest notches through which ions might be
lost. The more ‘ideal’ U shaped valley produced be smaller separations would be
preferable as the ridges along the base of the pseudopotential would be
minimised and the notches in the valley wall reduced.

This finding alone

provided reason for exploring practically the effects of reducing the separation
between adjacent electrodes in relation to the aperture size.

A change in

aperture-to-separation ratio might also improve performance when a conveyor
waveform was applied to the electrode structure.
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a)

b)

V*

V*
l

l

r

r

c)

V*
l
r

Figure 5.1 – Plots of the pseudopotential well for three different aperture-toseparation ratios (r0:d) a) 5:2, b) 5:5 and c) 5:7.5.
Various aperture-to-separation ratios and different electrode sizes were modelled
using SIMION. These calculations coincided with the construction of SIMION
models at a higher grid-step resolution, as well as the incorporation of two, more
sophisticated, ion-neutral collision models. The SDS collision model[2] was used
to simulate the experimental pressure of 2 mbar (as the refined design was to be
used within the existing vacuum housing, this pressure was known). Smaller
separations produced more effective trapping potentials. The applied voltages
could be adjusted to achieve effective trapping at any aperture size (with higher
voltages being necessary at larger sizes) in accordance with theory for general
electrodynamic devices[1].

The frequency could also be adjusted.

The

conclusion was drawn that the smallest separations achievable should be used,
so as to obtain the steepest-sided trapping pseudopotential, keeping in mind that
the device needed to be manufactured by hand and that the electronics used to
apply the radiofrequency potentials would have limitations. The surface-tracking
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breakdown distance was also taken into consideration, as was the increased
capacitance which would result from more tightly spaced electrodes.

There were also mechanical changes. As mentioned in Chapter 3, a decision
was made to utilise a printed circuit board (PCB) arrangement to support multiple
etched electrodes. This design was expected to afford several advantages over
the previous design. The first, and major, advantage was that the capacitive load
on the waveform drive circuits was considerably reduced, as a result of being
able to use smaller electrodes.

This allowed the drive electronics to be

substantially simplified and improved, offering an improved working range in
terms of the amplitudes and frequencies achievable. A second advantage lay in
the fact that the field produced by the device would more closely resemble the
ideal field, as predicted by analysis and modelling. This would be due to the fact
that electrodes could be considerably thinner than in the prototype. This would
allow more accurate computer simulation and mathematical analysis. A third
advantage to using the PCB design was that the manufacture of the device was
simplified, allowing minor modifications to be performed without the need for
mechanical engineering. The electrodes could also be spaced far more closely
together than before, allowing a smaller aperture size to be used. An improved
aperture-to-separation ratio could be achieved despite reducing the aperture
size.

The electrodes were etched and made as small as was reasonable, given the
separation that would be achievable. Eventually, it was decided that an electrode
separation of around 1.3 mm in combination with an aperture diameter of 3.2 mm
would be a good compromise between an improved aperture-to-separation ratio,
ease of manufacture, reduced electrode capacitance and inductance, and
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number of electrodes (with the separation of 1.3 mm over 160 electrodes would
be needed to fill the same length as the prototype and allow both designs to be
used with the same vacuum housing). These dimensions were altered to the
nearest imperial equivalent as the etching was to be performed by a company
working in the electronics industry, which still commonly uses imperial
dimensions.

The refined ion conveyor was designed to fit the existing vacuum housing so that
the prototype ion conveyor could always be placed back in the mass
spectrometer should the need for further measurements with the prototype arise.

5.2

Experimental

Experiments were performed on the MMM instrument, with the refined ion
conveyor fitted in the manner described in Chapter 3. Thus, the source consisted
of a heated metal-capillary leading into the ion conveyor, followed by a conical
skimmer and a conductance-restriction.

The refined ion conveyor was formed

from two PCB’s and 161 ring electrodes with adjacent electrodes separated by
1.27 mm. The electrodes had central apertures of diameter 3.175 mm and were
each 0.2 mm thick.

All experiments were performed in the positive-ion mode.

The following

instrumental conditions were used, unless otherwise stated. The source capillary
was maintained at a temperature of 180 °C. The spray needle was maintained at
a potential of ~6,000 V and the source held at an accelerating voltage of 4,032 V.
Deflector potentials were optimised to achieve maximum ion current on the final
detector. Focussing potentials were not used during these experiments as their
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application was found to reduce the ion signal detected with the final detector.
The α and γ slits were both set at 2 mm and the β slit was set at 4 mm, unless
otherwise stated.

ESA voltages of ±132.5 V were used.

A final-detector

multiplier-voltage of 2.5 kV was used, and 10 kV post acceleration was applied
before the detector. Trapping, conveyor and composite modes of operation could
all be achieved with the refined design

5.2.1 Characterisation of the Trapping, Conveyor and Composite
Modes
Mass spectra of numerous compounds were obtained using the ion source with
the application of conveyor and composite waveforms to the refined ion
conveyor.

Mass spectra were obtained with the ion conveyor operating in

trapping mode for lysozyme only. This is discussed below.

Figure 5.2 presents a representative mass spectrum of chicken egg lysozyme,
obtained by applying a trapping waveform to the ion conveyor.

This mass

spectrum was acquired using a 20 µM solution of lysozyme in water and
acetonitrile with 1% formic acid, with the magnet current swept from 180,000 –
80,000 mA over 1,000 seconds in steps of 50 mA. The trapping waveform was
applied at a frequency of 600 kHz and amplitude of 35 V.p-p. The spectrum in
Figure 5.2 has an unusual appearance. Lysozyme has been widely studied by
electrospray mass spectrometry[3,4,5,6], and although spectra obtained using
different methods may differ from one another, spectra tend to consist of a wider
peak envelope than that observed here for disulphide-bond reduced lysozyme. It
is not unusual to observe peaks corresponding to charge states ranging from 5+
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to 13+. The spectrum displayed in Figure 5.2 contains peaks corresponding only
to the 9+, 10+ and 11+ charge states.

This observation may be a manifestation of a “mass-window effect” known to
arise with electrodynamic devices[1].

This window, however, appears to be

exceptionally narrow, stretching from m/z ~1,200 to m/z ~1,800. This in part
might have been the result of overfilling of the trap, which would have caused the
higher mass-to-charge ions occupying larger radial orbits to be lost (spacecharge effects).

[L+10H]10+

[L+11H]11+

[L+9H]9+

Figure 5.2 – Mass spectrum of chicken-egg lysozyme. Ion conveyor in trapping
mode applied at 600 kHz and 35 V.p-p.
Ion signal could not be obtained at the final detector with any of the other
compounds investigated.
were for lysozyme.

The only mass spectra achieved in trapping mode

Lysozyme was the most massive of the compounds

investigated, which might account for the fact that it was the only compound to
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yield a mass spectrum in trapping mode. Firstly, a high charge upon a massive
ion would result in a pseudopotential well which was significantly deeper than that
for an ion of identical mass-to-charge ratio but lower mass and lower charge.
This would mean that the pseudopotentials generated by the ion conveyor were
insufficiently deep to trap smaller, less highly charged ions, but sufficiently deep
to trap the highly charged lysozyme ions. The voltages which could be applied to
the ion conveyor were limited by the design of the source electronics.

It is

possible that, by increasing the potentials applied to the ion conveyor, ions of
species smaller than lysozyme would have been observed.

As stated, the

applied potentials were limited by the electronics available, meaning that larger
potentials could not be applied in order to test this proposition.

A difficulty with this proposition arises from the fact that simulations showed that
ions with lower charges would be trapped within the device. The simulations
could not however, model fully the trapping. Modelling of space-charge effects
within SIMION is computationally expensive.

In particular, simulations

incorporating radiofrequency voltages, ion-neutral collision models and spacecharge effects are often prohibitively slow to run. In order for the simulations to
be completed in reasonable lengths of time, the simulations were run without
space-charge modelling.

This effectively resulted in each ion being flown in

isolation from other ions being flown simultaneously. Thus the simulations may
not reveal underlying problems with the operation of the ion conveyor in trapping
mode due to space-charge effects.

The operation of the ion conveyor in composite mode gave distinct increases in
ion signals over those achievable in the other two modes of operation, and
permitted the acquisition of mass spectra of a far wider range of compounds than
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in trapping mode. Conveyor mode allowed the acquisition of mass spectra of the
same wide range of compounds as composite mode, but the ion signals were
lower compared to those in composite mode.

[L+9H]9+

[L+10H]10+
11+

[L+11H]

[L+8H]8+

[L+7H]7+

[L+6H]6+

Figure 5.3 – Mass spectrum of chicken egg lysozyme. Ion conveyor in conveyor
mode applied at 11.2 V.p-p and 170 kHz.
Figures 5.3 presents a mass spectrum of lysozyme acquired using the ion
conveyor in conveyor mode.

The 20 µM solution used to obtain the mass

spectrum in trapping mode (Figure 5.2) was reused. The amplitude was 11.2 V.pp

and the frequency 170 kHz. Figure 5.4 shows a mass spectrum of the same

solution of lysozyme acquired in composite mode. The ion conveyor was run
with the co-application of a trapping waveform (35 V.p-p at 600 kHz) and a
conveyor waveform (3 V.p-p at 50 kHz). The magnet was swept over the range
180,000 mA – 80,000 mA in 50 mA steps, over the course of 1,000 seconds for
both of these spectra (Figures 5.3 and 5.4).
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Comparing the mass spectra in Figures 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4, it is immediately
apparent that those acquired in trapping and composite modes have better
signal-to-noise ratios than that in conveyor mode. It was found that composite
and trapping modes produced more intense ion signals, as evidenced by the
more intense peaks in these spectra. Despite differences in the intensities of the
ion signal, the mass spectra of lysozyme in composite and conveyor modes most
resembled each other.

The spectra of lysozyme in trapping mode differed

significantly from those in the other two modes.

[L+9H]9+

[L+8H]8+
[L+10H]10+

[L+11H]11+

Figure 5.4 – Mass spectrum of chicken egg lysozyme. Ion conveyor in composite
mode. Trapping waveform = 35 V.p-p / 600 kHz, conveyor waveform = 3 V.p-p / 50
kHz.
Summing the trapping waveform and a low-potential conveyor waveform resulted
in the mass spectra of lysozyme reverting to a more conventional appearance.
Not only this, mass spectra could be acquired for compounds for which the
trapping waveform alone had not generated spectra. This is perhaps the more
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remarkable when it is considered that the amplitude of the conveyor waveform
used in the composite setting was very low – only around 3 V.p-p, a tenth of the
amplitude of the trapping waveform. This fact supports the position adopted in
this thesis that the use of a conveyor waveform in combination with a trapping
waveform constitutes a distinct mode of operation, namely composite mode.

In terms of pseudopotentials, composite mode may be described in the following
manner for the particular case where the conveyor waveform is considerably
lower in amplitude than the trapping waveform. The pure pseudopotential for a
trapping waveform may be understood to ‘ripple’ as a consequence of the
conveyor waveform, resulting in ions being transported along the device by
electrodynamic forces as well as by electrostatic repulsion from other ions
entering the ion conveyor. Ions are contained within the ion conveyor by the
effects of the trapping waveform, with the conveyor waveform providing a motive
force axially[1].

In some ways, this is analogous to peristalsis within the

oesophagus in physiology.

A selection of the mass spectra acquired operating in composite and conveyor
modes are shown below. Figures 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7 show mass spectra acquired
operating in conveyor mode for the samples bovine insulin, vancomycin and
mixtures of vancomycin with the tripeptide KAA. Figures 5.8, 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11
show mass spectra in composite mode for the samples bovine insulin, caesium
iodide, a naphthenic acid standard-mix and vancomycin.

The mass spectra

presented in these figures are, for the most part, unremarkable and correspond
closely to mass spectra for these compounds obtained on other wellcharacterised instruments[7,8,9,10,11,12,13]. The exceptions are the two vancomycin
mass spectra (Figures 5.6 and 5.11), each of which possesses an unusually
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intense peak attributable to the doubly charged vancomycin dimer. These mass
spectra will be discussed at greater length in Chapter 7.

Figure 5.5 presents a mass spectrum of a 20 µM insulin solution obtained in
conveyor mode. The ion conveyor was operated with a conveyor waveform of
13.6 V.p-p at 160 kHz applied to the electrodes. Compared to the mass spectrum
in Figure 5.8 (composite waveform consisting of a 35 V.p-p/600 kHz trapping
waveform and a 3 V.p-p/50 kHz conveyor waveform) of a 20 µM solution of insulin,
there is qualitatively little difference between the mass spectra. The peaks in the
composite-mode spectrum are more intense, suggesting once more that, with the
ion conveyor at this pressure and with these amplitudes and frequencies,
composite mode functions more effectively than conveyor mode.
[I+4H]4+

[I+5H]5+

[I+3H]3+

[2I+7H]7+
[2I+7H]7+

Figure 5.5 – Mass spectrum of bovine insulin. Ion conveyor in conveyor mode,
13.6 V.p-p at 160 kHz.
As stated already, the vancomycin spectra will be discussed in detail in Chapter
7. It is worth noting here that peaks corresponding to the vancomycin-KAA non-
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covalently bound species were intense, consistent with the conclusion that the
ion conveyor preserved weak solution-interactions into the gas phase.
[V+2H]2+

[V+H]1+
[2V+3H]3+

Figure 5.6 – Mass spectrum of vancomycin. Ion conveyor in conveyor mode,
13.6 V.p-p at 160 kHz.

[V+2H]2+

[V+KAA+2H]3+
[V+2KAA+2H]3+
[2V+3H]3+

[V+H]1+

Figure 5.7 – Mass spectrum of a mixture of vancomycin and the tripeptide KAA.
Ion conveyor in conveyor mode, 13.6 V.p-p at 160 kHz.
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[I+4H]4+

[I+5H]5+
[I+3H]3+

Figure 5.8 – Mass spectrum of bovine insulin. Ion conveyor in composite mode,
35 V.p-p/600 kHz trapping waveform and 3 V.p-p/50 kHz conveyor waveform.
Figure 5.9 shows a spectrum of caesium iodide, obtained in composite mode,
with a waveform consisting of a 35 V.p-p / 600 kHz trapping waveform and a 3 V.pp

/ 50 kHz conveyor waveform.

The magnet was scanned over the range

210,000 mA – 10,000 mA in steps of 20 mA and over a time of 4,000 seconds.

[Cs2I]+

[Cs6I5]+ [Cs8I7]+
[Cs4I3]+

[Cs10I9]+
+

[Cs14I13]

[Cs16I15]+

Figure 5.9 – Mass spectrum of caesium iodide. Ion conveyor in composite mode,
trapping = 35 V.p-p / 600 kHz and conveyor = 3 V.p-p / 50 kHz. Selected CsI
clusters are labelled.
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CsI salt produced singly charged clusters equally spaced by the mass of CsI at
masses (Cs+CsnIn) for integer values of n.

Dimers of these clusters were

sometimes observed. The spectrum in Figure 5.9 shows the series of these
clusters across a broad mass range. The lowest-mass cluster peak observed
corresponded to the Cs2I cluster with a mass of 392.71 Da. The largest-mass
peak, at m/z 4,030 corresponded to the Cs16I15 cluster.

This mass spectrum (Figure 5.9) was of interest and of use in two respects.
Firstly, it provided a useful mass calibration over a broad mass range, allowing
mass spectra to be externally calibrated. The second piece of information which
may be extracted from this spectrum is that the ion conveyor, when operating in
composite mode, did not seem to be subject to a narrow transmission-window.
Such a broad transmission window as observed here is unusual for ring-electrode
electrodynamic devices operated at the voltages used here[1]. As yet, there is no
obvious explanation as to why the transmission window of the ion conveyor in
composite mode should differ from those of stacked-ring devices which utilise
straightforward anti-phase trapping RF potentials.

The two mass spectra in Figure 5.10 of a standard mix of naphthenic acids,
further exemplify the absence of any obvious transmission-window at low massto-charge.

These mass spectra were acquired in composite mode, with the

combination of a 35 V.p-p trapping waveform applied at 600 kHz and a 3 V.p-p
conveyor waveform applied at 50 kHz. Figure 5.10a was obtained by sweeping
the magnet over the range 100,000 mA – 40,000 mA over 1,000 seconds in
steps of 50 mA. To obtain the spectrum in Figure 5.10b the magnet was swept
from 60,000 mA to 40,000 mA in 20 mA steps, over 1,000 seconds.
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Figure 5.10 – Mass spectra of a standard mix of naphthenic acids - a) broad
mass-scan and b) narrow mass-scan. Ion conveyor in composite mode, trapping
= 35 V.p-p / 600 kHz and conveyor = 3 V.p-p / 50 kHz.
The standard mix contained a hugely complex mixture of naphthenic acids.
Many of these species produce peaks with mass-to-charge ratios lower than that
of the lowest-mass CsI cluster. The lowest mass-to-charge peak observed in the
naphthenic acid mass spectra was at m/z ~ 250. The observation of naphthenic
acid peaks at such low masses demonstrated that the ion conveyor in composite

[V+2H]2+

[V+H]+

[2V+3H]3+

Figure 5.11 – Mass spectrum of vancomycin. Ion conveyor in composite mode,
trapping = 35 V.p-p / 600 kHz and conveyor = 3 V.p-p / 50 kHz.
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mode performed effectively at low mass-to-charges. It can be asserted that an
ion conveyor of this geometry, when operating in composite mode with a trapping
waveform (35 V.p-p at 600 kHz) summed with a conveyor waveform (3 V.p-p at 50
kHz), transmits ion over at range of at least m/z ~250 to m/z ~4,500.

5.2.2 Characterisation of ion beam produced by the source
Experiments were performed to characterise the ion beam emitted from the
source. This subsection examines these physical characteristics.

An unexpected finding made during the course of experiments using the ion
conveyor and the MMM mass spectrometer was that no focussing potentials
were applied to the ion optics of the mass spectrometer. The MMM instrument
was equipped with custom-designed focussing and deflection lenses[14,15]. All
prior experimental work on MMM necessitated the application of focussing
voltages to the lenses in order to optimise the transmission. It was discovered
early in the current study that the application of focussing potentials in either Y or
Z orientations severely diminished the detected ion current on the final electron
multiplier detector.

This result is striking, as the large scale of the MMM

instrument in itself created an expectation that focussing voltages would improve
collimation of the ion beam and transmission through the instrument.

The fact that the application of focussing potentials reduced the detected ion
current implied that the applied positive potentials were defocusing the ion beam.
The inference drawn is that the ion beam emitted from the ion conveyor source
possessed a small angle of divergence – i.e. the beam was relatively well
collimated. As the lens system was originally designed for an ion beam with a
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relatively large included angle[14], it might over-focus an ion beam with a small
angle of divergence. More suitable ion optical arrangements may be imagined,
but it was impractical within the remit of this study to re-design these ion optics.
Since sufficient ion current could be detected at the final detector without the use
of focussing potentials, it was decided to continue with the present ion optics
without the application of focussing potentials.

The salient point remains,

however, that the included angle of the ion beam emitted from the ion conveyor
source appeared to be very small.

Experiments were undertaken to characterise the energy spread of the ion beam.
Mass-analysed ion kinetic energy spectra (MIKES) scans were measured using
the following method[16]. The insulin 4+ peak at m/z 1434.25 was isolated by
fixing the magnet at a current of 92,750 mA. ESA scans were then performed
over the range 134 – 136 V, with a step length of 0.02 V and scan time of 1,000
seconds. The α and β slits of the instrument were progressively narrowed and
ESA spectra acquired at each combination of slit widths.

The γ slit was 0.2 mm

throughout.

MIKES scans are shown in Figure 5.12.

It can be seen that the peak

corresponding to the insulin species chosen progressively narrowed as the α and
β slits were narrowed. The slits could not be adjusted finely enough to achieve a
situation whereupon the beam no longer narrowed as the slits were closed. This
situation would represent the point at which the peak width was due solely to the
energy spread of the ion beam. The measurement of the peak width at this point
allows the calculation of the translational energy spread of the beam.

As

mentioned above, this point could not be reached within the limits of the
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equipment (the narrowest slit width achievable was 0.1 mm for the α and γ slits,
with the 0.2 mm for the β slit).

These spectra, therefore, allowed the calculation of an upper limit on the
translational energy spread of the ion beam emitted from the source. The ESA
transmitted ions from a source with accelerating voltage of 4,032 V the when set
to a voltage of 135.2 V (i.e. the parent ion peak is centred at 135.2 V). Each ESA
volt is thus represents 4,032 / 135.2 eV. At the narrowest slit width achievable,
the parent ion peak (at ESA = 135.2 V) possessed a full width at half maximum of
0.07 V. Thus the translational energy spread of the ion beam can be calculated
to be (4032 x 0.07) / 135.2 = 2.1 eV. This represents an upper limit on the
translational energy spread as the slits were closed to their smallest slit width.
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a) 3 mm

b) 2 mm

c) 1 mm

d) 0.5 mm

e) 0.25 mm

f) 0.1 mm

Figure 5.12 – ESA scans of the insulin [M+4H]4+ peak with the α and β slits
progressively narrowed from 3 mm (a) to 0.1 mm (f).
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Chapter 6
The ion conveyor source for the time-of-flight and Fourier
transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometers
6.1

Motivation for the construction of the ion conveyor source

Both of the instruments referred to in the title were manufactured by Bruker
Daltonics. Because of this, they were equipped with similar ion sources. The
BiOTOF time-of-flight mass spectrometer was equipped with an electrospray
ionisation source, which could also be used with nanoelectrospray ionisation.
The Bruker BioAPEX-94E Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass
spectrometer was equipped with an interchangeable ion source produced by
Analytica of Branford and could be used with electrospray ionisation,
nanoelectrospray ionisation, atmospheric-pressure chemical ionisation and other
methods of ionisation. The sources from the BiOTOF and FT-ICR instruments
were physically similar.

The ion conveyor sources described up to this point in this thesis were designed
for and used upon a home-built sector instrument (MMM).

MMM, being a

magnetic sector instrument, required sources which could be ‘floated’ at high
potentials.

It was decided to apply the knowledge accumulated during the

investigations with the sector mass spectrometer to instruments with high
analytical performance, in which the ion sources could be operated at (or close
to) ground potential. The two Bruker instruments discussed above provided an
ideal opportunity to progress to a new stage in the investigation, in which the ion
conveyor might be characterised more thoroughly.
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It was anticipated that a

source could be designed and manufactured which would allow experiments to
be carried out with both the time-of-flight and FT-ICR instrument. This source
design has been discussed in Chapter 3.

The basic design of the ion conveyor was the same as that of the second MMM
source: - etched electrodes held between printed circuit boards. The original
Bruker FT-ICR ion source incorporated a hexapole spanning two pressure
regions[1].

Rather than attempt to recreate this bridging arrangement with a

single ion conveyor, it was decided that two separately controllable ion conveyors
would be used, one on either side of a gas-conductance restriction. This would
mean that each ion conveyor could be operated with waveforms most suited to
the pressure. There would also be some scope for the alteration of pressure
within each vacuum region, as well as the capability to measure the residual gas
pressures accurately.

Both the BiOTOF and FT-ICR mass spectrometers required a pulsed ion beam.
In the BiOTOF this was to provide an ion cloud for subsequent orthogonal
acceleration, and in the FT-ICR an ion cloud was pulsed into the FT-ICR cell. For
this reason, it was envisaged that the lower-pressure ion conveyor would operate
as an ion-accumulation trap from which a cloud of ions could be released. As
mentioned in Chapter 3, this would be achieved by altering the potential applied
to the end-plate electrode of this ion conveyor.

Both the background gas

pressure (expected from comparison with the commercial sources to be ~5 x 10-3
mbar) and the pulsed nature of this lower pressure device would imply, from
previous experiments and simulations, that the most suitable mode of operation
for the second ion conveyor on this source would be trapping mode.

The

‘standard’ application of anti-phase radiofrequency waveforms would provide a
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large trapping volume in which to store ions before release into the analysis
section of an instrument[2]. Simulations suggested that the conveyor waveform
could be ineffectual at the lower pressures in this region (the mean free path
between collisions being too high to damp the ion motion effectively).

The other ion conveyor would be in a higher-pressure region (~1-10 mbar), and
was predicted to be usable in a variety of modes: - conveyor, trapping and
composite modes could be anticipated to function at the pressures expected.
This ion conveyor was also not required to operate in a pulsed manner, allowing
the use of the more esoteric modes of operation.

A sophisticated SIMION model was constructed which incorporated all aspects of
the new source design. A screenshot of this model is shown below in Figure 6.1.
The model comprised of a capillary exit, a DC-only entry plate to the first
conveyor, both ion conveyors (with the requisite number of electrodes separated
by a conductance restriction, to which DC voltages could be applied), and an exit
plate. DC-offset voltages could be applied separately to each element of the
simulation (capillary, first-conveyor entry plate, first-conveyor main electrode
body, conductance aperture, second-conveyor main electrode body and exit
plate).

Radiofrequency voltages over a broad range of amplitudes and

frequencies (up to around 1 GHz) could be applied to the ion conveyor electrodes
in conveyor, trapping and composite modes.

All electrode dimensions were

modelled as accurately as possible (using 0.05 mm grid steps). Separate ionneutral collision models were used to model the gas pressures in each ion
conveyor accurately and efficiently. The SDS collision model was implemented
in the first ion conveyor to simulate the higher pressures occurring experimentally
in this region. The HS1 model was used within the second ion conveyor to
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simulate the lower pressures found here. The Lua code used to achieve this
simulation is shown in Appendix 1, together with the base code for the HS1 and
SDS collisions models.

Figure 6.1 – Ion conveyor electrodes from the SIMION model. Different conveyor
waveform phases are shown in different colours.
A set of simulated ion trajectories is shown in Figure 6.2. The vertical dimension
has been expanded to allow the individual ion trajectories to be seen more
clearly. Ions were flown from the capillary on the left-hand side of the diagram to
the exit aperture on the right-hand side. Ions change colour from black (higherpressure SDS model) to red (lower-pressure HS1 model) at the point at which
they travel from one pressure region into the other.

This simulation was

performed with the DC-offsets such that ions travelled straight through the device
and were not trapped within the second ion conveyor before release.
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Figure 6.2 – Ion trajectories produced by ions flown through the SIMION model.
Ions in the higher pressure ion conveyor are depicted in black and ions in the
lower-pressure ion conveyor are depicted in red
The simulated trajectories shown in Figure 6.2 were obtained with the capillary
exit maintained at 150 V and the first ion conveyor operating in conveyor mode at
a frequency of 50 kHz and a voltage of 30 V.p-p. The DC entry electrode to the
first ion conveyor was held at 16 V, with the main electrode body of the first ion
conveyor also held at 16 V. The conductance restricting plate between the two
ion conveyors was held at 7 V whilst the main body of the second ion conveyor
was held at a DC-offset of 0 V. A 20 V.p-p, 600 kHz, trapping waveform was
applied to the electrodes of the second ion conveyor. The exit electrode was held
at a potential of -45 V. This produced a DC-offset potential profile as shown in
Figure 6.3 (Figure not to scale).
Ions can be seen to spread as they enter the ion conveyors as their initial kinetic
energy in the axial direction of the device is converted into other modes (i.e. the
ions are scattered by the background gas). The characteristic spiral patterns of
ion motion may be seen in the first ion conveyor, with the ions being moved, on
average, towards the central axis of the device. As the ions pass through the
conductance aperture between the two ion conveyors, they are accelerated into
the lower-pressure ion conveyor. The ions are then confined within the potential
well formed by the trapping waveform in the second ion conveyor, before exiting
through the exit electrode towards the high-vacuum mass analysis section of the
mass spectrometer.

All ions except one are transmitted through the source.
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Simulations with larger numbers of ions have suggested that greater than 99% of
ions can be transmitted by the source. It must be held in mind, however, that
these simulations are for an ideal case with no imperfections in construction, that
they neglect background gas flow and the scattering effects of the Mach disk,
each of which will affect the transmission through the source.

Figure 6.3 – The D.C. potential offsets applied to the ion conveyor model. Not to
scale.
Many such simulations were carried out in conjunction with the experiments
detailed below.

The main model remained unchanged from that described

above, excepting for some small alterations which were made for specific
investigations. For the most part, these simulations are not discussed below,
except where they provide useful or new information which could not be obtained
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experimentally.

The simulations provided a strong starting point for the

optimisation of the conditions of the new ion source.

6.2

Experiments with the Bruker BiOTOF time-of-flight mass
spectrometer

The first experiments with the new source were performed on the BiOTOF timeof-flight instrument. This instrument was chosen for its relative lack of complexity
when compared to the FT-ICR instrument, allowing the source to be incorporated
swiftly and for the experiments to be implemented quickly. The BiOTOF also
provided the opportunity for a greater amount of experiment time, due to its
relatively low demand when compared to the high-performance FT-ICR
instrument. Experiments were performed both to investigate the properties of the
source and probe the characteristics of the two ion conveyors within.

6.2.1 Ion source performance and characterisation
Initial experiments were performed to optimise the ion source and obtain
maximum ion transmission from the electrospray capillary, through the ion
conveyors and into the mass analysis section of the BiOTOF mass spectrometer.
The amplitude and frequency of the waveform applied to the first ion conveyor
were adjusted to obtain the maximum ion intensity within the mass spectrometer,
with the settings of the second ion conveyor held constant.

The optimum

amplitude was found to be at 30 V.p-p. The ion intensity as measured by the
mass spectrometer was found to be relatively insensitive to the frequency used: a frequency around 20 kHz was found to be satisfactory.
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Further optimisation of the source conditions within the first ion conveyor region
was carried out through investigation of the effect of pressure on ion
transmission. Measurements were made by electrically connecting together all
electrodes of the second ion conveyor and all electrodes downstream of the first
ion conveyor, and electrically grounding them. This allowed the measurement of
a current produced by ions impacting on these electrodes with the use of an
electrometer. As there were no potentials applied to the electrodes and hence no
confining fields, any ions exiting the first ion conveyor region were assumed to
strike the electrodes. Ion-neutral collisions would scatter the ion beam exiting the
first source region. Although some ion current would not have been measurable
(due to impacting upon other structures of the ion source which were not being
monitored such as the vacuum enclosure), the measurements still provided
useful information. The electrospray source current was constant, as measured
on the micro-ammeter installed on the instrument.

A plot of detected current versus pressure for various amplitudes and frequencies
in conveyor mode is plotted below in Figure 6.4. Only a selection of frequencies
and amplitudes are shown for clarity. The first observation is the fact that all
plotted curves followed a general trend, demonstrating an increase in
transmission with pressure up to around 12 mbar, whereupon the transmission
began to fall away.

Several of the curves then showed an increase in

transmission at 22 and 23 mbar before dropping away again steeply. There is no
obvious explanation of the increase in current measured at 22 mbar.

The

BiOTOF instrument had a vacuum interlock system which shut off the high
voltages of the instrument should the backing pressure in various sections of the
instrument rise above preset values. It is possible that this interlock system was
operating at these high pressures, although it is unclear how this could affect the
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measurements being made here as all source parameters were controlled
independently of the instrument control software.

Nonetheless, the trend in ion current transmission with pressure is of interest as it
demonstrated that an optimum pressure for the ion conveyor (in the first region)
was at a relatively high pressure of around 12 mbar.

Figure 6.4 – A plot of ion current on the electrodes of the second, low-pressure,
ion conveyor vs pressure at various amplitudes and frequencies (no waveforms
were applied to the low pressure ion conveyor). The higher-pressure first ion
conveyor in the ion source was operated in conveyor mode at frequencies and
amplitudes as described in the Figure.
A further observation from Figure 6.4 is that the transmitted current at each
pressure and amplitude appeared to be independent of frequency – the three
frequencies displayed for each amplitude shown are clustered closely together.
This would not be striking except that the lowest of these frequencies is only 10
kHz. This is a remarkably low frequency for the operation of an electrodynamic
device[3]. SIMION simulations did support this observation to some extent – ions
may be successfully transmitted at such low frequencies, though only when using
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amplitudes of around 10 V.p-p. Experimentally, ions were found to be transmitted
with a frequency of 10 kHz at higher waveform amplitudes than the 10 V.p-p
maximum found theoretically, implying there was a further aspect to the ion
source which was contributing to the transmission of ions that had not been
considered in the simulations. This is discussed later in this Chapter.

Finally, the relative positions of the plots for each amplitude were interesting.
Counter intuitively, higher ion currents were observed for lower amplitudes. It
had been observed during simulation of the ion conveyor that the frequency used
could have a direct influence on the amplitude required to produce satisfactory
operation of the ion conveyor. Amplitudes above a certain magnitude for a given
frequency could result in ineffective confinement of ions: - ions became unstable
and were lost, in a similar manner to the stability regions of a quadrupole ion
trap[4].

The effect of adding a trapping waveform into the conveyor waveform to produce
a composite waveform was investigated. There was no measurable increase in
ion current when compared to a conveyor-only waveform as measured using the
method described previously. This is counter to the observation using the same
aperture-to-separation ratio ion conveyor in the second-generation source on the
MMM instrument. The pressures in use on the BiOTOF were higher, however,
and the ion conveyor used on the MMM instrument was considerably longer
(around 4.8 times the length).

Efforts were then shifted towards the optimisation of the second ion conveyor. It
was anticipated that the second ion conveyor in the BiOTOF source would not
function in conveyor mode. Simulations had shown that the mean free path of
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ions within this region was too long for effective operation of the ion conveyor in
conveyor mode. This was tested, and found to be true. No conditions could be
found in which the second ion conveyor in this source transmitted ions to the
mass analysis section of the instrument when operated in conveyor mode.

The second ion conveyor was tested in trapping mode, which had been
anticipated to be most suitable for this ion conveyor. Ions were found to be
transmitted through the device, as found by monitoring ion current on a Faraday
cup placed beyond the exit of the source. These results are not shown here.
Composite mode was also tested in this second ion conveyor. This was found to
be detrimental to the transmitted ion current. The application of even a very
small amplitude conveyor waveform almost entirely obliterated the ion signal
detectable following the source.

Simulations suggested that this was likely to be due to the fact that composite
mode was functioning constantly. There was a potential barrier at the exit of this
ion conveyor in the form of a DC potential applied to the exit electrode.
Simulations showed that ions were not successfully trapped in the second ion
conveyor when the composite waveform was applied, even with very low
conveyor amplitudes.

Ions progressing within the second ion conveyor were

seen to move towards the exit end of the conveyor where they would be lost to
the electrodes. This is shown in Figure 6.5 a).

In the situation where a pure trapping waveform was applied to the device, ions
were free to move axially along the device in both directions (both towards the
exit-end of the device and towards the entry-end). Ions moving within the ion
conveyor when operated in trapping mode would thus move back and forth,
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contained within the device until collisions reduced their energy sufficiently that
they no longer traversed the small ripples in the pseudopotential and they
became trapped in the small axial potential-well between two electrodes. This
can be seen in Figure 6.5 b), where ions entering the ion conveyor from the left
are reflected back and forth several times before the energy lost to collisions is
sufficient that the ions become trapped between two electrodes approximately
halfway along the ion conveyor.

Figure 6.5 – Simulated ion trajectories showing ion motion in the second ion
conveyor when using composite (a) and trapping (b) waveforms. The electrode
structure in a) shows a close-up of the exit-end of the same ion conveyor as in b),
although in a) a composite waveform is applied and in b) a trapping waveform is
applied. Ions start on the left of the diagrams and are initially moving from left to
right.
In Figure 6.5 a), however, where a composite waveform was simulated, ions
originally travelling from left to right in figure 6.5 a) were seen to be lost to the
electrodes on their first-pass through the device, as they began to move back
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towards the entry-end of the ion conveyor. This was attributed to the conveyor
aspect of the composite waveform, which would constantly drive the ions towards
the exit end of the device, impeding their motion back towards the entry end.
Ions trapped with a composite waveform would thus no longer be able to move
equally freely in both axial directions. The ‘driving force’ of the conveyor part of
the composite waveform would impede the motion of ions as they moved
longitudinally back towards the entry-end of the device (and, equally, would assist
the movement of ions travelling back towards the exit of the device). The net
effect of this, as seen in Figure 6.5 a), was that ions could be seen to be lost to
the electrodes of the ion conveyor if trapped using a composite waveform and a
static DC applied to the exit end of the ion conveyor. It was surmised that a
similar effect could explain the observed lack of ion current when operating the
second ion conveyor of the source in composite mode (i.e. ions would be driven
relentlessly towards the exit end of the ion conveyor, resulting in their loss to the
electrodes).

Consequently, the second ion conveyor was used solely with a trapping
waveform.

There is the possibility that the second ion conveyor could be

encouraged to empty more effectively by applying a composite waveform only
when the exit potential was lowered to extract ions from the source.

The

equipment did not allow for this prediction to be tested.

Experiments equivalent to the ion current measurements above were also
performed with the acquisition of mass spectra for various pressures in the first
ion conveyor. Spectra could be acquired for pressures above 4 mbar, and above
this pressure there was little difference observable in the appearance of the mass
spectra.

There was some increase in ion signal observable at increased
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pressures, though the difference was small. Due to the nature of the orthogonal
extraction, it would be unexpected to observe a large change in ion signalintensity as the gas pressure in the first ion conveyor region was changed.
Extraction efficiency from the second ion conveyor could not be expected to be
high (only ions towards the exit end of the device would be extracted efficiently).
Not all ions would be extracted from this second ion conveyor. This would result
in the number of ions trapped in the second ion conveyor reaching a steady
state, whereby a higher input of ions into the second ion conveyor would not
produce a corresponding increase in the number of ions released by the second
ion conveyor: - the second ion conveyor would be filled faster than it could empty
at all pressures above ~4mbar.

This was proven by switching off the spray

needle voltage of the mass spectrometer. Mass spectra could be observed for
several seconds after switching off the spray voltage, as the second ion conveyor
was emptied of ions.

A comparison was made between the performance of the new ion conveyor
source and that of the commercial source supplied by Bruker Daltonics. A mass
spectrum of insulin obtained using the new source was compared to a spectrum
of insulin taken with the Bruker source. The mass spectra are shown in Figure
6.6.

The ion conveyor source (when operated with the high-pressure ion

conveyor in conveyor mode and the second, low-pressure ion conveyor operated
in trapping mode) produced a very slight improvement in the ion intensities when
compared to the Bruker source.

The spectra were similar to each other as

regards relative intensities.
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[I+5H]5+

Figure 6.6 a)

[I+4H]4+
[I+6H]6+

[I+5H]5+

Figure 6.6 b)

[I+4H]4+

6+

[I+6H]

Figure 6.6 – Mass spectra of insulin acquired with the original Bruker ion source
(a) and the new ion conveyor ion source (b). Isotopic detail shown in Fig 6.7.
There was a more striking comparison which is shown in Figure 6.7. This figure
displays sections of the mass spectra from Figure 6.6, focussing on the 5+
charge state of insulin. The old source is shown in the bottom trace, with the
upper trace showing the new ion conveyor source (note that the spectra have
been re-scaled in the vertical dimension so that they are similar in height: - their
heights do not reflect their true intensities). The resolution of the peaks in the
mass spectrum which was acquired using the ion conveyor source is greater than
that observed with the older source. Taking the most intense peak in each case
to represent the three

13

C isotopic-peak, the spectrum from the old source has a

resolution of 7,651 compared to 14,221 with the ion conveyor source.
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Ion conveyor source

Bruker Daltonics Ion source

Figure 6.7- A close up of the isotopic fine structure of the insulin plus five charges
cluster obtained using the ion conveyor source (top) and the Bruker Daltonics ion
source (bottom).
The most likely origin of the improvement in resolution lies in the ion beam
properties as it leaves the source. The properties of an ion cloud just before and
during orthogonal acceleration in an orthogonal-acceleration time-of-flight mass
spectrometer can have a marked effect on the resolving power achievable by the
instrument.

An ion cloud which is broader in the radial direction, or which

possesses a wider radial translational energy spread, will give peaks of a lower
resolution than an ion cloud which is narrower and with a more tightly defined
radial energy spread[4]. The Bruker source was equipped with a post-source
region einzel lens arrangement, designed to alter the ion beam properties as it
left the source.

The ion conveyor source was not equipped with such an

arrangement, relying solely on the fields produced by the aperture in the exit
electrode. Despite these differences, the ion conveyor source was producing an
ion beam which was either more tightly collimated or which possessed a lower
radial translational energy spread than that from the Bruker ion source.
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Spectra were acquired over a range of amplitudes and frequencies for each of
the ion conveyors in the ion source. Altering the amplitude and frequency of the
conveyor waveform in the first ion conveyor had little effect on the appearance of
the acquired spectra. This observation was unexpected, and is discussed further
later in this chapter (see section 6.2.2).

The effect of the amplitude of the waveform applied to the second ion conveyor,
which was operating in trapping mode, proved to be more predictable. Spectra
could be observed for all of the compounds tested when operating the second ion
conveyor with a waveform amplitude above about 8 V. Any further increase in
amplitude had little effect on either the appearance of the spectrum or the signal
intensity.

This behaviour corresponds with expectation: - as soon as the

pseudopotential well depth was sufficient to trap a useful mass-range of ions
efficiently, there was little increase in ion trapping on raising the voltage
further[2,3].

Changing the frequency of the waveform in the second ion conveyor also had a
predictable effect. As predicted, higher frequencies produced a mass spectrum
biased towards the low mass-to-charge end of the spectrum, and vice-versa[2,3].
The effect of frequency on the appearance of a mass spectrum is clearly
observable in Figure 6.8. This figure shows five spectra of caesium iodide (CsI)
acquired with various operating frequencies from 400 to 650 kHz applied to the
second ion conveyor. The amplitude of the trapping waveform was maintained at
16 V.p-p (though the transformers in the conveyor control electronics were
optimised for 450 kHz, so actual applied voltages would have deviated slightly
from this value). As the frequency was lowered, the mass spectrum changed,
with the peaks at higher mass-to-charge being favoured at lower frequencies.
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The existence of a low-mass-cut was also observed – the cluster peaks at m/z
652.5 and 912.3 were not present in the spectra at lower frequencies, yet were
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strong in the spectra accumulated at higher frequencies.
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Figure 6.8 – Mass spectra of CsI acquired with various ion conveyor trapping
waveform frequencies between 400 kHz and 600 kHz applied to the second, lowpressure, ion conveyor in the source. The device was operated in trapping mode
with all the waveforms applied at a voltage of 16 V.p-p.
One particularly interesting feature of the spectra in Figure 6.8 is the breadth of
the range of mass-to-charge transmitted at a frequency of 450 kHz (a similar
mass range was also transmitted at 500 kHz, though the higher mass-to-charge
peaks were dwarfed in intensity by the more intense low m/z ions).

This

demonstrates that, by carefully choosing the operating frequency, a broad range
of m/z ions may be transmitted simultaneously. This is an important attribute of a
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useful electrospray ionisation mass spectrometry source, as the mass-to-charge
range of electrosprayed ions can be broad.

Following the above optimisation and characterisation of the operating
parameters of the ion source, mass spectra of a wide range of compounds were
acquired.

The samples used included chicken egg lysozyme[5,6,7,8], bovine

insulin[9], vancomycin[10,11], caesium iodide[12], Agilent standard ESI tuning mix
(HP-mix), bradykinin fragment 1-5[13,14,15], myoglobin[1], substance-p fragment 17[16], mellatin[13], polyethylene glycol[17], polypropylene glycol[17] and a bacteriosin
sample. Figures 6.9 – 6.15 show a selection of spectra acquired using those
compounds listed above. Many of these compounds have been widely studied
by mass spectrometry, and the spectra acquired using the ion conveyor source
differed little in general appearance to corresponding mass spectra in the
literature.

One notable exception lay in the vancomycin spectrum, (which is

shown in Chapter 7).

A mass spectrum of vancomycin would normally be

expected to contain a strong peak corresponding to the singly charged
vancomycin species[18]. No spectrum obtained using the ion conveyor source on
the BiOTOF instrument incorporated such a peak: all singly charged vancomycin
peaks were unusually weak in intensity. The explanation for this phenomenon is
discussed in Chapter 7.
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[I+5H]5+

[I+4H]4+

[I+6H]6+

Figure 6.9 – A mass spectrum of insulin acquired using the ion conveyor source.
First ion conveyor – conveyor mode, 30 V.p-p, 20 kHz. Second ion conveyor –
trapping mode, 21 V.p-p, 450 kHz.

922.01

622.03

1521.97

Figure 6.10 – A mass spectrum of HP-mix acquired using the ion conveyor
source. First ion conveyor – conveyor mode, 30 V.p-p, 20 kHz. Second ion
conveyor – trapping mode, 21 V.p-p, 450 kHz. Unlabelled peaks are commonly
observed when using this tuning sample but are not used for calibration.
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[B+H]+

Figure 6.11 – A mass spectrum of bradykinin fragment 1-5 acquired using the ion
conveyor source. First ion conveyor – conveyor mode, 30 V.p-p, 20 kHz. Second
ion conveyor – trapping mode, 21 V.p-p, 450 kHz. Inset: - isotopic distribution of
the singly charged bradykinin fragment 1-5 species. The isotopic cluster at m/z =
~432 is a doubly charged impurity which could not be identified.

[My+Heme+9H]9+

[My+Heme+9H]9+

[My+Heme+
Na+8H]9+
[My+Heme+
Na+K+7H]9+

[My+Heme+10H]10+

[My+Heme+8H]8+

Figure 6.12 – A mass spectrum of horse-heart myoglobin acquired using the ion
conveyor source. First ion conveyor – conveyor mode, 30 V.p-p, 20 kHz. Second
ion conveyor – trapping mode, 21 V.p-p, 450 kHz. Peaks correspond to the 8+,9+
and 10+ charge states of myoglobin (RMM = 16,951.46 Da) associated with
Heme b (RMM = 616.18 Da).
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[S+2H]2+

[S+2H]2+

[S+3H]3+
[S+H]1+

Figure 6.13 – A mass spectrum of substance-p fragment 1-9 (average mass =
899.1 Da) acquired using the ion conveyor source. First ion conveyor – conveyor
mode, 30 V.p-p, 20 kHz. Second ion conveyor – trapping mode, 21 V.p-p, 450 kHz.
Inset: - isotopic distribution of the doubly charged species.

[PPG+3H]3+

[PPG+3H]3+

[PPG+2H]2+

Figure 6.14 – A mass spectrum of poly-propylene glycol acquired using the ion
conveyor source. First ion conveyor – conveyor mode, 30 V.p-p, 20 kHz. Second
ion conveyor – trapping mode, 21 V.p-p, 450 kHz. PPG represents
C3H7O2(C3H6O)nC6H13O2.
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[{H(C2H4O)nOH}+2H]2+

[{H(C2H4O)nOH}+H]1+

1207.728
1208.727
1209.750
[{H(C2H4O)27OH}+H]1+

Figure 6.15 – A mass spectrum of poly-ethylene glycol acquired using the ion
conveyor source. First ion conveyor – conveyor mode, 30 V.p-p, 20 kHz. Second
ion conveyor – trapping mode, 21 V.p-p, 450 kHz. Inset shows close up of the
H(C2H4O)27OH isotopic distribution.
Experiments were performed to investigate whether nozzle-skimmer-like
dissociation effects could be observed. The best illustration of this was found
using a bacteriosin sample of unknown structure, kindly provided by Dr G. Norris
of Massey University, New Zealand. This bacteriosin was believed to incorporate
two sugar side-chains which might be amenable to fragmentation by nozzleskimmer dissociation. A mass spectrum of the bacteriosin is shown in Figure
6.16.

The peaks at m/z 1,301, m/z 1041 and m/z 867 correspond to the

bacteriosin ions with four, five and six charges respectively. The species was
found to have a molecular mass of 5202.67 Da.

The potential difference

between the capillary exit and the first electrode of the ion conveyor was then
increased.

At high potential differences, fragmentation was observed.

The

fragmentation pattern is shown in Figure 6.17. This pattern appeared to suggest
that the bacteriosin did indeed incorporate two easily cleavable molecular
structures, each of which possessed the same molecular mass of 203.1 Da. In
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Figure 6.17, the parent ion peak can be seen at m/z 1,301 ([M+4H]4+). The
peaks at m/z 1,251 and m/z 1,200 correspond to the loss of one and two
fragments from the parent ion respectively. The peaks at lower mass-to-charge
are the corresponding pattern at higher charge state.

The mass differences

between the parent ions and each of the fragmentation peaks are the same,
strongly suggesting the loss of two fragment ions with the same molecular mass.

[B+5H]5+
[B+5H]5+

[B+6H]6+

[B+4H]4+

Figure 6.16 – A mass spectrum of a bacteriosin sample of unknown structure and
mass 5202.7 Da acquired using the ion conveyor source. First ion conveyor –
conveyor mode, 30 V.p-p, 20 kHz. Second ion conveyor – trapping mode, 21 V.pp, 450 kHz. Inset: - isotopic distribution of the bacteriosin plus five charges peak.
These fragment ions were only observed at relatively high potential differences
between the capillary exit and the first ion conveyor electrode (250 V). This
difference is somewhat higher than that normally used in nozzle-skimmer
experiments (the Bruker FT-ICR used at Warwick would commonly employ
potential differences of the order of tens of volts to achieve similar fragmentation
effects). This difference is attributed to the fact that the electric fields due to the
flat first electrode of the ion conveyor would have been considerably less than
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those produced by the sharp skimmers in other sources. The field enhancement
due to the flat electrode with its large circular orifice would be less than those of
the sharp skimmers in other sources, hence larger potential differences were
required in the ion conveyor source to observe similar effects.

These

experiments demonstrated that the ion conveyor source could be used for
effective nozzle-skimmer-like dissociation.

[B-S+4H]4+

[B-S+4H]4+

[B-2S+4H]4+
[B+5H]5+
[B-S+5H]5+

[B+4H]4+

[B-2S+5H]5+

Figure 6.17 – Mass spectra showing the fragmentation of the unknown
bacteriosin sample. First ion conveyor – conveyor mode, 30 V.p-p, 20 kHz.
Second ion conveyor – trapping mode, 21 V.p-p, 450 kHz. Fragment peaks are
labelled [B-xS+nH]n+ where B represents the bacteriosin of mass 5202.7Da and S
represents the side-chain of mass 203.1 Da. Inset: - isotopic distribution of the 5charges bacteriosin fragment peak corresponding to the loss of a single sidechain.

6.2.2 Observation of mass spectra with gas flow only
During the course of the optimisation of the amplitude and frequency of the
conveyor waveform applied to the first ion conveyor, a mass spectrum was
acquired when the amplitude of the conveyor waveform was at 0 V.
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The

expectation was that there would be few, if any, detectable ions in the mass
spectrum. This was not the case. A mass spectrum was acquired with intense
ion signals. A similar experiment was attempted with the second ion conveyor in
the source. No ion signal could be obtained with the amplitude at 0 V, regardless
of whether the first ion conveyor was switched on or off.

This result was wholly unexpected. The experiment demonstrated that ions could
be transported along the full length of the first ion conveyor in the ion source, and
into the second ion conveyor, without any form of radiofrequency potential being
applied to the first ion conveyor.

The experiment was repeated, with the first ion-conveyor-region of the source at
various pressures. Representative mass spectra acquired at 5 mbar are shown
in Figure 6.18. The red spectrum (top) presents the mass spectrum acquired
with the waveform of the first ion conveyor switched off, though with the DCoffsets still applied.

The blue spectrum shows the mass spectrum with the

conveyor waveform switched on. It is immediately obvious that there was very
little difference between the mass spectra. Other spectra acquired at different
first-region pressures showed a similar effect. Experiments were performed with
the first ion conveyor biased at various DC voltages, and with the first ion
conveyor allowed to ‘float’ electrically. Spectra similar to those shown in Figure
6.18 were obtained. In all cases the general appearance of the spectra were
similar, with the intensities obtained with the ion conveyor switched off being
around 80% of the signal intensities obtained when the conveyor waveform was
switched on. At the conditions established earlier for optimum ion transmission,
the ion intensities obtained with the conveyor waveforms switched off were
around 60% of those when they were switched on.
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This observation leads to the conclusion that the conveyor waveform was not the
dominant influence on ion transport through the first ion conveyor in this source:
seemingly, at optimum conditions, 20-40% of ion current was due to the conveyor
waveform, with the majority (60-80%) being due to some unknown factor. A
similar experiment was attempted with both of the prototype sources on the MMM
sector instrument, but no ion signal could be observed. The same was true for
the second ion conveyor in the BiOTOF source: - no ion signal could be achieved
in the mass spectrometer if the waveforms were switched off.

[I+5H]5+

Ion conveyor
waveform off
[I+6H]6+
[I+4H]4+

[I+5H]5+

Ion conveyor
waveform on
[I+6H]6+

[I+4H]4+

Figure 6.18 – Mass spectra of insulin acquired with the ion conveyor waveform
switched on, ~30 V.p-p/20 kHz (bottom spectrum, blue) and switched off (top
spectrum, red).
These findings imply that there are physical characteristics of the first ion
conveyor of the BiOTOF source that, in some way, make it amenable to the
transport of ions without the application of an electrodynamic waveform. The
aperture size and separation between electrodes was identical to the ion
conveyor developed for the MMM instrument, as was the method of supporting
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the electrodes. The sole physical difference lay in the much greater length of the
MMM source ion conveyor, which was approximately 4.8 times longer than the
ion conveyor in the BiOTOF source.

The property of the ion source which could have been affecting the transport of
ions through the first vacuum region of the source is the background gas flow. At
the pressures utilised in this source region (between ~2 and 15 mbar), the gas
density was such that the remaining background gas molecules could exhibit flow
characteristics[19]. One explanation for the result would be that ions entering the
first ion conveyor of the mass spectrometer source were carried through the first
vacuum region by becoming entrained in the gas flow. This effect might have
been enhanced (fortuitously) by the structure of the ion-conveyor electrodes in
the source.

The structure of electrodes in the ion conveyor, together with the two supporting
printed circuit boards, might have served to shape the properties of the gas flow,
such that ions entrained within the flow were transported towards the orifice
leading into the next vacuum region of the source. The electrodes of the ion
conveyor might have acted something in the manner of a tube, guiding the
residual gas flow.

This effect would not be without precedent, and would be somewhat analogous
to the methods used in aerodynamic lens systems. Aerodynamic lenses are
commonly used in engineering applications, often in the separation and transport
of fine particles such as dust.

Although dust particles are often orders of

magnitude larger in size than the ions studied here, aerodynamic lenses have
been used to focus particle streams containing particles of diameters around 25
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nm[20] and less. A typical small protein molecule, say lysozyme of mass 14.3
kDa, has a diameter of 3.8 nm.

Aerodynamic lens systems have also recently

been incorporated into a mass spectrometry ion source[21].

That the ion source could operate without the application of a conveyor waveform
and that ions could be successfully transported over a distance of around 42 mm
was discovered shortly before the instrument was dismantled and removed to
New Zealand. This discovery should be further investigated. There was no
scope in this study to investigate the discovery further within the remit of the
remaining time and funding.

The application of computational fluid dynamics

software in combination with ion optical modelling tools such as SIMION may
provide a useful avenue of investigation towards the production of a new type of
mass spectrometer ion source which operates using the principle of gas flow
dynamics alone.

6.3

Experiments using the Bruker FT-ICR mass spectrometer

The ion source used in the above experiments was fitted to the Bruker Daltonics
BioAPEX-94E Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometer.
The mechanical and vacuum aspects were carefully considered to ensure that
the ion source linked well with the FT-ICR instrument.

The experiences gained using the Bruker BiOTOF instrument allowed the ion
source parameters to be set to optimum values as found for the BiOTOF
instrument to provide a starting point for instrument tuning.

No ion signal

whatsoever could be detected in the ICR cell of the FT-ICR instrument. Both the
ion source and instrument tuning parameters, of which there were a huge
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number, were adjusted systematically. Known stable operating conditions for
both the ion source and the main mass spectrometer were examined.
Troubleshooting all possible alignment and electronics problems revealed that
there was no fundamental fault with the set up of the instrument or the ion
source. These experiments were pursued intensively for over three weeks with
no success.

Should there have been a stable set of operating conditions which would have
allowed the detection of ions within the cell of the FT-ICR, these would have been
found during the time spent attempting to tune the instrument. There is always a
possibility, however, that a stable set of conditions did exist but were sufficiently
narrow that they were missed. This possibility cannot be entirely discounted
given the huge range of tuning parameters within the instrument and ion source.
It seemed more likely that there was a more fundamental ion optical problem with
the matching of the ion conveyor source to the FT-ICR’s transfer optics.

An ion optical simulation of the FT-ICR source and ion optics was constructed
using the SIMION package.

Using the accurate collision models previously

implemented into the SIMION models of the ion conveyor source, it was possible
to construct an ion optical model which appeared to accurately represent the ion
beam properties as the ions left the source region. Two models were created.
One model depicted the Analytica ion source used in the FT-ICR, and the other
depicted

the

new

ion

conveyor

source.

Both

models

incorporated

representations of the FT-ICR transfer optics, and were designed such that the
ion beam characteristics could be tracked from the source region to the
instrument detection cell. Figure 6.19 shows the SIMION model of the Analytica
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Einzel Lens

Combined
deflector/lens
elements

Deflectors

Tube-lens

ICR Cell

Hexapole

Figure 6.19 – SIMION model of the Analytica ion source and FT-ICR transfer
optics. Inset – two-dimensional view of the source optics.

Einzel Lens

High-pressure
ion conveyor

Combined
deflector/lens
elements

Deflectors

Tube-lens

ICR Cell

Low-pressure
ion conveyor

Figure 6.20 – SIMION model of the ion conveyor source and FT-ICR transfer
optics. Inset – two-dimensional view of the source optics.
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ion source and the FT-ICR ion optics. The model (Figure 6.19) consists of the
source incorporating a hexapole trapping device to the left of the diagram. The
main transfer optics are shown shortly after this region (Figure 6.19), with the
einzel lens and an approximation of the FT-ICR cell toward the right-hand side.
The ion source section of the model of source incorporated two ion-neutral
collision models to simulate the behaviour of the ions within the higher vacuum
regions of the instrument. Perfect vacuum was assumed beyond the source
region.

All dimensions were modelled accurately, though RAM limitations (a

common limitation in whole-system ion optical modelling) provided upper bounds
on the precision of the potential arrays. Figure 6.20 shows the new ion conveyor
source with the FT-ICR transfer optics. The model (Figure 6.20) is identical to
that in Figure 6.19 except that two ion conveyors are incorporated within the
higher-pressure regions of the ion source.

Ion trajectories were calculated with both models.

Ion trajectories as they

traverse the instrument are shown in Figure 6.21 for the original Analytica source
incorporating a hexapole and in Figure 6.22 for the ion conveyor source. Typical
“real-world” voltages were applied in both models. It can be seen that the ion
trajectories differ significantly from each other. The ion beams differ as they exit
the source regions. The ion conveyor source presents a more tightly collimated
ion beam than that from the Analytica source with its hexapole. This collimation
causes the ion beam to be ‘over-focussed’ as it passes through the transfer ion
optics.

It is crucial that ions approaching the magnetic field of the

superconducting magnet are travelling along the ion optical axis and parallel to
the magnetic field. Otherwise, the ‘magnetic-mirror’ effect would causes ions to
be reflected away from their intended path[22,23].
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Hexapole

Bruker electrostatic
transfer optics

Einzel Lens

ICR Cell

Hexapole end-plate

Figure 6.21 – Simulated ion trajectories of the Analytica source and FT-ICR ion
optics.

Low-pressure
ion conveyor

Bruker electrostatic
transfer optics

Einzel Lens

High-pressure
ion conveyor

ICR Cell

Figure 6.22 – Simulated ion trajectories of the ion conveyor source and FT-ICR
ion optics.
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Ions with a significant orthogonal component are unlikely to be transported
through the fringing fields of the superconducting magnet.

According to the

simulations, therefore, ions originating from the ion conveyor source were likely to
have an orthogonal component to their motion which could be sufficiently large to
cause them to be reflected, and hence not detected.

The models used above did not incorporate the magnetic field and the effects of
the field were not modelled. SIMION does have the capability to model magnetic
fields, however it was considered that the properties of the 9.4 tesla magnet were
not known sufficiently accurately to allow a useful model to be constructed.
Nonetheless, the probable reason for the failure to observe any ions within the
FT-ICR cell with the ion conveyor source becomes clear from the simulations.
The properties of the ion beam emitted from the ion conveyor source were
sufficiently different from those of the Analytica source incorporating a hexapole
to cause the transfer optics to be ineffective in guiding the ions into the cell. This
problem could have been overcome by re-designing the ion optics.

This,

however, would have been a large task which would have involved effectively redesigning much of the FT-ICR mass spectrometer, and would not have been
possible within the resources of the project. As the Bruker BiOTOF instrument
was providing useful results in characterising the ion source, it was decided that
experiments should continue using the simpler time-of-flight instrument.

6.4

Further study and ion optical simulations

The investigation of this ion conveyor source provided inspiration for several
avenues of further study which could not be completed during this work. The
most prominent of these was the investigation of gas-flow effects on ion transport
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within the high-pressure source regions of electrospray ionisation sources. All
electrospray ionisation ion sources, together with all other atmospheric pressure
ionisation sources such as atmospheric-pressure matrix assisted-laser desorption
ionisation and desorption electrospray ionisation, must have inlets into the high
vacuum, and usually call for differential pumping systems. The effects of gas
flow have been largely ignored by the mass spectrometry community, as
electromagnetic effects have been considered to be of greater importance. This
study, however, has demonstrated that the movement of the residual gas present
in the higher-pressure regions of a mass spectrometer can produce dramatic
outcomes.

Computational fluid dynamics software, in combination with ion

optical modelling software, is likely to become more important as investigators
strive to model the ion inlet regions of atmospheric pressure ionisation regions
more comprehensively.

Efforts to better understand the interplay between

electrodynamic, electrostatic and gas flow effects could produce better, more
efficient ion sources in the future.

An area which would also benefit from further study is that of the incorporation of
an ion conveyor ion source with an FT-ICR instrument. The high mass-accuracy,
sensitivity and resolving power afforded by such an instrument would help to
achieve a better understanding of the processes occurring within the ion
conveyor source. Thorough ion-optical modelling of the full-system FT-ICR and
ion source could provide a solution to the problem of incorporating an ion
conveyor ion source with the FT-ICR.

During the course of investigating the ion conveyor source with SIMION, more
advanced modelling techniques became available. An investigation using these
techniques was undertaken into the ion transmission characteristics of the ion
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conveyor with changing amplitude, frequency and pressure in the device. Ion
trajectory simulations were performed using the SIMION 8.0. An ion conveyor
model representing the first ion conveyor in the ion source discussed in this
Chapter was set up, with the addition of two electrodes representing an exit plate
and a detection plate. A two-dimensional representation of the model is depicted
in Figure 6.23.

Figure 6.23 – Electrode structure used in the SIMION 8.0 modelling of ion
transmission with large numbers of ions.
A user program was constructed using the Lua programming language
associated with SIMION 8. This program performed three functions. It allowed
control of the ion conveyor waveform and the ion-neutral collision model (SDS
model, chosen for reasons described earlier), as described in the previous
SIMION models. This user program, however, also provided the facility to sweep
two user-defined variables over a desired range and at set intervals within one
simulation. This allowed the effects of a large number of variables to be analysed
without the need for the user to change the variables manually at the beginning
of each run. Statistically relevant numbers of ions could be ‘flown’ in ‘batch’
modes and ion transmission statistics could be acquired for a series of
parameters.

The effects of the amplitude and frequency of the conveyor waveform used on
ion transmission were investigated. For these simulations, the inlet capillary was
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maintained at a potential of 150 V.p-p, with the first DC ring-electrode maintained
at a potential of 20 V. The exit electrode was maintained at a potential of -20 V,
with the detector electrode held at -1,000 V. These parameters are typical of the
values used experimentally (with the exception of the ‘detection electrode’ which
does not exist outside of the simulations).

Peak-to-peak amplitudes were swept over a range 0 – 250 V.p-p in steps of 10 V.pp.

Frequencies were swept over the range 0 – 250 kHz in steps of 10 kHz. This

was repeated for simulated pressures of 1, 3, 5, 10 and 15 mbar. Ion groups
consisting of 200 ions were used, with all ions simulated having a mass of 5733
Da and 6 positive charges, corresponding to the bovine insulin 6+ charge state.
The relatively small number of ions per ion group was due to the fact that the
simulations times were long, especially at the higher pressures. In total, 676,000
ions were flown, constituting around two weeks of computational time on two
high-speed personal computers. This long run-time is due to the computationally
intensive simulation of both radiofrequency fields and ion-neutral collisions at
high pressures.

The ‘Record Data’ function in SIMION was used to record the point at which each
ion either left the workbench region or struck an electrode. Those ions striking
the detector electrode were considered to have been successfully transmitted.
Microsoft Excel was used to analyse the recorded data and produce contour plots
of percentage ion transmission versus conveyor waveform frequency and
amplitude at various pressures.

Figure 6.24 displays contour plots presenting the percentage transmission versus
frequency and amplitude for the five pressures simulated (a – e). It can be seen
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that an ‘operating region’ exists for each pressure investigated, over which ions
are effectively transmitted.

The simulations suggest that, at lower operating

pressures, high frequencies and low amplitudes are necessary to achieve
transmission of ions through the ion conveyor

Conversely, at the higher

pressures simulated, a wider range of amplitudes and frequencies might be used.

These simulations corresponded well with the experimental observations made
during the course of the study. In the ion conveyor source used on the MMM
sector instrument, the background gas pressure was of the order of 2 mbar. It
was found experimentally that there was a narrow operating range of useful
frequencies centred around 150 kHz, at low amplitudes of the order 20 V.p-p. This
is in agreement with the simulations at the lower pressures, which suggested that
these relatively high frequencies and low amplitudes were necessary to achieve
ion transmission. More interestingly, the range of conveyor waveform amplitudes
and frequencies available for use with the first ion conveyor of the BiOTOF/FTICR source is barely within the region predicted by the simulations above to be
an efficient operating region.

To investigate more thoroughly, a fine sweep of amplitude and frequency over
the ranges achievable experimentally with the BiOTOF/FT-ICR ion conveyor
source was performed for a simulated pressure of 10 mbar.

Amplitude was

swept from 0 – 50 V.p-p in steps of 2 V.p-p and frequency swept from 0 – 50 kHz in
steps of 2 V.p-p. 500 ions were flown at each frequency/amplitude combination.
This fine sweep is displayed in Figure 6.24 (f). It can be seen that, although
transmission of ions is achievable using the combinations of frequencies and
amplitudes experimentally accessible, the regions of most effective transmission
lie at higher frequencies and amplitudes. This theoretical prediction leads to the
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tantalising conclusion that the ion conveyor should be tested experimentally at
these higher frequencies and amplitudes.

This was not possible during this

study.

These more sophisticated simulations did seem to provide a firm basis for the
discovery of useful amplitude/frequency combinations for use with an ion
conveyor.

Given the lack of a pseudopotential approximation for the ion

conveyor, these simulations might provide a crucial guide to the effective
operation of the ion conveyor. The predictions of these simulations have not
been tested experimentally as the theoretical predictions were available only at a
very late stage in the study. They do, however, suggest a series of interesting
avenues for further study.
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a) 1 mbar

b) 3 mbar

c) 5 mbar

d) 10 mbar

e) 15 mbar

f)

Figure 6.24 – Contour plots showing percentage ion transmission at various
frequencies and amplitudes for pressures of 1 (a), 3 (b), 5 (c), 10 (d) and 15 (e)
mbar. Also shown is the simulated contour plot showing experimentally
achievable operating parameters using the BiOTOF ion conveyor source (f). All
data shown in this figure is from ion optical simulations.
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Chapter 7
Observations concerning the non-covalent interactions of
vancomycin.

During the course of this study, several unusual observations were made
regarding vancomycin. Vancomycin is a tricyclic glycopeptide antibiotic which is
believed to inhibit bacterial cell wall growth by binding to the lysine-alaninealanine (KAA) terminus of the cell-wall building blocks[1,2,3,4]. The structure of
vancomycin is shown below in Figure 7.1. Vancomycin is formed from a posttranslationally modified heptapeptide (which in itself contains modified peptides)
which undergoes glycosylation and cross-linking to form a tri-cyclic structure.

Figure 7.1 – The molecular structure of vancomycin.
Vancomycin has often been used as the antibiotic of last resort against
methycillin-resistant strains of bacteria such as the notorious hospital ‘superbug’
methycillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA)[5,6,7]. The method of action
of this powerful antibiotic has been widely studied in the hope of emulating and
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improving its method of action[8,9,10,11,12]. These studies have become especially
prevalent with the discovery of vancomycin-resistant strains of bacteria. The
need for a new generation of antibiotics becomes more pressing as evolution
leads to vancomycin being used more frequently: - antibiotics are now considered
to have a useful working period.

The first observation relating to vancomycin made during this study was the
unusually strong peak corresponding to the triply charged vancomycin dimer
species.

Mass spectra exhibiting this peak were obtained using both the

prototype and second ion conveyor sources. Figure 7.2 shows a typical mass
spectrum of vancomycin from the MMM sector instrument. This spectrum was
acquired using the second ion conveyor source.

[V+2H]2+

[V+H]+
[2V+3H]3+

[3V+4H]4+

Figure 7.2 – Mass spectrum of vancomycin (135 µM) acquired using the second
ion conveyor source with the MMM sector mass spectrometer. Ion conveyor in
conveyor mode, 13.6 V.p-p at 160 kHz.
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The peak at m/z ~ 907 is the vancomycin dimer signal. The peaks at m/z ~ 1449
and 725 correspond to the singly and doubly charged monomer. Weaker peaks
corresponding to various charge states of the vancomycin trimer species, for
example a peak at m/z = 1086.75, were also observed. The triply charged dimer
peak is normally observed at very low intensities in mass spectra of vancomycin
(typically much less than 10% of the intensity of the signals corresponding to the
monomer species)[12], and the trimer species is rarely observed.

The strong

dimerisation was interesting, in that Williams et al had suggested that that
interaction of the dimer species with cell wall precursors played a crucial role in
the action of vancomycin[1,13].

Williams et al’s studies by nuclear magnetic

resonance (NMR, where solution concentrations are usually in the millimolar
range of concentration as opposed to the micro- or nano- molar concentrations
frequently used in electrospray ionisation mass spectrometry) suggested that the
vancomycin dimer should exist in amounts which would be observable by mass
spectrometry.

Why then, is the vancomycin dimer rarely observed in mass

spectrometry at the sort of intensities suggested by the NMR results?

The vancomycin dimer signal was, however, observed when using the ion
conveyor source. It is not sufficient to say that the dimer was there, hence the
ion conveyor agrees with the NMR results and other mass spectrometers have
been wrong. The possible reasons for the unusual intensity of the vancomycin
dimer peak must be examined.

One factor which might possibly explain the strong dimer signal would be the
existence of an electrodynamic ‘mass window’, or more accurately, a mass-tocharge window.

It is well known that all electrodynamic devices inherently

possess stable regions of amplitude/frequency phase space over which they will
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transmit ions[14,15,16].

Ions outside this m/z window will not be successfully

trapped, and will not be transmitted. It could be argued that the dimer’s intensity
was enhanced as a result of falling within a more favourable transmission region.
This explanation was dismissed, however, as the experiments and theory
showed that, to a good approximation, all species which fell within the relevant
region were transmitted with equal probability.

Another possible factor which might explain the dimer signal lies with the
preservation, or otherwise, of species formed during the phase transition from the
liquid to the gas phase. It has been shown that small changes within the source
region can lead to large effects upon ion intensities[17].

Nozzle-skimmer

dissociation, for example, is often used to advantage to obtain fragments of
analytes[14]. It might be argued therefore, that the unusual dimer signal was due
to some electrospray phenomenon, enhanced by the ion conveyor.

The ion

conveyor might have been biased towards these triply charges species for
example – the pseudopotential well depth for a highly charged species is deeper
than for an ion of lesser charge (although corresponding changes in kinetic
energy negate this effect somewhat). Nozzle-skimmer dissociation with the ion
conveyor was found to be less than when using a conventional ion source. This
could have been due to a reduced ‘field enhancement factor’ in the ion conveyor,
with the rounded electrodes giving rise to weaker fields than the sharp point of a
skimmer. Conceivably therefore, the dimer species was generated within the
spray region of the source and preserved through the ion conveyor, but had not
been observed previously, as in previous sources the weakly bound dimer
dissociated.
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One other possibility would be that the dimer species was actively generated
within the ion conveyor: the dimer signals are an artefact. This seems unlikely,
however, as this would involve either the combination of two charged species
within the device (highly improbable as the electrostatic repulsion between the
two like charges is prohibitively large) or the combination of a charged species
and a neutral species. This second scenario is also improbable. It can be seen
from the spectrum in Figure 7.2 that the singly and doubly charged vancomycin
ions were most prevalent. Only the triply charged dimer species was observed.
Were the dimer to have been generated within the ion conveyor as a result of an
interaction between a charged and a neutral entity, the charged entity in question
would most likely have been the triply charged vancomycin ion. As evidenced
from Figure 7.2, the triply charged vancomycin monomer was simply not
observed. Moreover, it is difficult to envisage combinations solely between the
rare triply charged monomer and a neutral to the exclusion of such reactions with
the singly and doubly charged monomers.

If there were such combinations,

dimer species resulting from neutral interaction with several charge states would
have been expected to be observed. As singly and doubly charged vancomycin
dimers were not observed, it seems logical to conclude that the observed signal
corresponding to the triply charged dimer species was unlikely to have been due
to artificial creation within the ion conveyor.

The conclusion is that the ion

conveyor was faithfully transmitting ions without the generation of new species.

Further experiments were carried out using the ion conveyor source to probe the
dimer formation.

Vancomycin interactions in vivo are highly specific[2].

The

vancomycin molecule binds at particular points to cell wall precursors, and only to
specific optical isomers of these precursors. There was no way to tell using mass
spectrometry what the structure of the vancomycin dimer species observed here
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was. By using a tripeptide analogue of a cell wall precursor (specifically the
tripeptide diacetyl-L-lysyl-D-alanyl-D-alanine, KAA), it was hoped to distinguish
between specific and non-specific interactions.

Two stereoisomers of KAA were obtained (the d-isomer from Sigma-Aldrich, and
the l-isomer was kindly synthesized by the group of Dr T. Jorgensen at Odense
University, Odense, Denmark). Each of the isomers was mixed in equimolar
proportions with vancomycin (135 µM concentrations in each case).

Each

solution was measured using the ion conveyor source on the MMM sector mass
spectrometer. The mass spectra are shown below in Figure 7.3 (l-KAA) and 7.4
(d-KAA). Vancomycin would be expected to interact only with the d-isomer of
KAA[12]. If vancomycin had been observed to interact with both isomers, this
would have shown that the non-covalent interactions observed using the ion
conveyor source were non-specific, implying that the strong dimer signal
observed when using the ion conveyor was also non-specific. This would have
added weight to the speculation that the strong triply charged dimer signals
observed in the source were artefacts.

It can be deduced from the mass spectra in Figures 7.3 and 7.4 that vancomycin
interacted only with the d-isomer of KAA. The spectrum in Figure 7.3 contains
only peaks corresponding to vancomycin species (the KAA species is too low in
mass to be seen). The only anomaly was the observation of a moderately strong
peak corresponding to the quadruply charged vancomycin trimer species (the
peak at m/z = 1086.75), although this species had been seen previously with the
ion conveyor ion source (see Figure 7.2).

The spectrum in Figure 7.4,

meanwhile, displays many peaks corresponding to various vancomycin/d-KAA
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[V+2H]2+

3+

[2V+3H]

[V+H]+

[3V+4H]4+

Figure 7.3 – Mass spectrum of vancomycin mixed with an equimolar amount of lKAA (135 µM). Ion conveyor in conveyor mode, 13.6 V.p-p at 160 kHz.
non-covalently bound species.

This is in accordance with the in vivo

observations, demonstrating clearly that these non-covalent species are specific
in nature. This supports the proposal that the dimer observed using the ion
conveyor sources was also bound by specific non-covalent interactions.

The possibility that the dimer was an artefact cannot be entirely excluded. The
strong triply charged dimer-peak might have been due to dimer produced during
the electrospray process.

It has been argued in many papers that the ions

produced from electrospraying a solution reflect the species within the solution to
a good approximation[18,19,20,21], but it is very difficult to prove conclusively that this
is so. The arguments around this point are beyond the scope of this work. For
the purposes of this study, there seemed to be sufficient evidence that the ion
conveyor could transmit ion species effectively when operating with a trapping
waveform.
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[V+2H]2+

[V+KAA+H]+
[V+2KAA+H]+
[V+H]+
[2V+3H]3+

Figure 7.4 – Mass spectrum of vancomycin mixed with an equimolar amount of dKAA (135 µM). Ion conveyor in conveyor mode, 13.6 V.p-p at 160 kHz.
The observations above were reproduced when using the ion conveyor source
designed for the time-of-flight and FT-ICR mass spectrometers. Mass spectra
acquired using the BiOTOF mass spectrometer displayed the unusually intense
vancomycin dimer signal. Figure 7.5 shows a mass spectrum of vancomycin
acquired using the BiOTOF mass spectrometer. The signal corresponding to the
vancomycin dimer (peak at ~ m/z 966) was of comparable intensity to that
observed with the MMM mass spectrometer and ion conveyor source. There was
an anomaly with this mass spectrum – the signal corresponding to the singly
charged vancomycin monomer species (peak centred at m/z = 1,450.27) was
unusually weak. It was not possible to increase the magnitude of this peak to the
intensities more usually observed in mass spectra of vancomycin, despite
exploring all ion conveyor and mass spectrometer parameters.

The weak

intensity of this peak did not appear to be due to the fact that the species was
singly charged: - many other singly charged ions were observed with other
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compounds (e.g. substance-p) using the ion conveyor in this source. The ‘mass
window’ created by the second ion conveyor frequency employed whilst
recording this spectrum (and all other vancomycin spectra) was certainly
appropriate to transmit species of this mass-to-charge ratio, as evidenced by, for
example, CsI and polymer spectra.

There are two plausible explanations for the failure to observe the singly charged
vancomycin species at an intensity equal to that of the doubly charged species.
One explanation would be that the singly charged vancomycin monomer species
was not formed during the electrospray process in the BiOTOF ion conveyor

[V+2H]2+

[2V+3H]3+

[3V+4H]4+

[V+H]+

Figure 7.5 – Mass spectrum of vancomycin (135 µM) acquired using the third ion
conveyor source with the BiOTOF time-of-flight mass spectrometer. First ion
conveyor – conveyor mode, 30 V.p-p, 20 kHz. Second ion conveyor – trapping
mode, 21 V.p-p, 450 kHz. Inset: - isotopic distributions for the doubly charged
monomer and the triply charged dimer. Note the unusual isotopic distribution for
the monomer, which is due to the presence of two Cl atoms in the molecule.
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source. Though possible, this seems unlikely, as the electrospray configuration
used in the source was identical to that used on the original instrument source
(with which the singly charged monomer species was observed at high intensity).

The other possibility would be that that the pseudopotential well depth formed by
the second ion conveyor in the source was insufficient to contain effectively the
singly charged species in combination with other, higher-charge states.

The

pseudopotential well depth for an ion is proportional to the square of its charge –
higher charges result in a deeper pseudopotential well[16].

The presence of

higher charge-state ions could have caused the loss of the lower-charge state
from the trap (space-charge effects[15]). This would be likely in situations where
the charge capacity of an electrodynamic device was being reached. This would
have been possible in the case of this ion conveyor source as the source was
operated in pipeline mode: - the second ion conveyor was being constantly filled
with charge by the first ion conveyor. Although there was no proof that this was
occurring, this rationalisation does provide some explanation for the lack of singly
charged monomer signal.

Leaving aside the singly charged monomer signal deficiency, which although
interesting was not pursued at any great length, the strong dimer signal observed
in the BiOTOF mass spectra strongly corroborated the evidence from the MMM
experiments with respect to the unusually intense dimer signal. To summarise, it
seems that there are three possible explanations for the observation of a strong
triply charged dimer when using an ion conveyor, given that this dimer had not
been observed with other mass spectrometer sources:



the vancomycin dimer is formed by the ion conveyor – it is an artefact.
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the gas flow and electrodynamic properties of the ion conveyor source are
preserving the vancomycin dimer, whereas the delicate non-covalent
interactions are destroyed by other mass spectrometer sources.



the weaker ‘nozzle-skimmer’ effect exhibited in the ion conveyor source
allows the vancomycin dimer species to be transmitted where it is
normally destroyed by ion sources with skimmers.

To prove conclusively which of these explanations is correct is challenging. The
nozzle-skimmer explanation seems the least likely, because of the careful and
extensive experiments by Heck et al[12] and others in which suppressing
dissociation would have been a first priority in their investigations of vancomycin.
The likelihood is very much that the dimer was associated with the ion conveyor
in one way or another.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and discussion

8.1

Summary of Results

Within this study experiments were performed with a view to characterising and
then understanding and developing the ion conveyor. A prototype ion conveyor
source was designed, fabricated and operated with the MMM reverse-geometry
double-focussing mass spectrometer. This prototype design was operated with
trapping waveforms.

The behaviour of the ion conveyor was consistent with

previous studies into stacked-ring-electrode electrodynamic devices[1,2].

The

effects observed when changing the amplitude and frequency of the trapping
waveform could be explained using established theories for electrodynamic
devices.

Mass spectra of a range of compounds were obtained, including

chicken-egg lysozyme, bovine insulin and vancomycin.

The mass spectra of

chicken-egg lysozyme and bovine insulin were used to quantify the effects of
changing the amplitude and frequency of the trapping waveform.

The mass

spectra of vancomycin exhibited unusually intense peaks attributed to a triply
charged dimer.

Using the prototype ion conveyor source and a conveyor waveform, signals could
not be obtained even on a post-acceleration detector placed immediately after
the ion source. No mass spectra could be obtained using this waveform. Ion
optical modelling of the ion source in conveyor mode suggested that ions should
have been transmitted, although the model did not take into account spacecharge effects and used a crude treatment of collisions. The pseudopotential
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representing the ion conveyor waveform could not be calculated as the low
frequencies involved meant that the adiabatic approximation did not hold.
Pseudopotentials for the trapping waveform did demonstrate that the aperture-tospacing ratio employed was imperfect and that there were notches in the
pseudopotential valley.

A second ion conveyor was employed on the MMM sector mass spectrometer.
This source used the same vacuum enclosure as the prototype.

A different

aperture-to-spacing ratio was employed. The pseudopotential for this second ion
conveyor showed that the trapping valley was much improved. This second ion
conveyor did not exhibit the notched structure of the pseudopotential walls of the
prototype, which suggested that improved performance would be achieved, at
least in trapping mode. The second ion conveyor used smaller electrodes which
resulted in a lower capacitive load on the drive electronics. The electrodes were
mounted on printed circuit boards, which further helped to reduce capacitance.
The electronics were improved to allow the application of trapping, conveyor and
composite waveforms over a broader range of frequencies than accessible in the
prototype ion source.

The ion optical modelling of this second ion conveyor was more sophisticated
that that carried out with the prototype. The new SIMION models incorporated
more sophisticated treatments of ion-neutral collisions and the SIMION models
were generated at much higher resolution.

These improved models allowed

more realistic simulation to be undertaken during the design process. They also
allowed simulations to be carried out to evaluate results as the results were being
generated.
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With this second ion conveyor in trapping mode, electrospray mass spectra could
be obtained only for those samples with ions in high charge states.

It was

inferred that the pseudopotential for the second ion conveyor was insufficiently
deep to transmit ions with few charges. Simulations supported this hypothesis. It
is likely that increased amplitudes of the applied waveforms would have
increased the mass range of the second ion conveyor when operating in trapping
mode[1,2].

The second ion conveyor was operated with a conveyor waveform. Mass spectra
were obtained for a wide range of compounds, including bovine insulin,
vancomycin, mixtures of vancomycin with the tripeptide KAA, caesium iodide and
a naphthenic acid standard mix.

These spectra corresponded well to mass

spectra in the literature[3,4,5,6,7,8,9].

The mass spectra of vancomycin obtained

using the second ion conveyor exhibited the unusually intense triply charged
dimer.

When the second ion conveyor was operated with a composite waveform,
significant increases in signal-to-noise ratios and signal intensities were achieved
compared to both trapping and conveyor modes. Spectra of a wide variety of
compounds were recorded, again with the mass spectra closely matching those
found in the literature.

The second ion conveyor was characterised in both

conveyor and composite modes of operation. The effects of waveform amplitude
and frequency were studied.

Higher frequencies led to lower masses being

transmitted. This observation was consistent with published literature[1]. Higher
amplitudes were found to improve transmission, although the investigation was
limited by the output range of the electronics.

The mass range of the ion

conveyor was probed. Caesium iodide ions were transmitted with no apparent
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mass discrimination over a range of m/z ~250 to m/z ~4,500. It was found that
applying focussing potentials to the beam steering optics of the MMM instrument
diminished ion signal recorded on the final detector over 6 m away. This was
attributed to the tight collimation of the ion beam exiting the ion conveyor source
and consequent “over focussing” if focussing potentials were applied.

The

translational energy spread of the ion beam was measured using the electric
sector of MMM and found to be less than 2.1 eV.

The third ion conveyor source constructed could be used on the two Bruker
Daltonics mass spectrometers. This ion source incorporated two ion conveyors
in different pressure regimes. The first ion conveyor was typically operated in the
pressure range 2 to 20 mbar, and the second at a pressure of around 1x 10-2
mbar. Ions could be transferred from the first ion conveyor into the second and
stored there

Tests of this third ion conveyor source were carried out on the Bruker BiOTOF
time-of-flight mass spectrometer. The first of the two ion conveyors in the source
was found to be most effective in conveyor mode.

A Faraday cup placed

immediately after the first ion conveyor allowed the measurement of transmission
curves with respect both to pressure and to frequency and amplitude of the
conveyor waveform. It was found that the optimum operating pressure was 12
mbar. The frequency was found to have little effect on transmission within the
range of frequencies which could be accessed using the electronics. The first ion
conveyor was observed to operate with frequencies as low as 10 kHz provided
relatively low amplitudes around 10 V.p-p were used.

The application of a

trapping waveform at the same time as the conveyor waveform (composite
mode) was found to provide little increase in ion signal.
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Ion optical simulations of the ion source had suggested that the second ion
conveyor would not function in conveyor mode at the lower pressures. This was
confirmed by experiment. Trapping mode was found to function at the lower
pressures, which was also consistent with simulation.

With the second ion

conveyor in trapping mode, mass spectra were measured over a range of
amplitudes and frequencies. Higher frequencies shifted the observable mass
range to lower m/z, and lower frequencies shifted the observable mass range to
higher mass. These trends were consistent with the literature[1]. In trapping
mode, the second ion conveyor was found to operate most effectively at the
maximum amplitude (~20 V.p-p) which could be applied experimentally.

The application of a conveyor waveform at the same time as the trapping
waveform (composite mode) was found to degrade severely the performance of
this second ion conveyor. This was tentatively explained in terms of the potential
applied to the end-plate electrode introducing instability in the ion trajectories as
ions were driven towards the end-plate by the conveyor waveform. Ion optical
simulations supported this hypothesis. These simulations showed ions being lost
to the electrodes towards the end of the second ion conveyor, when the ion
conveyor was operated in composite mode. This behaviour was not seen in the
simulations of trapping mode.

The third ion conveyor source was used to obtain mass spectra of a range of
compounds including chicken egg lysozyme, bovine insulin, vancomycin,
caesium iodide, Agilent standard ESI tuning mix (HP-mix), bradykinin, myoglobin,
substance-P, mellatin, polyethylene glycol, polypropylene glycol and a bacteriosin
sample.

These mass spectra agreed satisfactorily with published mass
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spectra[3,4,5,6,7,8,9]. Nozzle-skimmer dissociation experiments were performed and
the fragmentation of a bacteriosin sample was demonstrated. The vancomycin
spectra included the unusually intense triply charged dimer peak.

A significant discovery was that mass spectra could be obtained when all RF
voltages applied to the first ion conveyor had been switched off. The transmitted
ion signal was slightly lower (around 80%) than that observed when the RF was
applied, but the mass spectra were still of acceptable quality. This transmission
in the absence of RF voltages was attributed to gas-dynamic effects similar to
those at work in aerodynamic lenses. Further study of this phenomenon should
be undertaken.

The third ion conveyor source was installed on the FT-ICR mass spectrometer.
Despite exhaustive experimentation and in particular testing of the source, no ion
signal could be detected within the ICR cell. A sophisticated SIMION model was
constructed to investigate this. The simulations showed significant differences
between the ion beam emitted from the second conveyor of the ion conveyor
source and that from the hexapole used in the original Analytica ion source. The
ion beam from the ion conveyor was shown in the simulations to be strongly
defocused by the ion optics situated immediately before the ICR cell, whereas the
ion beam from the hexapole in the original Analytica ion source was not.

Extensive SIMION simulation of the third ion conveyor source suggested
avenues for potential improvement of the ion conveyor. Higher frequencies and
amplitudes than were achievable experimentally during this study were explored
in the simulations.

The simulations identified regions of stability for the ion

conveyor. The frequencies and amplitudes used experimentally in this study lay
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at the boundaries of these stable regions.

This implied that altering the ion

conveyor electronics to deliver higher frequencies and amplitudes could lead to
greater success in transmitting ions through an ion conveyor source.

The

simulations described in Chapter 6 suggested that, at 10 mbar, a frequency of 70
kHz and an amplitude of 100 V.p-p might produce improved performance. The
simulations suggested, however, a range of frequencies and voltages which
could be effective at different pressures.

Mass spectra of vancomycin with all three ion conveyor sources exhibited
unusually intense peaks attributed to the triply charged dimer. The dimer of
vancomycin has not been observed with significant intensity by mass
spectrometry, despite being observed by other analytical techniques[8,9]. It has
been proposed that the dimer of vancomycin constitutes an integral part of the
mechanism of action of vancomycin[10,11,12,13].

The proposal is that the dimer

plays a crucial role in the binding of vancomycin to bacterial cell wall precursors,
and that this binding inhibits bacterial growth. The reasons for the observation of
the triply charged dimer when using an ion conveyor were discussed.

In all three ion conveyor sources, evidence was seen of the preservation of noncovalent interactions into the gas phase. The vancomycin dimer described above
is one such non-covalent species. Interactions of vancomycin with the tripeptide
KAA were also observed. The specificity of these interactions was demonstrated
by the use of two stereoisomers of KAA. Vancomycin was observed to bind to
one of the two stereoisomers, but not the other, as expected on the basis of the
literature and vancomycin’s chemistry[89].
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Table 8.1 overleaf summarises the results achieved with each of the ion conveyor
sources in each mode of operation on the various mass spectrometers used in
the study.

8.2

Discussion

Recent trends in mass spectrometry have included the introduction of stacked
ring-electrode devices into electrospray ionisation mass spectrometers. Several
commercial instrument manufacturers use electrodynamic ring-electrode devices
(or ring-electrode-like devices) in their ESI sources. Bruker use an ion funnel[14],
Thermo their “S-lens”[15] and Waters the “T-wave”[16]. These devices all share
characteristics with the ion conveyor. The ion funnel[17] was introduced in 1997,
with the ion conveyor[18] and T-wave introduced in 2004[16].

In trapping mode, the ion conveyor is similar to both the S-lens and ion funnel.
All the ion conveyor’s electrodes have central apertures of the same size and
adjacent electrodes have a common separation. The electrodes of the S-lens
have varying spacing along its length, leading to a more V-shaped potential
valley towards its exit. This V-shaped potential valley would help to focus ions
toward the central axis, although this also produces a ‘notched’ structure to the
pseudopotential well towards the exit (much like the prototype ion conveyor).
The ion funnel uses electrodes with central apertures that vary along its length.
This also produces a pseudopotential well which narrows towards the end of the
ion funnel. The ion funnel achieves this narrowing by altering the central aperture
size, instead of altering the electrode separation as in the S-lens. Both devices,
therefore, alter the aperture-to-spacing ratio of the electrodes along their length to
drive ions towards the central axes.
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Table 8.1 – Summary of results for each of the ion conveyors investigated in this thesis.

Ion Conveyor source/design

Trapping Mode

Conveyor Mode

Composite Mode

Worked

Did not work

Not available

Worked, for lysozyme
only

Worked

Worked

Not studied

Worked

Worked, no benefit
over conveyor mode

Worked

Did not work

Did not work

Did not work

Did not work

Did not work

Prototype (MMM)
33 electrodes, each 1 mm thick
Aperture diameter = 6 mm, Spacing = 10 mm
Re-designed (MMM)
161 electrodes, each 0.2 mm thick
Aperture diameter = 3.175 mm, Spacing = 1.27 mm
Dual-conveyor source (BiOTOF) – High-pressure conveyor
33 electrodes, each 0.2 mm thick
Aperture diameter = 3.175 mm, Spacing = 1.27 mm
Dual-conveyor source (BiOTOF) – High-pressure conveyor
45 electrodes, each 0.2 mm thick
Aperture diameter = 3.175 mm, Spacing = 1.27 mm
Dual-conveyor source (FT-ICR)
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The ion conveyor uses a constant aperture-to-separation ratio along its length.
This brings the advantage of maintaining a usefully U-shaped pseudopotential
valley along its full length (in trapping mode), rather that producing a more
‘notched’ structure in some regions.

Another fundamental difference between the ion conveyor on one hand and the
ion funnel and S-lens on the other lies in the waveforms which are applied to the
ion conveyor (most particularly the conveyor and composite waveforms). There
is no reason why conveyor waveforms should not be applied to an ion funnel or
S-lens. This might prove to be an interesting area of investigation. This study
has shown that composite waveforms are an effective method of transferring ions
through the ion conveyor. The ion funnel is known to suffer from the stagnation
of ions towards the exit end of the funnel, although some efforts have been made
towards solving this problem[19].

This stagnation is due to the aperture-to-

separation ratio of the electrodes decreasing along the ion funnel’s length,
leading to deepening axial ridges in the pseudopotential in which ions can
become trapped. The application of a composite waveform in this region of an
ion funnel (or perhaps even along its full length) could eliminate this effect. The
motive force provided by the conveyor part of a composite waveform could help
to propel ions through the ion funnel more effectively. This is an intriguing area
for future study.

The similarities of the ion conveyor to the T-wave are strong. The travelling pulse
in the T-wave propels ions along the stack of ring electrodes, which all have the
same-sized central aperture. Where the two methods differ is that the conveyor
waveform can be used to confine ions, whereas the travelling pulse in the T-wave
cannot. The T-wave has found application for ion mobility mass spectrometry. It
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is probable that ions travelling through an ion conveyor could also be separated
according to their mobility in a similar manner to the T-wave.

The waveforms applied to the ion conveyor when operated in conveyor mode
have been shown in this study, by both simulations and experiment, to be low in
frequency and amplitude compared to those in the other electrodynamic devices.
Successful transmission of ions was demonstrated with conveyor waveforms with
amplitudes as low as 20 V.p-p and frequencies as low 50 kHz. The ion funnel is
commonly operated at much higher frequencies (~500 kHz) and amplitudes
(~200 V.p-p, although some recent reports have described operation at much
lower amplitudes[19]).

The S-lens is believed to operate at amplitudes and

frequencies similar to those used in the ion funnel, although no firm information
could be found on this. The travelling pulse of the T-wave does tend to be low
(up to 25 V.p-p), but a trapping waveform is co-applied.

This trapping waveform

is commonly applied at 2.7 MHz and up to 400 V.p-p[20]. The magnitudes and
frequencies of the trapping waveforms in these other devices are considerably
higher than those used when operating the ion conveyor in conveyor mode.
These high amplitudes and frequencies might lead to unwanted effects, such as
the radiofrequency waveforms doing work upon the ions, so called ‘RF heating’.
This could lead to the fragmentation of fragile species such as non-covalently
bound species. The relatively lower amplitudes and frequencies used in the ion
conveyor, together with the relatively high operating pressures which can be used
with the ion conveyor, might help to preserve or stabilise such interactions and
avoid their destruction due to RF heating effects.

All of the devices discussed above have features of the ion conveyor, whilst the
ion conveyor also allows modes of operation which cannot be used in the ion
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funnel, T-wave or S-lens. This study has shown that the ion conveyor can be
used in the first vacuum-region of an ESI source to gather ions from the source
capillary and transfer them onwards into the high-vacuum regions. Some of the
effects observed were unexpected.

The observation of ion signal with no

voltages applied in the third ion conveyor source was unexpected, but led to a
better understanding of the dynamic interplay between gas flow and
electrodynamics in the source. The observation of strong signals corresponding
to non-covalently bound vancomycin dimers suggested that the ion conveyor
could be used to preserve weak interactions present in solution into the gas
phase.

The work described in this thesis provides foundations upon which future work
into the ion conveyor technique can be based.
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Appendix 1
SIMION Lua code

This appendix contains the Lua code used within SIMION user-programs to
implement ion neutral collision models. The HS1 and SDS collision models are
given here, as well as a set of example control programs which were used to
implement the collision models in usable simulations which incorporated ion
conveyor waveforms and Paul-trapping waveforms.

SDS Collision model
-----------------------------------------

SIMION Lua workbench user program.
Statistical Diffusion Simulation (SDS) Model.
This is a refined model of using gas kinetic numbers to simulate
ion mobility and diffusion via Stokes' Law with diffusion derived
from kinetic jump statistics data, efficiently simulating pressures
in the atmospheric range. This version supports multiple
ion definitions as well as temperature, pressure, and bulk gas
velocity fields (incorporated as array files).
This program requires the existence of the following file:
collision statistics files
mbmr.dat
holds statistics for mass ratios Imass/Gmass
= 1, 10, 100, 1000, and 10000.
Each file below is optional and ignored if omitted:
ion parameter definition file
m_defs.dat
holds ion diameter(nm), Ko(10-4m2V-1s-1) by ion mass
field definition files
Note: each file must have the same dimensions as
the associated potential array.
p_defs.dat
holds pressure field data (torr) that matches PA
setting nx=0 causes SIMION to ignore pressure field data
t_defs.dat
holds Temperature field data (K) that matches PA
setting nx=0 causes SIMION to ignore temperature field data
vx_defs.dat
holds Vx bulk gas velocity (m/s) that matches PA
setting nx=0 causes SIMION to ignore all bulk velocity field data
vy_defs.dat
holds Vy bulk gas velocity (m/s) that matches PA
vz_defs.dat
holds Vz bulk gas velocity (m/s) that matches PA
Note: vz_defs.dat ignored unless PA is 3D
If magnetic and electrostatic PAs overlap, then this program must
be active only in the magnetic one (by default program is active
only in instance #1).
Trajectory quality of 0 or negative is recommended for speed.
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-- See the accompanying README.html and collision_sds_documentation.pdf
-- files for full details on this program.
--- SOURCE:
--This code and corresponding documentation are based on the original
-SDS model by Dave Dahl, 2004-09-27, included in SIMION PRG format in
-the supplementary material in the paper:
--Anthony D. Appelhans and David A. Dahl.
-SIMION ion optics simulations at atmospheric pressure.
-International Journal of Mass Spectrometry.
-Volume 244, Issue 1, 15 June 2005, Pages 1-14.
-http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijms.2005.03.010
--The SIMION PRG was converted to SIMION Lua by D.Manura, 2007-05,
-and incorporated into SIMION 8 by permission of Appelhans and Dahl.
-See the README.html for changes made. The current form is
-(c) 2007 Scientific Instrument Services, Inc. (Licenced under SIMION 8.0)
simion.workbench_program()
-- adjustable variables
-- Mass of background gas particle (u). Default assumes normal air mixture.
adjustable SDS_Collision_Gas_Mass_amu = 28.94515
-- Effective diameter of gas molecules (m). Default assumes air.
adjustable SDS_Collision_Gas_Diameter_nm = 0.366
-- Gas pressure (mbar).
adjustable SDS_Pressure_torr = 10
-- Gas temperature (K). Default is standard temp (25 C).
adjustable SDS_Temperature_K = 298.15
-- Bulk background gas velocity in x (m s-1).
adjustable SDS_Vx_m_per_sec = 0.0

Default is stationary.

-- Bulk background gas velocity in y (m s-1).
adjustable SDS_Vy_m_per_sec = 0.0

Default is stationary.

-- Bulk background gas velocity in z (m s-1).
adjustable SDS_Vz_m_per_sec = 0.0

Default is stationary.

-- Scaling factor to apply on pressure array fields.
-Default is 1 (no scaling).
adjustable SDS_P_field_scale_factor = 1.0
-- Scaling factor to apply on temperature array fields.
-Default is 1 (no scaling).
adjustable SDS_T_field_scale_factor = 1.0
-- Scaling factor to apply on velocity (Vx, Vy, Vz) array fields.
-Default is 1 (no scaling).
adjustable SDS_V_field_scale_factor = 1.0
-- Force minimum time step in usecs.
-- 0 (the default) disables this. >0 forces code speedup.
adjustable SDS_min_time_step_usec = 0.0
-- functions for data array initialization
-- Returns true/false indicating whether given file exists (is readable).
local function file_exists(filename)
local fh = io.open(filename)
local is_exist = (fh ~= nil)
if fh then fh:close() end
return is_exist
end
-- Reads numeric data file into array.
-- Array is returned.
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-- Commas and white-space are ignored.
-- Comments (which begin with a semicolon and continue to the
-- end of the line) are ignored.
local function read_file_numbers(filename)
local array = {}
local f = assert(io.open(filename))
while true do
local v = f:read("*number")
if v then
table.insert(array, v)
else
v = f:read(1)
if v then
if v == ";" then -- comment line
f:read() -- skip line
elseif v == "," then -- optional delimiter
-- ignore
else
f:close()
error(v)
end
else break end -- end of input
end
end
f:close()
return array
end
-- Define pressure in torr from mbar
--- local SDS_Pressure_torr = SDS_Pressure_mbar * 0.750061674
-- Same as read_file_numbers, except it just returns nil
-- (not raises an error) if file doesn't exist.
local function opt_read_file_numbers(filename)
return file_exists(filename) and read_file_numbers(filename) or nil
end
-- Collision statistics for mass ratios from 1 (0) to 10,000 (4)
-- based on 100,000 ions each having 100,000 collisions.
-- Fully randomized Maxwell-Boltzman (MB) statistics:
-MB randomized initial energy.
-Random initial direction.
-Randomized collision distance (avg = 1).
-MB randomized collision gas energies.
-Randomized equally probable impact points.
-- This file must exist in the current directory.
local s_dist = read_file_numbers("mbmr.dat")
assert(#s_dist == 1002 * 5) -- 1002 entries per each of five mass ratios.
-- Data for diffusion and mobility parameters keyed to mass.
-- Loaded from a file with this format:
-mass(u),d(nm),Ko(10-4 m2 V-1 s-1)
-mass(u),d(nm),Ko(10-4 m2 V-1 s-1)
-...
local mass_defs = opt_read_file_numbers("m_defs.dat")
-- Data for each ion mass.
-- These arrays have the same length. Corresponding elements are associated.
local ds = {}
-- ion diameter d (nm)
local kos = {}
-- ion Ko (10-4 m2 V-1 s-1)
local masses = {} -- ion mass (u)
local vos = {}
-- ion velocity Vo (mm/usec)
local mfpos = {} -- ion MFPo (mm)
local estimated_flags = {} -- whether ion d and Ko are defined or estimated
-0=def/def, 1=est/def, 2=def/est, 3=est/est
-d
Ko
d Ko
d
Ko
d Ko
-----

Point data fields for pressure, temperature, and background gas velocity.
Allows these parameters to vary as a function of position.
Each file will be used only if it exists in the current directory and
is not empty.
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-- All data arrays below have the same format.
-- All used data arrays must have the same dimensions and symmetry
-- (planar or cylindrical) of the matching potential array, or a fatal error
-- will occur.
-- Format:
-nx,ny,nz
-- first three file entries are array dimensions
-val
-- rest of array is linear list of values
-val
-- (suggest one per line)
-val
-- starting at x,y,z=0,0,0 and scanning in x, then by y, then by z
-...
--nx = 0
-- signifies an empty array (not to be used by user program)
-nz = 0
-- 2D cylindrical array
-nz = 1
-- 2D planar array
local pres_defs = opt_read_file_numbers("p_defs.dat")
-- pressure array (torr) or empty
local temp_defs = opt_read_file_numbers("t_defs.dat")
-- temperature array (deg K) or empty
local velx_defs = opt_read_file_numbers("vx_defs.dat")
-- vx bulk gas velocity (m/s) or empty
local vely_defs = opt_read_file_numbers("vy_defs.dat")
-- vy bulk gas velocity (m/s) or empty
local velz_defs = opt_read_file_numbers("vz_defs.dat")
-- vz bulk gas velocity (m/s) or empty
-ignored if PA is 2D array
local got_any_data_flag = false -- true iff any of the arrays above
-- contain data.
-- Information on data arrays. Used iff got_any_data_flag.
local nx_dimension
-- x dimension of arrays if have data
local ny_dimension
-- y dimension of arrays if have data
local nz_dimension
-- z dimension of arrays if have data (1 if 2d)
local is_2d_cylindrical -- 2D cylindrical flag (true/false)
local is_3d
-- 3D arrays found flag (true/false)
local max_nx_limit
-- index values above limit generate fatal errors
local max_ny_limit
local max_nz_limit
local max_nx_border
-- max border index values used to keep
local max_ny_border
-border points within array
local max_nz_border
local array_offsets = {} -- index offsets for the 4 (2D) to 8 (3D)
-points for interpolation
-- Data for each ion.
-- These are arrays indexed by ion number.
local ions_STP_damping = {}
-- ion's STP damping (usec-1)
local ions_STP_mfp_mm = {}
-- ion's STP mean free path (mm)
local ions_STP_Vo_mm_per_usec = {} -- ion's STP average velocity rate (mm/usec)
local ions_local_damping = {}
-- ion's local pressure, temp, and mass
-corrected local damping
local ions_local_mfp_mm = {}
-- ion's local pressure, temp corrected mean
-free path
local ions_local_V_mm_per_usec = {} -- ion's local temperature corrected avg
-thermal velocity
local ions_log_mr_ratio = {}
-- ion's log10(MASSi/MASSg)
-- Physical constants used.
local ELEMENTARY_CHARGE = 1.602176462e-19
local K_BOLTZMANN = 1.3806503e-23
local N_AVOGADRO
= 6.02214199e23
local MOL_VOLUME
= 22.413996e-3
local AMU_TO_KG
= 1.66053873e-27
local PI
= 3.141592654
local MM_HG_TO_PA = 133.322

--------

elementary charge in C
Boltzmann constant (JK-1)
Avogadro's number
Volume of one mol (m3)
mass of one u in kg
value of PI
conversion of mmHg to Pa

-- System parameters at current ion position.
local local_pressure_torr
-- local pressure in torr
local local_temperature_K
-- local temperature in deg K
local local_vx_mm_per_usec -- local bulk gas velocity components
local local_vy_mm_per_usec -- ..
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local local_vz_mm_per_usec

-- ..

-- Program control variables.
local kill_all = false -- kills all ions if not zero (error exit trap)
-- Copy of function references (for increased performance and conciseness).
local abs = math.abs
local min = math.min
local max = math.max
local sqrt = math.sqrt
local log10 = math.log10
local exp = math.exp
local modf = math.modf
local floor = math.floor
-- Formatted print.
local function printf(...) print(string.format(...)) end
-- Checks that data array dimensions are legal.
-- Externals:
-- nx_dimension,nydimension,nzdimension (read/write)
-- kill_all (write)
-- got_any_data_flag (read/write)
local function check_dimensions(x_dim, y_dim, z_dim)
if not got_any_data_flag then
-- if first non-empty array
got_any_data_flag = true -- flag that a non-empty array has been found
nx_dimension = x_dim
-- save x dimension
nz_dimension = z_dim
-- save z dimension
ny_dimension = y_dim
-- save y dimension
if ny_dimension == 0 then
kill_all = true -- Flag a fatal error
error("ERROR: Zero defined for Y dimension") -- abort fly'm
end
else
if x_dim ~= nx_dimension then
kill_all = true -- Flag a fatal error
error("ERROR: nx dimension doesn't match prior") -- abort fly'm
end
if y_dim ~= ny_dimension then
kill_all = true -- Flag a fatal error
error("ERROR: ny dimension doesn't match prior") -- abort fly'm
end
if z_dim ~= nz_dimension then
kill_all = true -- Flag a fatal error
error("ERROR: nz dimension doesn't match prior") -- abort fly'm
end
end
end
-- checks data arrays: check and init for P,T, Vel, and mass_defs data arrays
local function init_data_arrays()
-- Clear array info.
got_any_data_flag = false -- assume no arrays have data
nx_dimension = 0
-- zero array dimensions and flags
ny_dimension = 0
nz_dimension = 0
is_2d_cylindrical = false -- clear 2d cylindrical flag
is_3d = false
-- clear 3d arrays flag
max_nx_limit = 0
-- zero index error limits
max_ny_limit = 0
max_nz_limit = 0
max_nx_border = 0
-- zero index border limits
max_ny_border = 0
max_nz_border = 0
-- Check dimension and gather array info.
print(" Checking P, T, and Vel arrays for data")
if pres_defs and pres_defs[1] ~= 0 then -- if pressure array empty
local x_dim = abs(pres_defs[1]) -- save x dimension
local y_dim = abs(pres_defs[2]) -- save y dimension
local z_dim = abs(pres_defs[3]) -- save z dimension
printf(" P_DEFS.DAT array: nx=%d, ny=%d, nz=%d", x_dim, y_dim, z_dim)
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check_dimensions(x_dim, y_dim, z_dim)
else
pres_defs = nil -- not found
end
if temp_defs and temp_defs[1] ~= 0 then -local x_dim = abs(temp_defs[1]) -- save x
local y_dim = abs(temp_defs[2]) -- save y
local z_dim = abs(temp_defs[3]) -- save z
printf(" T_DEFS.DAT array: nx=%d, ny=%d,
check_dimensions(x_dim, y_dim, z_dim)
else
temp_defs = nil -- not found
end

if temperature array empty
dimension
dimension
dimension
nz=%d", x_dim, y_dim, z_dim)

if velx_defs and velx_defs[1] ~= 0 then -- if x velocity array empty
local x_dim = abs(velx_defs[1]) -- save x dimension
local y_dim = abs(velx_defs[2]) -- save y dimension
local z_dim = abs(velx_defs[3]) -- save z dimension
printf(" VX_DEFS.DAT array: nx=%d, ny=%d, nz=%d", x_dim, y_dim, z_dim)
check_dimensions(x_dim, y_dim, z_dim)
-- if velx exists vely must be non-empty
local x_dim = abs(vely_defs[1]) -- save x dimension
local y_dim = abs(vely_defs[2]) -- save y dimension
local z_dim = abs(vely_defs[3]) -- save z dimension
printf(" VY_DEFS.DAT array: nx=%d, ny=%d, nz=%d", x_dim, y_dim, z_dim)
check_dimensions(x_dim, y_dim, z_dim)
if nz_dimension > 1 then -- if 3d array
local x_dim = abs(velz_defs[1]) -- save x dimension
local y_dim = abs(velz_defs[2]) -- save y dimension
local z_dim = abs(velz_defs[3]) -- save z dimension
printf(" VZ_DEFS.DAT array: nx=%d, ny=%d, nz=%d", x_dim, y_dim, z_dim)
check_dimensions(x_dim, y_dim, z_dim)
end
else
velx_defs = nil -- not found
end
if not got_any_data_flag then
print(" Note: No P, T, or V arrays active")
else
-- active arrays
if nz_dimension == 0 then -- is cylindrical
is_2d_cylindrical = true -- flag as a cylindrical array
nz_dimension = 1
-- set nz to 1
print(" Note: 2D cylindrical arrays")
elseif nz_dimension > 1 then
-- is 3D array
is_3d = true
end
-- Compute array offsets.
array_offsets[1] = 0
-- lower left point
array_offsets[2] = 1
-- lower right point
array_offsets[3] = nx_dimension
-- upper left point
array_offsets[4] = nx_dimension + 1
-- upper right point
local add_3d = nx_dimension * ny_dimension -- page above for 3d
array_offsets[5] = array_offsets[1] + add_3d
-- lower left point
array_offsets[6] = array_offsets[2] + add_3d
-- lower right point
array_offsets[7] = array_offsets[3] + add_3d
-- upper left point
array_offsets[8] = array_offsets[4] + add_3d
-- upper right point
-- Compute limits and borders.
max_nx_limit = abs(nx_dimension - 1)
local t = max_nx_limit - 0.000001
if t > 0 then max_nx_border = t end
max_ny_limit = abs(ny_dimension - 1)
local t = max_ny_limit - 0.000001
if t > 0 then max_ny_border = t end
max_nz_limit = abs(nz_dimension - 1)
local t = max_nz_limit - 0.000001
if t > 0 then max_nz_border = t end

-- max addressable x index (0 - nx-1)
-- keep inside max nx array value
-- max addressable y index (0 - ny-1)
-- keep inside max ny array value
-- max addressable z index (0 - nz-1)
-- keep inside max nz array value
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end
-- Check mass records.
if mass_defs then -- exists m_defs.dat
if #mass_defs % 3 ~= 0 then
kill_all = true
error("m_defs.dat does not contain three numbers per line.")
end
local i3, i = 1, 1
while mass_defs[i3] and mass_defs[i3] ~= 0 do
masses[i] = abs(mass_defs[i3])
ds[i]
= abs(mass_defs[i3 + 1])
kos[i]
= abs(mass_defs[i3 + 2])
i3 = i3 + 3
i = i + 1
end
-- check for duplicated masses
local found = {}
for _,mass in ipairs(masses) do
if found[mass] then
kill_all = true; beep()
error("ERROR: Mass values duplicated: #", mass)
else
found[mass] = true
end
end
mass_defs = nil -- variable no longer used
end -- m_defs.dat
end
-- Adds Vo and MFPo data to given mass record.
-nmass - index in masses array.
-- The data is computed from the other data in the mass record.
-- Externals:
-K_BOLTZMANN, AMU_TO_KG, N_AVOGADRO, MOL_VOLUME, PI (constants)
-SDS_Collision_Gas_Mass_amu, SDS_Collision_Gas_Diameter_nm (read)
-masses, ds, kos (read)
-vos, mfpos (write)
-- returns mfpmass, vmass (the Vo and MFPo values added).
local function add_Vo_MFPo(nmass)
local mass = masses[nmass]
local dmass = ds[nmass]
local kmass = kos[nmass]
local Vk = sqrt(8 * K_BOLTZMANN * 273.15
/ PI / AMU_TO_KG) -- Vk(m/s) = sqrt(8*k*To/(PI * AMU_TO_KG))
/ 1.0e3
-- Vk(mm/usec)
local Vio = Vk * sqrt(1 / mass) -- Vo(mm/usec) = 2.404850043*sqrt(1/mass(amu))
-- Thermal velocity of ion in mm/usec
local Vgo = Vk * sqrt(1 / SDS_Collision_Gas_Mass_amu)
-- Vo(mm/usec) = 2.404850043*sqrt(1/mass(amu))
-- Thermal velocity of gas molecule in mm/usec
local No = N_AVOGADRO
/ MOL_VOLUME
/ 1.0e9
local Fk = 1.0e-12 *

----No * PI

n/mol
m3/mol
No in n/mm3
computing No in n/mm3 at STP
-- compute Collision frequency constant Fk
-- Fk = 1.0e-12 (mm2/nm2) * PI * No (n/mm3)

local Fio = (
1.164213562 * ((SDS_Collision_Gas_Diameter_nm + dmass) / 2)^2 * Vio
+ 0.25 * dmass^2 * Vgo
) * Fk
-- collision frequency (collisions/usec)
local Lio = Vio / Fio
local vmass = Vio
local mfpmass = Lio

-- ion's mean free path at STP
-- ion's STP average velocity, Vo
-- ion's STP mean free path, MFPo

-- Store Vo and MFPo.
vos[nmass] = vmass
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mfpos[nmass] = mfpmass
return mfpmass, vmass
end
-- Gets data (MFPo, Vo, and Ko) for given mass, filling in mass.
-- record with estimated values if empty.
-mass - ion mass (u)
-- Externals:
-vos, mfpos (read)
-SDS_Collision_Gas_Diameter_nm (read)
-SDS_Collision_Gas_Mass_amu (read)
-masses, ds, kos (read/write)
-kill_all (write)
-See also externals in add_Vo_MFPo.
-- Returns mfpmass, vmass, kmass -- the MFPo, Vo, and Ko values.
local function get_data_for_mass(mass)
for i=1,#masses do -- each stored mass
if ion_mass == masses[i] then -- exists matching record
-- unused: local dmass = ds[i]
local kmass = kos[i]
local vmass = vos[i]
local mfpmass = mfpos[i]
return mfpmass, vmass, kmass -- return it
end
end
local mass = ion_mass
local dmass = mass^(1/3) * 0.120415405
local logdm = log10(dmass)

-- get local copy of ion mass
-- estimate ion diameter (nm) from mass

-- Estimate Ko (10-4 m2 V-1 s-1) from dmass.
local Koair = 10^(4.9137 - 1.4491 * logdm - 0.2772 * logdm^2
+ 0.0717 * logdm^3 ) * 1.0e-5
-- Scaling constant to convert from Koair to Kogas.
local C_air_to_gas =
-- ((di + dair)/(di + dg))^2
((dmass + 0.366) / (dmass + SDS_Collision_Gas_Diameter_nm) )^2 *
sqrt(
-- (mi * mair)/(mi + mair)reduced mass with air
mass * 28.94515 / (mass + 28.94515) /
-- (mi * mgas)/(mi + mgas)reduced mass with gas
(mass * SDS_Collision_Gas_Mass_amu / (mass + SDS_Collision_Gas_Mass_amu))
)
local kmass = Koair * C_air_to_gas

-- Convert Koair to Kogas.
-- Ko (10-4 m2 V-1 s-1).

-- Create new mass record.
local i = #masses + 1
masses[i] = mass
ds[i] = dmass
kos[i] = kmass
estimated_flags[i] = 3 -- both d and kmass estimated
-- Add Vo and MFPo data to mass record too.
local mfpmass, vmass = add_Vo_MFPo(i)
return mfpmass, vmass, kmass
end
-- Fill in missing data in mass records.
-- Externals:
-masses (read)
-ds,kos (read/write)
-SDS_Collision_Gas_Diameter_nm, SDS_Collision_Gas_Mass_amu (read)
-kill_all (write)
local function complete_mass_records()
for i=1,#masses do
local mass = masses[i]
local dmass = ds[i]
local kmass = kos[i]
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if dmass + kmass == 0 then -- error if d and Ko both zero
kill_all = true; beep()
error("ERROR: Ko and d both zero for Mass: #", mass)
end
-- Compute d or Ko if necessary.
if kmass * dmass ~= 0 then
-- Update mass record.
estimated_flags[i] = 0 -- both are defined
elseif dmass == 0 then
-- if d not defined
-- Get rough estimate of ion diameter (in nm) from mass.
dmass = 0.120415405 * mass^(1/3)
-- Scaling constant to adjust Ko from gas to air.
local C_air_to_gas =
-- ((di + dair)/(di + dg))^2
( (dmass + 0.366) / (dmass + SDS_Collision_Gas_Diameter_nm) )^2 *
sqrt(
-- reduced mass with air
(mass * 28.94515)/(mass + 28.94515) /
-- reduced mass with gas
((mass * SDS_Collision_Gas_Mass_amu)
/ (mass + SDS_Collision_Gas_Mass_amu))
)
-- Estimate d (nm) from Ko (10-4 m2 V-1 s-1) from kmass.
local logkm = log10(
kmass / C_air_to_gas -- Koair = Kogas / C_air_to_gas
* 1.0e5
-- convert to (10-9 m2 V-1 s-1)
) -- get log10 of kmass = k
dmass = 10^(3.0367 - 0.8504 * logkm + 0.1137 * logkm^2 - 0.0135 * logkm^3)
-- Update mass record.
ds[i] = dmass
estimated_flags[i] = 1 -- dmass estimated
else -- d defined: compute Ko
local logdm = log10(dmass) -- get log10 of dmass
--estimate Ko (10-4 m2 V-1 s-1) from dmass
local Koair = 10^(4.9137 - 1.4491*logdm - 0.2772*logdm^2
+ 0.0717*logdm^3) * 1.0e-5
-- Scaling constant to adjust Koair to Kogas.
local C_air_to_gas =
-- ((di + dair)/(di + dg))^2
((dmass + 0.366) / (dmass + SDS_Collision_Gas_Diameter_nm))^2 *
sqrt(
-- reduced mass with air
mass * 28.94515 / (mass + 28.94515) /
-- reduced mass with gas
(mass * SDS_Collision_Gas_Mass_amu
/ (mass + SDS_Collision_Gas_Mass_amu))
)
kmass = Koair * C_air_to_gas -- scale Koair to Kogas.
-- Update mass record.
kos[i] = kmass
estimated_flags[i] = 2 -- kmass estimated
end -- d defined
-- Add Vo and Mean free patho.
add_Vo_MFPo(i)
end -- for each mass
end
----------

Updates local parameters (pressure, temperature, velocity, damping,
MFP, and average speed) with array data interpolated at current ion
position.
Externals (read):
ion_px_abs_gu,ion_py_abs_gu,ion_pz_abs_gu, ion_px_gu,ion_py_gu,ion_pz_gu
max_nx_limit,max_ny_limit,max_nz_limit,
max_nx_border,max_ny_border,max_nz_border,
nx_dimension,ny_dimension,nz_dimension, is_3d,is_2d_cylindrical
pres_defs, temp_defs, velx_defs, vely_defs, velz_defs
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-array_offsets
-SDS_P_field_scale_factor, SDS_T_field_scale_factor,
-SDS_V_field_scale_factor
-ions_STP_mfp_mm, ions_STP_Vo_mm_per_usec, ions_STP_damping
-- Externals (write):
-local_pressure_torr, local_temperature_K,
-local_vx_mm_per_sec,local_vy_mm_per_sec,local_vz_mm_per_sec
-ions_local_damping, ions_local_mfp_mm, ions_local_V_mm_per_usec
-kill_all
--- interpolation weights for the 4 (2d) to 8 (3d) points for interpolation
local point_weights = {0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0}
local function update_with_array_data()
-- Ensure particle is inside array.
local px = ion_px_abs_gu
-- current x array position
if px > max_nx_limit then
-- error if outside max legal x position
kill_all = true
error(" ERROR: ion's x coord outside array")
end
px = min(max_nx_border, px)
-- keep point inside outside array boundary
local py = ion_py_abs_gu
-- current y array position
if py > max_ny_limit then
-- error is outside max legal y position
kill_all = true
error(" ERROR: ion's y coord outside array")
end
py = min(max_ny_border, py)
-- keep point inside outside array boundary
local pz = ion_pz_abs_gu
-- current z array position
if pz > max_nz_limit then
-- error if outside max legal z position
kill_all = true
error(" ERROR: ion's z coord outside array")
end
pz = min(max_nz_border, pz)
-- keep point inside outside array boundary
local
local
local
local

ipx,
ipy,
ipz,
sfx,

fx =
fy =
fz =
sfy,

modf(px)
modf(py)
modf(pz)
sfz = 1 -

-- next
-- next
-- next
fx, 1 -

lower
lower
lower
fy, 1

x
y
z
-

array index and fractional
array index and fractional
array index and fractional
fz

-- offset to lower-left-corner (llc) data point in array
local index = (ipz * ny_dimension + ipy) * nx_dimension + ipx
+ 4
-- array data starts on 4th element
-- Compute point weightings.
local nloops
if is_3d then -- 3D
nloops = 8
-- number of points in 3d interpolation
point_weights[1] = sfx * sfy * sfz -- pw[0,0,0]
point_weights[2] = fx * sfy * sfz -- pw[1,0,0]
point_weights[3] = sfx * fy * fz -- pw[0,1,0]
point_weights[4] = fx * fy * sfz -- pw[1,1,0]
point_weights[5] = sfx * sfy * fz -- pw[0,0,1]
point_weights[6] = fx * sfy * fz -- pw[1,0,1]
point_weights[7] = sfx * fy * fz -- pw[0,1,1]
point_weights[8] = fx * fy * fz -- pw[1,1,1]
else -- 2D
nloops = 4
-- number of points in 2d interpolation
point_weights[1] = sfx * sfy
-- pw[0,0]
point_weights[2] = fx * sfy
-- pw[1,0]
point_weights[3] = sfx * fy
-- pw[0,1]
point_weights[4] = fx * fy
-- pw[1,1]
end
if pres_defs then -- exists pressure array
-- Compute local pressure.
local_pressure_torr = 0
for i=1,nloops do -- interpolate
local_pressure_torr = local_pressure_torr +
pres_defs[index + array_offsets[i]] * point_weights[i]
end
local_pressure_torr = local_pressure_torr * abs(SDS_P_field_scale_factor) -scale
if local_pressure_torr == 0 then -- fatal error if local_pressure is 0
kill_all = true
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error(" ERROR: Array's local pressure = 0")
end
end
if temp_defs then -- exists temperature array
-- Compute local temperature.
local_temperature_K = 0
for i=1,nloops do -- interpolate
local_temperature_K = local_temperature_K +
temp_defs[index + array_offsets[i]] * point_weights[i]
end
local_temperature_K = local_temperature_K * abs(SDS_T_field_scale_factor) -scale
if local_temperature_K == 0 then -- fatal error if local_temperature is 0
kill_all = true
error(" ERROR: Array's local temperature = 0")
end
end
if pres_defs or temp_defs then
-- exists pressure or temperature array
local nion = ion_number
local mfpmass = ions_STP_mfp_mm[nion]
local vmass = ions_STP_Vo_mm_per_usec[nion]
-- Correct for local pressure and temperature. [copied code]
local t_ratio = local_temperature_K * (1/273.15) -- correction for local
temperature
local pt_ratio = t_ratio * (760 / local_pressure_torr)
-- and for local
pressure
ions_local_damping[nion] = ions_STP_damping[nion] / pt_ratio
ions_local_mfp_mm[nion] = mfpmass * pt_ratio
ions_local_V_mm_per_usec[nion] = vmass * sqrt(t_ratio)
end
if velx_defs then -- exists velocity array
-- Compute local velocity vector.
-- Compute vx
local local_vx_m_per_sec = 0
for i=1,nloops do -- interpolate
local_vx_m_per_sec = local_vx_m_per_sec +
velx_defs[index + array_offsets[i]] * point_weights[i]
end
local_vx_m_per_sec = local_vx_m_per_sec * SDS_V_field_scale_factor
-- scale
-- Compute vy
local local_vy_m_per_sec = 0
for i=1,nloops do -- interpolate
local_vy_m_per_sec = local_vy_m_per_sec +
vely_defs[index + array_offsets[i]] * point_weights[i]
end
local_vy_m_per_sec = local_vy_m_per_sec * SDS_V_field_scale_factor
-- scale
-- Compute vz
local local_vz_m_per_sec = 0
if is_3d then -- is 3d array -- vz is meaningful
for i=1,nloops do -- interpolate
local_vz_m_per_sec = local_vz_m_per_sec +
velz_defs[index + array_offsets[i]] * point_weights[i]
end
local_vz_m_per_sec = local_vz_m_per_sec * SDS_V_field_scale_factor
-scale
end
-- Apply mirroring/symmetry.
if is_2d_cylindrical then -- is cylindrical
local r_gu = sqrt(ion_py_gu^2 + ion_pz_gu^2) + 1.0e-10
-- (1.0e-10 prevents divide by zero)
local_vz_m_per_sec = ion_pz_gu / r_gu * local_vy_m_per_sec
local_vy_m_per_sec = ion_py_gu / r_gu * local_vy_m_per_sec
if ion_px_gu < 0 then -- x mirrored
local_vx_m_per_sec = -local_vx_m_per_sec
end
else -- is planar
if ion_px_gu < 0 then -- x mirrored
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local_vx_m_per_sec = -local_vx_m_per_sec
end
if ion_py_gu < 0 then -- y mirrored
local_vy_m_per_sec = -local_vy_m_per_sec
end
if is_3d then -- don't mirror vz if not 3D array
if ion_pz_gu < 0 then -- z mirrored
local_vz_m_per_sec = -local_vz_m_per_sec
end
end
end -- planar
-- Swing vector to workbench orientation.
local x,y,z = wb_orient_to_pa_orient(
local_vx_m_per_sec, local_vy_m_per_sec, local_vz_m_per_sec )
local_vx_mm_per_usec = x * 1.0e-3 -- convert to mm/usec
local_vy_mm_per_usec = y * 1.0e-3
local_vz_mm_per_usec = z * 1.0e-3
end -- exists velocity array
end
-- Print data for all mass records.
local function print_mass_data()
-- Print mass data.
local plocal = SDS_Pressure_torr
local tlocal = SDS_Temperature_K
-- sort data by increasing mass
local mass_idxs = {}
for i=1,#masses do mass_idxs[i] = i end
table.sort(mass_idxs, function(a,b) return masses[a] < masses[b] end)
-- Print mass data.
print()
print(" Mass Definitions loaded or created")
print(" N , mass, dia, Ko Mobility ,MFPo, Avg Vo")
print(" (n),(amu),(nm),(10-4 m2V-1s-1),(mm),(mm/usec)")
local is_added = false
for k=1,#mass_idxs do
local i = mass_idxs[k] -- index into arrays
local estimated_flag = estimated_flags[i]
local d_def = (estimated_flag == 0 or estimated_flag == 2) and "def" or "est"
local ko_def = (estimated_flag <= 1) and "def" or "est"
-- add line to new mass output output
printf(" n=%d, m=%g, d=%g(%s), Ko=%g(%s), MFPo=%g, Vo=%g",
i, masses[i], ds[i], d_def, kos[i], ko_def, mfpos[i], vos[i])
is_added = is_added or (estimated_flag == 3)
end
if is_added then
print(" Added: No match found in MASSDEFS.DAT")
end
-- Print mass data at local conditions.
print()
print("Local Values for ions at user defined:")
printf("
Pressure
= %g Torr", plocal)
printf("
Temperature = %g K", tlocal)
print()
print(" mass , K Mobility
, MFP, Avg V ,B1 MFP/rB1=1")
print(" (amu),(10-4 m2V-1s-1),(mm),(mm/usec),(gauss)")
for k=1,#mass_idxs do
local i = mass_idxs[k] -- index into arrays
local mass = masses[i] -- ion's mass
-- Correct for
local vlocal =
local mfplocal
local klocal =

local pressure and temperature.
vos[i] * sqrt(tlocal / 273.15)
= mfpos[i] * (760 / plocal) * (tlocal / 273.15)
kos[i] * (760 / plocal) * (tlocal / 273.15)

-- Magnetic field B when MFP = r_cyclotron (thermal).
local B1 = 1439.74 * sqrt(mass * speed_to_ke(vlocal, mass)) / mfplocal
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printf(" m=%g, K=%g, MFP=%g, v=%g, B1=%g",
mass, klocal, mfplocal, vlocal, B1)
end
print()
end
-- Print coordinates of ion and local pressure, temperature, and gas velocity.
-- For debugging.
local function print_coordinates()
printf(" ion's array coord:
x=%f,
y=%f,
z=%f",
ion_px_abs_gu, ion_py_abs_gu, ion_pz_abs_gu)
printf(" max limit on array: x=%f,
y=%f,
z=%f",
max_nx_limit, max_ny_limit, max_nz_limit)
printf(" At PA
Coords: x=%f,
y=%f,
z=%f",
ion_px_gu, ion_py_gu, ion_pz_gu)
printf(" At Workbench Coords: x=%f,
y=%f,
z=%f",
ion_px_mm, ion_py_mm, ion_pz_mm)
printf(" Bulk gas vel. m/s: vx=%f, vy=%f, vz=%f",
-- scale to m/s
local_vx_mm_per_usec * 1.0e3, local_vy_mm_per_usec * 1.0e3,
local_vz_mm_per_usec * 1.0e3)
printf(" Local:
P(torr)=%f, T(K)=%f",
local_pressure_torr, local_temperature_K)
end
-- SIMION segment called for each particle creation.
local is_first_initialize = true
function segment.initialize()
-- Basic init on first ion.
if is_first_initialize then
is_first_initialize = false
if SDS_Pressure_torr * SDS_Temperature_K
* SDS_Collision_Gas_Mass_amu * SDS_Collision_Gas_Diameter_nm
== 0
-- is any zero
then
kill_all = true; beep()
error("ERROR: 0 defined for T, P, mg or dg")
end
--seed(1)--DEBUG
-- Set local temperature, pressure, and background gas velocity
-- to global ones. This is the default unless arrays are used.
local_vx_mm_per_usec = SDS_Vx_m_per_sec * 1.0e-3
-- convert to mm/usec
local_vy_mm_per_usec = SDS_Vy_m_per_sec * 1.0e-3
-- ..
local_vz_mm_per_usec = SDS_Vz_m_per_sec * 1.0e-3
-- ..
local_temperature_K = abs(SDS_Temperature_K)
local_pressure_torr = abs(SDS_Pressure_torr)
print(" Initializing user program arrays and parameters")
init_data_arrays()
if kill_all then return end

-- check and init P,T, and Vel data arrays
-- block access if kill all active

complete_mass_records()
end -- is first ion
if kill_all then return end

-- block access if kill all active

-- get or estimate require ion paramenters
local mfpmass, vmass, kmass = get_data_for_mass(ion_mass)
-- Save data for each ion.
local nion = ion_number
-- Save log(10) of mass ratio for each ion.
ions_log_mr_ratio[nion] = log10(ion_mass / SDS_Collision_Gas_Mass_amu)
-- Save ion's STP stokes' law damping converted from ion mobility.
ions_STP_damping[nion] =
9.648530843e5 -- (9.648530843e5*100 is SIMION charge to mass ratio e/u)
/ kmass
-- k(1/usec) = 9.648434136e5/(mass(amu)*K(10-4 m2 Volts-1
sec-1))
/ ion_mass
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-- Save ion's STP MFP (in mm).
ions_STP_mfp_mm[nion] = mfpmass
-- Save ion's STP mean average speed in mm/usec.
ions_STP_Vo_mm_per_usec[nion] = vmass
-- Correct for local pressure and temperature.
local t_ratio = local_temperature_K / 273.15 -- correction for local temperature
local pt_ratio = t_ratio * (760 / local_pressure_torr)
-- and for local
pressure
ions_local_damping[nion] = ions_STP_damping[nion] / pt_ratio
ions_local_mfp_mm[nion] = mfpmass * pt_ratio
ions_local_V_mm_per_usec[nion] = vmass * sqrt(t_ratio)
end -- segment.initialize
-- SIMION segment called to override time step sizes.
function segment.tstep_adjust()
-- Increase time step to minimum.
local mts = abs(SDS_min_time_step_usec)
if mts > ion_time_step then ion_time_step = mts end
end
-- SIMION segment called to override acceleration vector.
function segment.accel_adjust()
-- This segment can be limited to only certain PA instances.
-- It's particularly important that if magnetic and electrostatic arrays
-- overlap then then this segment should only be called in the magnetic one.
if ion_instance ~= 1 then return end -- skip unless instance #1.
if kill_all then return end

-- block access if error

if not ions_local_damping[ion_number] then
error(string.format(
"Particle #%d was not initialized. Ensure that the particle " ..
"originates strictly inside a potential array instance in which " ..
"the initialize segment is called.", ion_number))
end
-- Update local pressure, temperature, and velocity from any data arrays.
if got_any_data_flag then update_with_array_data() end
-- Apply Stokes' Law damping.
local damping = ions_local_damping[ion_number]
-- ion's local stokes' law
damping
if damping ~= 0 and
-- skip if damping set to zero
ion_time_step ~= 0
-- skip if zero time step
then
damping = abs(damping)
-- force damping term to be positive
local tterm = damping * ion_time_step -- time constant
local factor = (1 - exp(-tterm)) / tterm
-- Store as new acceleration components.
ion_ax_mm = factor * (ion_ax_mm - (ion_vx_mm
damping)
ion_ay_mm = factor * (ion_ay_mm - (ion_vy_mm
damping)
ion_az_mm = factor * (ion_az_mm - (ion_vz_mm
damping)
end
end -- segment.accel_adjust

-

local_vx_mm_per_usec)

*

-

local_vy_mm_per_usec)

*

-

local_vz_mm_per_usec)

*

-- SIMION segment called on every time-step.
local is_first_error = true
local is_first_other_actions = true
function segment.other_actions()
-- This segment can be limited to only certain PA instances.
-- It's particularly important that if magnetic and electrostatic arrays
-- overlap then then this segment should only be called in the magnetic one.
if ion_instance ~= 1 then return end -- skip unless instance #1.
if kill_all then -- kill all is used to terminate program with an error
if is_first_error then
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is_first_error = false
print_coordinates()
end
ion_splat = -5 -- kill ion
return
end
-- On first other_actions call....
if is_first_other_actions then
is_first_other_actions = false
print_mass_data()
end
-- Now apply random diffusion effect.
-- Compute random jump distance in this time step (accumulated walk
-- multi-impact diffusion) assuming number of collisions in the
-- distibution (100000). This is interpolated from mbmr.dat statistics.
-- It is the interpolation of two log-log scale interpolations at the
-- nearest mass ratios.
local n = rand() * 1000 + 1
-- get array pointer step index (1-1001)
local low_index = floor(n)
-- int and save as low array index
local log_mr_ratio = ions_log_mr_ratio[ion_number] -- ion's log(mi/mg)
-- Get locations of two arrays to interpolate between.
local sub -- which array to start in.
if
log_mr_ratio <= 1 then sub = 0
elseif log_mr_ratio <= 2 then sub = 1
elseif log_mr_ratio <= 3 then sub = 2
else
sub = 3
end
low_index = low_index + sub * 1002
local high_index = low_index + 1
local low_index2, high_index2 = low_index + 1002, high_index + 1002
local mr_scaling_ratio = log_mr_ratio - sub
local weight = n % 1
local dista_steps = log10(
(s_dist[high_index] - s_dist[low_index]) * weight + s_dist[low_index])
local distb_steps = log10(
(s_dist[high_index2] - s_dist[low_index2]) * weight + s_dist[low_index2])
local dist_steps = 10^((distb_steps - dista_steps) * mr_scaling_ratio
dista_steps)

+

-- Compute jump distance r assuming number of actual collisions prediced
-- from MFP. This is a simple scaling of dist_steps.
local ion_MFP = ions_local_mfp_mm[ion_number] -- ion's local MFP in mm (T and P
corrected)
local r =
sqrt(
ions_local_V_mm_per_usec[ion_number] -- ion's current average velocity in
mm/usec
/ ion_MFP
-- use ion's current MFP to obtain ion's current
collision rate
* ion_time_step
-- use next time step (in usec) to obtain
-expected average number of collisions in time step
/ 100000
-- over number of collisions in distribution
)
* dist_steps
-- obtain value of r assuming MFP = 1.0 mm
* ion_MFP
-- scale r with ion's MFP at local T and P
-- Randomize jump direction
local dx, dy, dz = rand()-0.5, rand()-0.5, rand()-0.5 --rand (-0.5 to +0.5)
local dr = sqrt(dx*dx + dy*dy + dz*dz)
--vector length dr for jump vector
-- Apply position jump.
ion_px_mm = ion_px_mm + dx / dr * r
ion_py_mm = ion_py_mm + dy / dr * r
ion_pz_mm = ion_pz_mm + dz / dr * r
end -- segment.other_actions
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HS1 Collision Model
-- collision_hs1.lua
-- A hard-sphere, elastic, ion-neutral collision model for SIMION 8.
-- REVISION-4-2007-02
--- The code implements a rather complete hard-sphere collision model.
-- Collision models are useful for simulating non-vacuum conditions, in
-- which case ions collide against a background gas and are deflected
-- randomly.
--- Features and assumptions of the model:
-- - Ion collisions follow the hard-sphere collision model.
-Energy transfers occur solely via these collisions.
-- - Ion collisions are elastic.
-- - Background gas is assumed neutral in charge.
-- - Background gas velocity follows the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution.
-- - Background gas mean velocity may be non-zero.
-- - Kinetic cooling and heating of ions due to collisions
-- are simulated.
-- - Kinetic cooling and heating of background gas is assumed
-negligible over many collisions.
--- Note on time-steps: each individual ion-gas collision is modeled,
-- which requires the time-step to be some fraction of mean-free-path.
-- Therefore, simulations with frequent collisions (i.e. higher
-- pressure) can be computationally intensive.
--- This code does not account for absorptions (e.g. when using electrons
-- rather than ions). That can be easily supported by setting ion_splat,
-- likely as a function of impact_offset.
--- The code has been influenced by a variety of prior SIMION hard-sphere
-- collision models:
-[Dahl] _Trap/INJECT.PRG in SIMION 7.0
-[Dahl2] http://www.simion.com/examples/dahl_drag.prg
-[Appelhans2001] http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/S1387-3806(02)00627-9
-[Ding2002] http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/S1387-3806(02)00921-1
-[Ling1997]
-http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/(SICI)1097-0231(19970830)11:13<1467::AIDRCM54>3.0.CO;2-X
-- See also ( http://www.simion.com/info/Ion-Gas_Collisions ).
--- Additional mathematic derivations are in notes.pdf.
--- HISTORY:
-- REV-4 made this correction:
-Issue I362 - HS1 collision model does not accurately thermalize.
-http://www.simion.com/issue/362
--- Author David Manura, 2005-06
-- (c) 2006 Scientific Instrument Services, Inc. (Licenced under SIMION 8.0)
simion.workbench_program()
-- Mean free path (MFP) (mm) between collisions.
-- Set to -1 (recommended) to calculate this automatically from
-- pressure and temperature.
adjustable HS1_mean_free_path_mm = -1
-- Mass of background gas particle (amu)
adjustable HS1_gas_mass_amu = 28.0
-- Background gas temperature (K)
adjustable HS1_temperature_k = 273.0
-- Background gas pressure (mbar)
adjustable HS1_pressure_pa = 0.02
-- Collision-cross section (m^2)
-- (The diameter of the cross-sectional area is roughly
-- the sum of the diameters of the colliding ion and buffer gas particles.)
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-- (2.1E-19 is roughly for two Helium atoms--Atkins1998-Table 1.3)
-- (Note: the Van der Waals radius for He is 140 pm = 1.40 angstrom.
--- http://www.webelements.com and http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helium --i.e. 2.46e-19 collision cross-section)
-- (2.27E-18 is for collision between He and some 200 amu ion with combined
-- collision diameter of 2 + 15 angstroms. It is used in some benchmarks.)
adjustable HS1_sigma_m2 = 2.27E-18
-- Mean background gas velocity (mm/usec) in x,y,z directions.
-- Normally, these are zero.
adjustable HS1_vx_bar_gas_mmusec = 0
adjustable HS1_vy_bar_gas_mmusec = 0
adjustable HS1_vz_bar_gas_mmusec = 0
-- Mean number of time steps per MFP.
-- Typically this default is ok. We want sufficient number of
-- time-steps per mean-free path for this code to be reliable.
adjustable HS1_steps_per_MFP = 20.0
-- Collision marker flag.
-- If non-zero, markers will be placed at the collisions.
-- Warning: if flying ions grouped, dots will be placed
-on *all* ions whenever *any* ion has a collision (this
-is not really what we want, but it's how the mark()
-command works).
adjustable HS1_mark_collisions = 1
-- How much trace data (average KE) to output.
-- (0=none, 1=at each splat, 2=at each collision)
adjustable _trace_level = 0
-- If _trace_level is 2, this is the number of collisions before each trace.
-- This reduces the verbosity of the trace.
adjustable HS1_trace_skip = 100
---- Internal variables
-- Convert pressure in mbar to Pa
---local HS1_pressure_pa = 100 * HS1_pressure_mbar
-- Statistics
---- current running average of KE for each particle.
local ke_averages = {}
---- last collision time for each particle.
local last_collision_times = {}

maps ion_number --> KE.

maps ion_number --> time.

-- Last known ion number (-1 = undefined).
local last_ion_number = -1
-- Last known ion speed (-1 = undefined).
local last_speed_ion = -1
-- Currently used mean-free path (-1 = undefined).
local effectiveHS1_mean_free_path_mm = -1
-- Count relative to HS1_trace_skip
local trace_count = 0
-- Maximum time step (usec) that fast_adjust should permit.
-- This is continually updated so that the HS1_steps_per_MFP setting
-- remains meaningful.
local max_timestep
-- Define constants
local k = 1.3806505e-23
-- local R = 8.3145
local kg_amu = 1.6605402e-27
local pi = math.pi
local eV_J = 6.2415095e+18

------

Boltzmann constant (J/K)
Ideal gas constant (J/(mol*K))
(kg/amu) conversion factor
PI constant
(eV/J) conversion factor

-- Error function (erf).
-erf(z) = (2/sqrt(pi)) * integral[0..z] exp(-t^2) dt
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-- This algorithm is quite accurate. It is based on
-- "Q-Function Handout" by Keith Chugg:
-http://tesla.csl.uiuc.edu/~koetter/ece361/Q-function.pdf
-- See also http://www.theorie.physik.uni-muenchen.de/~serge/erf-approx.pdf
-- I also find that the following makes a reasonable approximation:
-1 - exp(-(2/sqrt(pi))x - (2/pi)x^2)
function erf(z)
local z2 = abs(z)
local t = 1 / (1 + 0.32759109962 * z2)
local res = (
- 1.061405429 ) * t
res = (res + 1.453152027 ) * t
res = (res - 1.421413741 ) * t
res = (res + 0.2844966736) * t
res =((res - 0.254829592 ) * t) * exp(-z2*z2)
res = res + 1
if z < 0 then res = -res end
return res
end
-- Return a normalized Gaussian random variable (-inf, +inf).
-- [ http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Normal_distribution ]
function gaussian_random()
-- Using the Box-Muller algorithm.
local s = 1
local v1, v2
while s >= 1 do
v1 = 2*rand() - 1
v2 = 2*rand() - 1
s = v1*v1 + v2*v2
end
local rand1 = v1*sqrt(-2*ln(s) / s) -- (assume divide by zero improbable?)
return rand1
end
-- SIMION intiialize segment. Called on particle creation.
function segment.initialize()
end
-- SIMION time step adjust segment. Adjusts time step sizes.
function segment.tstep_adjust()
-- Ensure time steps are sufficiently small. They should be some
-- fraction of mean-free-path so that collisions are not missed.
if max_timestep and ion_time_step > max_timestep then
ion_time_step = max_timestep
end
end
-- SIMION other actions segment. Called on every time step.
function segment.other_actions()
if HS1_pressure_pa == 0 then -- collisions disabled
return
end
-- Temporarily translate ion velocity (mm/us) frame of
-- reference such that mean background gas velocity is zero.
-- This simplifies the subsequent analysis.
local vx = ion_vx_mm - HS1_vx_bar_gas_mmusec
local vy = ion_vy_mm - HS1_vy_bar_gas_mmusec
local vz = ion_vz_mm - HS1_vz_bar_gas_mmusec
-- Obtain ion speed (relative to mean background gas velocity).
local speed_ion = sqrt(vx^2 + vy^2 + vz^2)
if speed_ion < 1E-7 then
speed_ion = 1E-7 -- prevent divide by zero and such effects later on
end
-- Compute mean-free-path.
-- > See notes.pdf for discussion on the math.
if HS1_mean_free_path_mm > 0 then -- explicitly specified
effectiveHS1_mean_free_path_mm = HS1_mean_free_path_mm
else -- calculate from current ion velocity
-- Only recompute mean-free-path if speed_ion has
-- changed significantly. This is intended to speed up the
-- calculation a bit. This code will handle flying ions by groups.
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if last_ion_number ~= ion_number or
abs(speed_ion / last_speed_ion - 1) > 0.05 -- changed
then
-- Compute mean gas speed (mm/us)
local c_bar_gas = sqrt(8*k*HS1_temperature_k/pi/(HS1_gas_mass_amu
kg_amu)) / 1000
-- Compute median gas speed (mm/us)
local c_star_gas = sqrt(2*k*HS1_temperature_k/(HS1_gas_mass_amu
kg_amu)) / 1000

*

*

-- Compute mean relative speed (mm/us) between gas and ion.
local s = speed_ion / c_star_gas
local c_bar_rel = c_bar_gas * (
(s + 1/(2*s)) * 0.5 * sqrt(pi) * erf(s) + 0.5 * exp(-s*s))
-- Compute mean-free-path (mm)
effectiveHS1_mean_free_path_mm = 1000 * k * HS1_temperature_k *
(speed_ion / c_bar_rel) / (HS1_pressure_pa * HS1_sigma_m2)
-- Store data about this calculation.
last_speed_ion = speed_ion
last_ion_number = ion_number
--print("DEBUG:ion[c],gas[c_bar],c_bar_rel,MFP=",
-speed_ion,
c_bar_gas,
effectiveHS1_mean_free_path_mm)

end

end

c_bar_rel,

-- Note: The following is a simpler and almost as suitable
-- approximation for c_bar_rel, which you may used instead:
-- c_bar_rel = sqrt(speed_ion^2 + c_bar_gas^2)

-- Limit time-step size to a fraction of the MFP.
max_timestep = effectiveHS1_mean_free_path_mm / speed_ion / HS1_steps_per_MFP
-- Compute probability of collision in current time-step.
-- > For an infinitesimal distance (dx) traveled, the increase in the
-fraction (f) of collided particles relative to the number
-of yet uncollided particles (1-f) is equal to the distance
-traveled (dx) over the mean-free-path (lambda):
-df/(1-f) = dx / lambda
-Solving this differential equation gives
-f = 1 - exp(- dx / lambda) = 1 - exp(- v dt / lambda)
-This f can be interpreted as the probability that a single
-particle collides in the distance traveled.
local collision_prob = 1 exp(- speed_ion * ion_time_step / effectiveHS1_mean_free_path_mm)
-- Test for collision.
if rand() > collision_prob then
return -- no collision
end
----- Handle collision.
-- Compute standard deviation of background gas velocity in
-- one dimension (mm/us).
-- > From kinetic gas theory (Maxwell-Boltzmann), velocity in
-one dimension is normally distributed with standard
-deviation sqrt(kT/m).
local vr_stdev_gas =
sqrt(k * HS1_temperature_k / (HS1_gas_mass_amu * kg_amu)) / 1000
-- Compute velocity of colliding background gas particle.
-- > For the population of background gas particles that collide with the
-ion, their velocities are not entirely Maxwell (Gaussian) but
-are also proportional to the relative velocities the ion and
-background gas particles:
-p(v_gas) = |v_gas - v_ion| f(v_gas)
-See notes.pdf for discussion.
-- > To generate random velocities in this distribution, we may
-use a rejection method (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rejection_sampling)
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-approach:
-> Pick a gas velocity from the Maxwell distribution.
-> Accept with probability proportional to its
-speed relative to the ion.
local vx_gas, vy_gas, vz_gas -- computed velocities
-- > scale is an approximate upper-bound for "len" calculated below.
-We'll use three standard deviations of the three dimensional
velocity.
local scale = speed_ion + vr_stdev_gas * 1.732 * 3 --sqrt(3)=~1.732
repeat
vx_gas = gaussian_random() * vr_stdev_gas
vy_gas = gaussian_random() * vr_stdev_gas
vz_gas = gaussian_random() * vr_stdev_gas
local len = sqrt((vx_gas - vx)^2 + (vy_gas - vy)^2 + (vz_gas - vz)^2)
--assert(len <= scale) -- true at least ~99% of the time.
until rand() < len / scale
-- Alernately, for greater performance and as an approximation, you might
-- replace the above with a simple Maxwell distribution:
-- vx_gas = gaussian_random() * vr_stdev_gas
-- vy_gas = gaussian_random() * vr_stdev_gas
-- vz_gas = gaussian_random() * vr_stdev_gas
---vx
vy
vz

Translate velocity reference frame so that colliding
background gas particle is stationary.
> This simplifies the subsequent analysis.
= vx - vx_gas
= vy - vy_gas
= vz - vz_gas

-- > Notes on collision orientation
-A collision of the ion in 3D can now be reasoned in 2D since
-the ion remains in some 2D plane before and after collision.
-The ion collides with an gas particle initially at rest (in the
-current velocity reference frame).
-For convenience, we define a coordinate system (r, t) on the
-collision plane. r is the radial axis through the centers of
-the colliding particles, with the positive direction indicating
-approaching particles. t is the tangential axis perpendicular to r.
-An additional coordinate theta defines the the rotation of the
-collision plane around the ion velocity axis.
-- Compute randomized impact offset [0, 1) as a fraction
-- of collisional cross-section diameter.
-- 0 is a head-on collision; 1 would be a near miss.
-- > You can imaging this as the gas particle being a stationary
-dart board of radius 1 unit (representing twice the actual radius
-of the gas particle) and the ion center is a dart
-with velocity perpendicular to the dart board.
-The dart has equal probability of hitting anywhere on the
-dart board. Since a radius "d" from the center represents
-a ring with circumference proportional to "d", this implies
-that the probability of hitting at a distance "d" from the
-center is proportional to "d".
-- > Formally, the normalized probability density function is
-f(d) = 2*d for d in [0,1]. From the fundamental transformation
-law of probabilities, we have
-integral[0..impact_offset] f(d) dd = impact_offset^2 = U,
-where U is a uniform random variable. That is,
-impact_offset = sqrt(U). Decrease it it slightly
-to prevent overflow in asin later.
local impact_offset = sqrt(0.999999999 * rand())
-- Convert impact offset to impact angle [0, +pi/2) (radians).
-- Do this since the target is really a sphere (not flat dartboard).
-- This is the angle between the relative velocity
-- between the two colliding particles (i.e. the velocity of the dart
-- imagined perpendicular to the dart board) and the r axis
-- (i.e. a vector from the center of the gas particle to the location
-- on its surface where the ion hits).
-- 0 is a head-on collision; +pi/2 would be a near miss.
local impact_angle = asin(impact_offset)
-- In other words, the effect of the above is that impact_angle has
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gas

-- a distribution of p(impact_angle) = sin(2 * impact_angle).
-- Compute randomized angle [0, 2*pi] for rotation of collision
-- plane around radial axis. The is the angle around the
-- center of the dart board.
-- Note: all angles are equally likely to hit.
-- The effect is that impact_theta has a distribution
-- of p(impact_theta) = 1/(2*pi).
local impact_theta = 2*pi*rand()
-- Compute polar coordinates in current velocity reference frame.
local speed_ion_r, az_ion_r, el_ion_r = rect3d_to_polar3d(vx, vy, vz)
-- Compute ion velocity components (mm/us).
local vr_ion = speed_ion_r * cos(impact_angle)
local vt_ion = speed_ion_r * sin(impact_angle)

-- radial velocity
-- normal velocity

-- Attenuate ion velocity due to elastic collision.
-- This is the standard equation for a one-dimensional
-- elastic collision, assuming the other particle is initially at rest
-- (in the current reference frame).
-- Note that the force acts only in the radial direction, which is
-- normal to the surfaces at the point of contact.
local vr_ion2 = (vr_ion * (ion_mass - HS1_gas_mass_amu))
/ (ion_mass + HS1_gas_mass_amu)
-- Rotate velocity reference frame so that original ion velocity
-- vector is on the +y axis.
-- Note: The angle of the new velocity vector with respect to the
-- +y axis then represents the deflection angle.
vx, vy, vz = elevation_rotate(90 - deg(impact_angle), vr_ion2, vt_ion, 0)
-- Rotate velocity reference frame around +y axis.
-- This rotates the deflection angle and in effect selects the
-- randomized impact_theta.
vx, vy, vz = azimuth_rotate(deg(impact_theta), vx, vy, vz)
-- Rotate velocity reference frame back to the original.
-- For the incident ion velocity, this would have the effect
-- of restoring it.
vx, vy, vz = elevation_rotate(-90 + el_ion_r, vx, vy, vz)
vx, vy, vz = azimuth_rotate(az_ion_r, vx, vy, vz)
---vx
vy
vz

Translate velocity reference frame back to original.
This undoes the prior two translations that make velocity
relative to the colliding gas particle.
= vx + vx_gas + HS1_vx_bar_gas_mmusec
= vy + vy_gas + HS1_vy_bar_gas_mmusec
= vz + vz_gas + HS1_vz_bar_gas_mmusec

-- Set new velocity vector of deflected ion.
ion_vx_mm, ion_vy_mm, ion_vz_mm = vx, vy, vz
-- Now lets compute some statistics...
---if

decay)

Compute running average of KE. This is for statistical reporting only.
At thermal equilibrium, KE of the ion and KE of the gas would
be approximately equal according to theory.
_trace_level >= 1 then
-- Compute new ion speed and KE.
local speed_ion2 = sqrt(ion_vx_mm^2 + ion_vy_mm^2 + ion_vz_mm^2)
local ke2_ion = speed_to_ke(speed_ion2, ion_mass)
-- To average ion KE somewhat reliably, we do a running (exponential
------

average of ion KE over time. The reset time of the exponential decay
is set to some fraction of the total time-of-flight, so the average
will become more steady as the run progresses (we assume this is a
system that approaches equilibrium).
Note: exp(-x) can be approximated with 1-x for small x.

-- time between most recent collisions
local dt = ion_time_of_flight - (last_collision_times[ion_number] or 0)
-- average over some fraction of TOF
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reset_time = ion_time_of_flight * 0.5
-- weight for averaging.
local w = 1 - (dt / reset_time) -- ~= exp(-dt / reset_time)
-- update average ion KE
ke_averages[ion_number] = w * (ke_averages[ion_number] or ke2_ion)
+ (1-w) * ke2_ion
if _trace_level >= 2 then -- more detail
local T_ion = ke_averages[ion_number] / eV_J / (1.5 * k)
if trace_count % HS1_trace_skip == 0 then
print(string.format(
"n=,%d,TOF=,%0.3g,ion KE (eV)=,%0.3e,ion mean KE (eV)=," ..
"%0.3e,ion mean temp (K)=,%0.3e",
ion_number, ion_time_of_flight, ke2_ion,
ke_averages[ion_number], T_ion))
end
trace_count = (trace_count + 1) % HS1_trace_skip
end
last_collision_times[ion_number] = ion_time_of_flight
end

end

if HS1_mark_collisions ~= 0 then
mark() -- draw dot at collision point
end

-- SIMION terminate segment. Called on particle termination.
function segment.terminate()
-- Display some statistics.
-- Note: At equilibrium, the ion and gas KE become roughly equal.
if _trace_level >= 1 then
-- ion temperature
local T_ion = ke_averages[ion_number] / eV_J / (1.5 * k)
print(string.format(
"n=,%d,TOF=,%0.3g,ion mean KE (eV)=,%0.3e,ion mean temp (K)=,%0.3e",
ion_number, ion_time_of_flight, ke_averages[ion_number], T_ion))
end
end
--[[commented out (unused)
function segment.efield_adjust()
-- For testing, apply a quadratic potential well
-- to trap ions in. The kinetic cooling of the buffer
-- gas causes ions to collect near the center of the well.
-V(x,y,z) = x*x + y*y* + z*z = r*r
-E(x,y,z) = -(2*x, 2*y, 2*z)
r_max = 100
-- radius
V_max = 10
-- voltage at r_max
a = 2 * V_max / (r_max * r_max)
ion_dvoltsx_gu = ion_px_gu * a
ion_dvoltsy_gu = ion_py_gu * a
ion_dvoltsz_gu = ion_pz_gu * a
end
]]
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Example Lua control programs
‘FTICR.lua’
-- FTICR.lua
--- This program contols a two conveyor ion source in series with the FTICR ion
optics.
-- This control program calls Source.prg for control of the conveyors and
pressures therein.
-- This program also controls the FTICR ion optics
-- Ions are turned yellow as they exit the 'Source' region and enter the 'Optics'
region
--- Adapted from FTICR true geometry (and improved) and BiOTOF Source Thin Cond
--- [1] Belov, M. E. et.al. JASMS 2000, 11,19.
-http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/S1044-0305(99)00121-X
-- [2] Kim, T. et. al. AC 2000, 72,2247. http://dx.doi.org/10.1021/ac991412x
-[see also: http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu/397575.html ]
--- Yehia Ibrahim, PNNL 2007 - Adapted from SIMION 8 funnel example.
-- D.Manura-2007-03 - refactored.

simion.workbench_program()

------------ Import Source.lua program and copy relevant segments
simion.import("Source.lua")
-- Import Source program
local Source_other_actions = segment.other_actions -- Copy HS1 defined other
actions segment
local Source_fast_adjust = segment.fast_adjust
-- Copy Source defined other
actions segment
local Source_tstep_adjust = segment.tstep_adjust
-- Copy Source defined
step_adjust segment
local Source_accel_adjust = segment.accel_adjust
-- Copy Source defined
accel_adjust
local Source_initialize = segment.initialize
-- Copy Source defined
initialize
-----------

----------- Ion conveyor parameters (adjustable)
-- C1 (First conveyor)
adjustable _C1_RF_frequency_khz
adjustable _C1_AC_frequency_khz
(in kHz)
adjustable _C1_RF_amplitude_ptop
V)
adjustable _C1_AC_amplitude_ptop
V)
adjustable _Capillary_Exit_V = 150
adjustable _C1_Entry_Electrode_V
adjustable _C1_Offset_V
= 30
adjustable _Conductance_Electrode_V
-- C2 (Second conveyor)
adjustable _C2_RF_frequency_khz
adjustable _C2_AC_frequency_khz
(in kHz)
adjustable _C2_RF_amplitude_ptop
V)

= 600
= 50

-- RF frequency (in kHz)
-- Conveyor waveform frequency

= 0

-- RF peak-to-peak voltage (in

= 30

-- Conveyor peak-to-peak voltage (in

= 50
= 20
= 600
= 450

-- RF frequency (in kHz)
-- Conveyor waveform frequency

= 0

-- RF peak-to-peak voltage (in
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adjustable _C2_AC_amplitude_ptop
V)
adjustable _C2_Offset_V
= 10
adjustable _Exit_Electrode_V = 0

= 21

-- Conveyor peak-to-peak voltage (in

-- FTICR Optics
adjustable _PL1 = -176
adjustable _PL2 = -330
adjustable _DPL2 = 0
adjustable _PL4 = -1260
adjustable _DPL4 = 0
adjustable _HVO = -2500
adjustable _XDFL = 0
adjustable _YDFL = 0
-----------

Collision model adjustables

-- HS1
adjustable
adjustable
adjustable
adjustable
adjustable

HS1_temperature_k = 273.0
HS1_pressure_pa = 2
HS1_gas_mass_amu = 28.94515
HS1_sigma_m2 = 2E-18
HS1_mark_collisions = 0

-- SDS
adjustable
adjustable
adjustable
adjustable

SDS_Temperature_K = 273.0
SDS_Pressure_torr = 9.0
SDS_Collision_Gas_Mass_amu = 28.94515
SDS_Collision_Gas_Diameter_nm = 0.366

---------------------

Fast adjust segment

function segment.fast_adjust()
if ion_instance == 1 then
Source_fast_adjust()
else
adj_elect01 = _Exit_Electrode_V
adj_elect02 = _PL1
adj_elect03 = _PL2 + _DPL2
adj_elect04 = _PL2 - _DPL2
adj_elect05 = _PL4 + _DPL4
adj_elect06 = _PL4 - _DPL4
adj_elect07 = _HVO
adj_elect08 = _HVO + _XDFL
adj_elect09 = _HVO - _XDFL
adj_elect10 = _HVO + _YDFL
adj_elect11 = _HVO - _YDFL
end
-- if
end
-- fast_adjust segment
--------------------- Initialize
-- Run SDS initialize segment
function segment.initialize()
Source_initialize() -- always initialise
end
-- initialize segment
-----------

-----------

Tstep adjust

-- Also run our own tstep_adjust segment to ensure that the
-- tsteps used in each section are the same as those defined
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-- within either the SDS or HS1 models respectively
function segment.tstep_adjust()

-- Our own step_adjust segment

if ion_instance == 1 then
Source_tstep_adjust()
else
-- Nothing
end -- if
end -- tstep_adjust segment
-----------

-----------

Other actions

function segment.other_actions()

-- Our other actions segment

if ion_instance == 1 then
Source_other_actions()
else
ion_color = 3 -- Nothing except change colour
end -- if
end -- other_actions
-----------

----------- Accel adjust
-- Run accel adjust segment when ion is within SDS region
function segment.accel_adjust()
if ion_instance == 1 then
Source_accel_adjust()
else
-- Nothing
end
-- if
----------end

-- accel adjust segment

‘Source.lua’
-------------------

BiOTOF Source.lua
This program contols a two conveyor ion source.
Each conveyor is independantly controlable.
Electrodes have an aperture-spacing ratios of 3.2:1.3, though the
program will work for other geometries.
This programs is an attempt at incorporation of both HS1
and SDS collision models within the same model.
Adapted from the Ion Funnel example within Simion 8
[1] Belov, M. E. et.al. JASMS 2000, 11,19.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/S1044-0305(99)00121-X
[2] Kim, T. et. al. AC 2000, 72,2247. http://dx.doi.org/10.1021/ac991412x
[see also: http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu/397575.html ]
Yehia Ibrahim, PNNL 2007 - Adapted from SIMION 8 funnel example.
D.Manura-2007-03 - refactored.

simion.workbench_program()
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------------ Import HS1 and SDS models and copy relevant segments
simion.import("collision_HS1.lua")
for later
local HS1_other_actions = segment.other_actions
actions segment
local HS1_tstep_adjust = segment.tstep_adjust
step_adjust segment

-- Import HS1 collision model

simion.import("collision_sds.lua")
for later
local SDS_other_actions = segment.other_actions
other_actions other actions segment
local SDS_tstep_adjust = segment.tstep_adjust
tstep_adjuststep_adjust segment
local SDS_accel_adjust = segment.accel_adjust
accel_adjust
local SDS_initialize
= segment.initialize
initialize

-- Import SDS collision model

--

Copy

HS1

--

--

Copy

defined

Copy

HS1

SDS

other
defined

defined

--

Copy

SDS

defined

--

Copy

SDS

defined

--

Copy

SDS

defined

-----------

----------- Ion conveyor parameters (adjustable)
-- C1 (First conveyor)
adjustable _C1_RF_frequency_khz
adjustable _C1_AC_frequency_khz
(in kHz)
adjustable _C1_RF_amplitude_ptop
V)
adjustable _C1_AC_amplitude_ptop
V)
adjustable _Capillary_Exit_V = 150
adjustable _C1_Entry_Electrode_V
adjustable _C1_Offset_V
= 30
adjustable _Conductance_Electrode_V
-- C2 (Second conveyor)
adjustable _C2_RF_frequency_khz
adjustable _C2_AC_frequency_khz
(in kHz)
adjustable _C2_RF_amplitude_ptop
V)
adjustable _C2_AC_amplitude_ptop
V)
adjustable _C2_Offset_V
= 10
adjustable _Exit_Electrode_V = 0
adjustable _PL1 = -176
-----------

= 600
= 50

-- RF frequency (in kHz)
-- Conveyor waveform frequency

= 0

-- RF peak-to-peak voltage (in

= 30

-- Conveyor peak-to-peak voltage (in

= 50
= 20
= 600
= 450

-- RF frequency (in kHz)
-- Conveyor waveform frequency

= 0

-- RF peak-to-peak voltage (in

= 21

-- Conveyor peak-to-peak voltage (in

Collision model adjustables

-- HS1
adjustable
adjustable
adjustable
adjustable
adjustable

HS1_temperature_k = 273.0
HS1_pressure_pa = 2
HS1_gas_mass_amu = 28.94515
HS1_sigma_m2 = 2E-18
HS1_mark_collisions = 0

-- SDS
adjustable
adjustable
adjustable
adjustable

SDS_Temperature_K = 273.0
SDS_Pressure_torr = 9.0
SDS_Collision_Gas_Mass_amu = 28.94515
SDS_Collision_Gas_Diameter_nm = 0.366

-----------
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----------- Left over from ion funnel example
-- adjustable during flight
--adjustable _temperature_k

= 273.0

--adjustable _sigma_m2
--adjustable _gas_mass_amu
--adjustable _mark_collisions
adjustable pe_update_each_usec
adjustable phase_angle_deg
--adjustable _pressure_pa
-----------

-- Background gas temperature (K)
-[OVERRIDE HS1]
= 2.27E-18
-- Collision-cross section (cm^2),
-from experiment
-[OVERRIDE HS1]
= 28.0
-- Mass of background gas particle
-(u), (N2 gas)
-[OVERRIDE HS1]
= 0
-- Mark collisions (1=yes,0=no).
-[OVERRIDE HS1]
= 0.05
-- PE display update period (in usec)
= 0.0
-- entry phase angle of ion (deg)
= 1.0*133.28 -- Pressure (in Pa)
-- Note: 1 Torr = 133.28 Pa.
-[OVERRIDE HS1]

----------- Internal variable definitions
-- C1
local
local
local

Variables
alpha
beta
theta

-- C1 RF frequency in radians / usec
-- C1 AC frequency in radians / usec
-- phase offset in radians

local last_pe_update = 0.0
-- C2
local
local
local

-- last potential energy surface update time (usec)

Variables
delta
-- RF frequency in radians / usec
gamma
-- AC frequency in radians / usec
omega
-- phase offset in radians

-----------

-----------

Fast adjust segment

function segment.fast_adjust()
-- Initialize constants once.
if not theta then
theta = phase_angle_deg * (3.141592 / 180)
alpha = _C1_RF_frequency_khz * 6.28318E-3
beta = _C1_AC_frequency_khz * 6.28318E-3
delta = _C2_RF_frequency_khz * 6.28318E-3
gamma = _C2_AC_frequency_khz * 6.28318E-3
omega = phase_angle_deg * (3.141592 / 180)
end
--

Calculate relevant RF and AC potentials

local C1RF = 0.5 * _C1_RF_amplitude_ptop * (sin(ion_time_of_flight * alpha
theta))
local C1AC1 = 0.5 * _C1_AC_amplitude_ptop * (sin(ion_time_of_flight * beta
theta))
local C1AC2 = 0.5 * _C1_AC_amplitude_ptop * (sin((ion_time_of_flight * beta
theta)+4.712389))
local C1AC3 =0.5 * _C1_AC_amplitude_ptop * (sin((ion_time_of_flight * beta
theta)+3.141592))
local C1AC4 = 0.5 * _C1_AC_amplitude_ptop * (sin((ion_time_of_flight * beta
theta)+1.570796))

+
+
+
+
+

local C2RF = 0.5 * _C2_RF_amplitude_ptop * (sin(ion_time_of_flight * delta +
omega))
local C2AC1 = 0.5 * _C2_AC_amplitude_ptop * (sin(ion_time_of_flight * gamma +
omega))
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local C2AC2 = 0.5 * _C2_AC_amplitude_ptop * (sin((ion_time_of_flight * gamma +
omega)+4.712389))
local C2AC3 =0.5 * _C2_AC_amplitude_ptop * (sin((ion_time_of_flight * gamma +
omega)+3.141592))
local C2AC4 = 0.5 * _C2_AC_amplitude_ptop * (sin((ion_time_of_flight * gamma +
omega)+1.570796))
-- Apply RF+AC to each

fast scalable electrode.

adj_elect01 = _Capillary_Exit_V
adj_elect02 = _C1_Entry_Electrode_V
adj_elect03 = _C1_Offset_V + C1RF + C1AC1
potentials to electrode set 1
adj_elect04 = _C1_Offset_V + C1AC2 - C1RF
to electrode set 2
adj_elect05 = _C1_Offset_V + C1RF + C1AC3
to electrode set 3
adj_elect06 = _C1_Offset_V + C1AC4 - C1RF
electrode set 4
adj_elect07 = _Conductance_Electrode_V
adj_elect08 = _C2_Offset_V + C2RF + C2AC1
potentials to electrode set 1
adj_elect09 = _C2_Offset_V + C2AC2 - C2RF
to electrode set 2
adj_elect10 = _C2_Offset_V + C2RF + C2AC3
to electrode set 3
adj_elect11 = _C2_Offset_V + C2AC4 - C2RF
electrode set 4
adj_elect12 = _Exit_Electrode_V
adj_elect13 = -176

--

Applies

-- Applies RF and AC potentials to
--

Applies

-----------

Tstep adjust

-- Also run our own tstep_adjust segment to ensure that the
-- tsteps used in each section are the same as those defined
-- within either the SDS or HS1 models respectively
-- Our own step_adjust segment

if ion_pz_mm <= -67.4 then
SDS_tstep_adjust()
else
HS1_tstep_adjust()
end -- if
end -- tstep_adjust segment
-----------

Other actions
-- Our other actions segment
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AC

-- Applies RF and AC potentials to

function segment.initialize()
SDS_initialize() -- always initialise
end

if ion_pz_mm <= -67.4 then

and

-- Applies RF and AC potentials

-- Run SDS initialize segment

function segment.other_actions()

RF

-- Applies RF and AC potentials

----------- Initialize

-----------

AC

-- Applies RF and AC potentials

-----------

function segment.tstep_adjust()

and

-- Applies RF and AC potentials

end

-----------

RF

else
end

ion_color = 0 -- Black
SDS_other_actions()
ion_color = 1 -- Red
HS1_other_actions()

if abs(ion_time_of_flight - last_pe_update) >= pe_update_each_usec then
-Run PE surface display update
last_pe_update = ion_time_of_flight
sim_update_pe_surface = 1
-- Request a PE surface display update.
end -- if
end -- other_actions
-----------

----------- Accel adjust
-- Run accel adjust segment when ion is within SDS region
function segment.accel_adjust()
if ion_pz_mm <= -67.4 then
SDS_accel_adjust()
else
-- nothing
end
----------end -- program
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Appendix 2
Circuit diagram for third ion conveyor drive electronics
This appendix contains a circuit diagram of the electronics used to drive the third
ion conveyor source. Although the electronics for the prototype and second ion
conveyor sources did differ slightly (due to the fact that those ion sources were
floated at the source accelerating potential of 4 kV), the general approach used
was the same.
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